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orruption has been with us since the beginning of human
organization. It has always been part of our collective
activities.Yetone cannot be complacent about corruption
becauseit eats not only at the economicfabric of societybut also
at the moral foundations of order.
One is jolted out of complacencywhen one reads that much
of the devastationcausedby the recent earthquake in Turkeywas
a result of widespread corruption between the construction
industry and government officials.Yetmost of the time we do not
see corruption or we wish to ignore it. Part of the problem in
seeing corruption is that it operates best under the cloak of
secrecy.Aristotle noted another part of the problem when he
stated, "What is most common to the greatest number has least
care bestowed upon it." Even today, most corruption still takes
place in public places and we must build stronger incentives to
reduce it.
Yet powerful new incentives have developed that hold great
promise of subjecting corrupt practices to public scrutiny. The
information age is providing citizens and nongovernmental
organizationswith powerful organizing tools and information to
combat local corruption. Likewise, the global economy puts
VI
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tremendouspressureon local governmentsto rid themselvesof
factorsthat reducetheir competitiveness.
Corruptionis clearlya
factorthat can and doesreducethe attractiveness
of one community overanotheL
Without the tools to utilizeit productively,informationhas
little value. This book providesthe indispensableset of tools.
Electedofficials,citizens,and publicadministratorscan use these
toolsto determinewherecorruptionis taking placeand its root
causes.Here the authorsprovidesageadvice:Focuson the institutions that createthe incentivesfor corruption rather than on
the characterof those committingthe acts of corruption.Why?
Becauseif the institutions,which createthe incentives,are not
changed,the next occupantsof thesepositionswilllikelybe just
as corrupt as theirpredecessors.
Finally,the authorsprovideconcreteexamplesof successfuleffortsto fight corruption,including
ways to involve citizens in the process.

CorruptCitiesalso has a valuablerole to play in teaching stu-

dents how to analyzecomplexsocialsystems.By focusingon the
interrelationshipbetweeninstitutionand character,the authors
providestudentswith valuabletoolsto understandhow thesetwo
criticalcomponentsof human societyblend and work together.
To focus only on characteror institutionsis to miss half the
dynamicsof human order.
RobertB. Hawkins,Jr.
President
Institute for Contemporary Studies
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he movementtoward decentralization,accountability,

and democratic forms of government at the local level is
gathering momentum. In this context, the enormous
costs of corruption are being explicitly recognized, as is the
urgent need to correct governmentalmalfeasance.Corruption is
an entrenched symptom of misgovernance often reflected in
patronage, red tape, ineffectiverevenue-generatingagencies,large
scale briberyin procurement, and failure to deliver servicesto city
dwellers.But when local officialsin charge of public resourcesare
accountable to their citizens,decisionmakingcan become participatory. In turn, a participatory processcan be the cornerstone of
a subnational strategy to reform "sick" institutions and improve
the welfareof city dwellers.
Corrupt Cities is an important contribution to this emerging

field, addressing the historical, traditional, and cultural contexts
that createperverseincentivesfor corruption to exist.At the same
time, this book providespractical solutions and a set of incentives
charting a path away from misgovernancetoward effectivelocal
governance.The authors present case studies of both successand
failure to underscore that addressing corruption is only an entry
point to deeper public sector reforms.The book servesas a guide
Vill
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for local reformersand citizen groups intent on changing corrupt
systemsby introducing practical strategiesto combat corruption
and to reform local institutions. Practical tools and approaches
are presented, including fiscal transfers, informatics to track
public revenuesand expenditures,simplifiedrules to improve the
procurement process, diagnostics, and participatory techniques
for developing and monitoring local budgets.
The challengefacing local governmentsis to develop innovative ways of building effective, accountable, and transparent
systems. Corrupt Cities brings these innovations together in a
systematic way, providing both a conceptual and a practical
framework as well as an international perspective based on
concrete country examples such as Hong Kong and La Paz. We
learn about establishinga frameworkfor policy formulation and
implementation at the municipal level, anchored in modern
management thinking. This frameworkought to promote further
innovative thinking and action by public reformers and citizen
groups alike.
As part of its worldwide programs on anticorruption, governance, and municipal reform, the World Bank Institute (WBI) is
learning and disseminatinglessonsabout establishingcredibleand
transparent municipal government. These programs are reaching
out to a large and growing audience, including city managers in
scores of countries around the world. The know-how in Corrupt
Citiesis alreadyan integral part of this shared learning approach
with city executives.We learn from this book and WBI's course
participantsthat in spite of the apparent similarityof the problems
and challengesacross cities, each requires a particular approach
grounded in the differingrealitiesat the local level.
We also learn that in order to attain concrete and lasting
results, a bold departure from traditional waysof doing business

x
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is often essential. In this context, strong political will, citizen
voice, appropriate technical support, and a realistic long-term
implementation strategy are central to success. Where there is
integration among various factors significant results can be
expected:informed knowledge(with action program formulation
based on in-depth empirical evidencein each setting), coalitionbuilding leading to collective action, and transparent political
leadership at the local level. Cities implementing and sustaining
ambitious governance reform programs benefiting the urban
populace can expect to attract financial and human resources,
and become showcases of exemplary practice to be emulated
worldwide.
Daniel Kaufmann
Senior Manager
Governance, Regulation,and Finance Division
WorldBank Institute
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reventingcorruptionhelpsto raisecity revenues,improve

servicedelivery,stimulate public confidenceand participation, and win elections.This book is designed to help
citizens and public officials diagnose, investigate, and prevent
various kinds of corrupt and illicit behavior. It focuses on systematic corruption rather than the free-lanceactivityof a fewlawbreakers,and emphasizespreventivemeasuresrather than purely
punitive or moralisticcampaigns.Unlike many descriptivetreatises
on corruption, the book stressespracticalsteps.
This book offers examples of anti-corruption strategies that
work. Even though corruption is a subject of passionate opinion
and ethical freight, preventing it requiresa strategyas coldly calculated as any other major innovation in a city's policy or
management. A strategy must go beyond moralizing, legalisms,
and the bromide that corruption would not exist if only we all
fulfilled our obligations. It must transcend the reflex to install
new rules, new regulations, and new layersof review.
The book also offerssuggestionsconcerning implementationin
difficultsettingsthat may be characterizedby political indifference,
bureaucratic inertia, and citizen support not yet mobilized. We
provideseveralframeworksfor analysisand action, which we hope
XI

xii
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prove stimulating to policy makers and managers. Nonetheless,
these frameworksdo not pretend to tell mayors, city councilors,
and top officialswhich buttons to push, policies to shift, systems
to install, people to hire or fire, or even which forms of corruption should be dealt with first. The guidelines and examples
do not compose a recipe applicable to each and every situation.
They require careful reworking and adaptation to each locality's
idiosyncrasies.

Readers may find that the book is at once humbler and
bolder than many discussions of corruption, or indeed of city
management. It humbly acknowledgesthat blueprints are not in
the offing, that politics and practical questions of administration
drive and constrain the possible lines of attack, and that what
works in one city may not work in another. At the same time, it
may be bold in asking readers to consider corruption through
new lenses of economics and to eschew temporarily the accustomed lenses of morality and ethics. It considers, albeit
schematically,what many treatises on management leave out,
namely tacticsfor making good things happen even in corrupt
settings.Also,our approach confidesin the abilities of municipal
officialsto use the book to spark their creativity.
We try to place corruption in perspective.Corruption is not
the only thing, or even the most important thing, about which
municipal leaders should care. Today's cities must meet a multitude of objectives. They must provide services. They must
empowercitizens.They must work with the private sector in collegial relationshipsthat would have been unusual or impossiblea
generation ago, and the relations often have a different goal: how
to make cities into even more vibrant economic centers.
But tackling corruption in the right ways can be a means
toward those broader aims.We do not recommendan approachto
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corruptionthat emphasizesmore controls,morelaws,and more
bureaucracy.These can simply paralyzeadministration,and in
somecasesthey can fosternewand moredeeplyembeddedvarieties of corruption. Instead, especiallyin cases of systematic
corruption, we advocateboth restructuringcity servicesand
makinginstitutionalreformsthat improveinformationand create
new and more powerfulincentivesand disincentives.A major
in therightwayscan
themeof this bookis thatfightingcorruption
becomea leverto achievemuch broaderends,not onlyfinancial
survivalbut alsoremakingthe relationship
betweenthe citizenand
localgovernment.
The book drawson both theoreticaland practicalcontributions to preventingcorruption,but its coveragedoesnot aspireto
the encyclopedic.
The book doesnot intend to providea compilation of what citiesaround the world have done and not done.
Eventhe two casestudieswe analyze-Hong Kongin the 1970s
and La Pazin the 1980s-are not presentedin exhaustivedetail.
There is no magicwand here,and alaswe suspectno suchwand
exists.Nonetheless,the approachesdiscussedin this book have
helped officialsin many countriesanalyzecorruption, design
strategiesto reduceit, and implementthose strategiesin sometimes unfavorablepolitical and administrativesettings. Our
messageis optimistic.Corruptioncan in fact be prevented,even
if neverin this imperfectworldeliminated.

CHAJER

OFCORRUPTION
THEIMPORTANCE

ANDWHYIS IT HARMFUL?
WHATIS "CORRUPTION"
Definition
Corruption is a universal problem, but around the world local
governments seem particularly susceptible. For example, in
Japan, according to one estimate, provincial governments have
three times more officialsthan the national government but produce fifteen times the reported number of corruption cases and
four times the number of arrested officials.' In New York City,
the cost of past corruption in school construction alone is measured in the hundreds of millions of dollars.2 Municipalities are
often accusednot only of mismanagementbut of pouring public
funds into private pockets. The chargesare as varied as the activities of municipal authorities.

1. Bribeslead to the misallocationof subsidizedhousing.
2. Kickbacksto procurementofficersmean that city contracts
often go to unworthy firms.
3. City police departmentssometimeslook the other way at
criminaloffensesin exchangefor a bribe.
4. Publicpropertyis used by city officialsfor private ends.
.
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5. Permits and licenses are facilitated by speed money, and
sometimes purchased for a bribe.
6. Bribery enables people to break safety, health, or other
rules, thereby creating grave social risks.
7. City services may be unavailable without an illegal side
payment.
8. Tax collectors may extort citizens, or even more often collude with taxpayers to abet evasion in exchange for a
bribe.
9. Zoning decisions are influenced by corruption.
And so on: This list is not a complete typology of the corruption
found in local governments around the world.
There are many definitions of corruption. Most broadly, corruption means the misuse of office for personal gain. The office
is a position of trust, where one receives authority in order to act
on behalf of an institution, be it private, public, or nonprofit.
Corruption means charging an illicit price for a service or using
the power of office to further illicit aims. Corruption can entail
acts of omission or commission. It can involve legal activities or
illegal ones. It can be internal to the organization (for example,
embezzlement) or external to it (for example, extortion). The
effects of various kinds of corruption vary widely. Although corrupt acts sometimes may result in a net social benefit, corruption
usually leads to inefficiency, injustice, and inequity.3
Corrupt acts differ in extent as well as type. Some corruption
is "free-lance," as individual officials or small groups of them try
to take advantage of their monopoly powers to generate bribes.
Sometimes, alas, corruption becomes systematic. Two authors
have recendy distinguished one sort of corruption that is analogous to a foul in sports, and another sort which is the breakdown

Box i: CITIESVARY

Some of the variations in the table below no doubt reflectdifferencesin dimate
and geography,but some indicate differencesin opportunities for corruption.
Construction
permit delays,
months

Construction
time, months

Algiers

2

6

500

Bangkok

11

5

Beijing

24

Bogota

Construction House price to
costs, US$/m2 income ratio'

Journey to
work, minutes

Squatter
housing
ob

11.7

30

4

156

4.1

91

3

17

90

14.8

25

3

36

6

171

6.5

90

8

Dar es Salaasm

36

28

67

1.9

50

51

Hong Kong

2

30

641

7.4

45

3

Istanbul

2

16

110

5.0

40

51

Jakarta

28

2

65

3.5

40

3

Johannesburg

24

2

192

1.7

59

22

Karachi

na

12

87

1.9

na

44

Kingston

6

12

157

4.9

60

33

London

5

20

560

7.2

30

0

Madrid

8

18

510

3.7

33

0

Manila

36

3

148

2.6

30

6

Melbourne

36

3

383

3.9

25

0

New Delhi

36

24

94

7.7

59

17

Paris

2

8

990

4.2

40

0

RiodeJaneiro

6

18

214

2.3

107

16

Seoul

20

18

617

9.3

37

5

Singapore

2

9

749

2.8

30

1

Tokyo

8

12

2,604

11.6

40

0

Toronto

30

6

608

4.2

26

0

Washington,
D.C.

36

4

500

3.9

29

0

City

Notes: na Not available. m2 Meters squared.
a. Median price of house as a multiple of median annual income.
b. % of total housing stock occupying land illegally.
Source: The Economist, "A Survey of Cities," July 29, 1995, p. 8, citing unpublished
data from the World Bank.
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of the rules defining and enforcing fouls. In the latter case, the
sports contest virtually collapses.Luis Moreno Ocampo calls it
"hypercorruption." Herbert Werlin's label is "secondary corruption," and he compares it to alcoholism.4
Whateverthe terminology,when corruption reachesthis state,
it is deadly; and this unfortunately is the situation in many cities
around the world. Systematiccorruption generateseconomiccosts
by distorting incentives, political costs by undermining institutions, and social costs by redistributing wealth and power toward
the undeserving.When corruption undermines property rights,
the rule of law, and incentivesto invest, economic and political
development are crippled. Corruption exists in all countries. But
corruption tends to be more damaging to poor countries, where
it can undermine property rights, the rule of law, and incentives
to invest.
An Example
Few municipal officialswill face situations as extreme as the one
encountered by Ronald MacLean-Abaroawhen he took over as
mayor of La Paz, Bolivia. Yet as we have related his account to
officialsin other countries, listeners have responded with knowing smiles.

On September13, 1985, I was sworn in as the first
electedmayor of La Paz since 1948. I knew I would be
facing a dffcult tak, but I neverimaginedhow grave the
situation was. I quick discoveredthat I had betterfind
someoneto loan me money to survive into the next month,
becausemy new salarv was the equivalent ofonlv US$45
per month. Not only that, I wouldfind it almostimpossible
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toform my immediatestaffsincetheywouldbepaid even
less.At the endof that day,I boardedthe mayorsvehicle,a
decrepit1978four-wheeldrive,to returnhome,wondering
ifI had notfallenintoa trapfrom whichit wasimpossible
office.
myfirst elected
to escape,shortof resigningfromm
The ideathat radicalchangewasessentialturnedout
to be my savior.I wasfacing a limitingcase.Bolivia was
stiUlin the midst of its worst economic crisis ever. The

formerpresidenthad had to cut his term sbortand leave
officebeforebeingdrivenfrom it by the army,thepeople,
or most likelya combinationof both. Tboughan honest
president,he was unable nonethelessto revrrsethe economic collapse. In August inflation had reached an

estimatedannualrateof 40,000percent.
The nextdayI returnedto my office,wonderingwhere
to start my reforms.The four-wheeldrive had broken
down, and I had to driveto workin my own car.While
parkinginfront of cityhall,I noticedthat thereamongthe
fang cars.One
cripped vehices weretwo conspicuously
belonged,
I laterlearned,to a foreignexpertworkingwith
the municipality.The other,an elegantsedan,belongedto
the cashierof city hail I had my first hints of wherethe
resources
were.
The cashierwasa fifth-classbureaucratwith a minimal salarywho,I cameto know,had thehabitof changing
severaltimesa weekwhichcarhe droveto work.He made
no secretof his obviousprosperity.In fact he routinely
offeredloans to the impoverishedmunicipalemployees,
includingsomeof his superiors,charginga "competitive"
weeklyinterestrate.
Later,up in my office,I developeda deepsenseof isolation. Accustomedto working in theprivate sector,where

I managedfair-sized mining companies,I was used to
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belowthetrue value.The resultwouldbe a taxsavingfor
thepropertyowners,particularlythe rich;a bribefor the
colludingfunctionary;
and a cityunabletoprovideservices
becauseit lackedevenminimalresources.
The citygovernmentwasin effecta huge "construction
much. The city owned
company"that wasn'tconstructing
tractors,trucks,and all kinds of constructionmachinery
fixed
whowerepaid meager,
Therewere4,000 citylaborers,
salariesand wereonly comingto work an averageoffive
boursa day.Machinerywasalsousedfora similaramount
givenitshighcapof time,renderingit extremelyinefficient
ital cost.But Ifound that the useofgasoline,oil and spare
partswasabnormally
high.Surelytheywerebeingsoldin the
blackmarket,I thought,and soonthissuspicionwassadly
parts suchas
verifiedNew tiresand expensivemachinery
fuel injectors,
pumps,and Caterpillar
parts wereavailabe
for sale;and in exchangebrokenand usedparts were
"repced" on the city'smachinery
Finally, there was the municipalpolice, a "sofltpolice'

that didn't conductcriminalinvestigations
or carryarms
for regulatingthe informal sector,
but was responsible
inspectingthe marketsfor cleanliness,
and keepingorder
amongthe city vendors.This,too, wasa sourceof corruption, as the municipalpolice would extort money in
exchangeforlettingvendorsundertakebothlegaland illegal activities.
Faced with these overwhelmingproblems, Mayor MacLeanAbaroathought brieflyof resigning.Fortunatelyfor La Paz, he
did not; and insteadaswe shallsee,he took strongactionsto deal
with these overwhelmingproblems.But many other municipal
leadersin Boliviaand around the world have shied awayfrom
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tackling corruption. In some cases this reluctance has been the
consequence of complicity. In other cases mayors and city councilors have avoided the issue of corruption for other reasons.
Some leaders have felt little electoral pressure,and some provincial and national governments have evinced little interest. In
other caseslocal leadershave been unwilling to focus attention on
corruption, fearing that even a relativelysuccessfuleffort might
nonetheless tar their administration with the label of "corrupt."
Fighting corruption somehow implies that one is corrupt, and
this in turn offers ammunition to one's opponents.
Finally,many leadersmay simply have believedthat little can
be done about corruption. "How does one even get started on
such a difficult set of issues?"they ask. The pages that follow try
to provide some answersto this question.
Today signs indicate that the tide is turning. Around the
world local and national elections feature corruption as a key
issue. Gone are the days, it seems, when one could say what a
mayor in Brazil bragged during his reelection campaign: "Robo
mas faco obras" (looselyrendered: "Yes,I rob, but public works
get done").
WHYIS CORRUPTION
SUCHA SALIENTISSUETODAY?
Around the globe fighting corruption is surfacingnow as a priority.Why? It is difficultto say,and severallines of explanationhave
been offered.
One possibilityis that corruption has grown worse,leading to
a wave of public outrageand new political resolve.But why might
corruption havegrownmore severe?One line of argument cites the
rapid rise of internationaltrade and internationalcommunications,
so that people are exposed to economic temptations as never
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before.Dipak Gyawaliof the RoyalNepal Academyof Scienceand
Technologybelievesthat advertisinghas creatednew demands,and
inflation-eroded salaries new perceived necessities, for corrupt
behavior.5 Another argument points to the democratic and economic reforms that have swept the world. In the long run, most
people expect that political competition and economic liberalization will reduce corruption, because both tend to limit the
arbitrary exerciseof monopoly power. But in the short run, both
democraticcompetition and new economiccompetition mayhave
createdopportunitiesfor corruption by rapidlychangingthe accustomed rules of the game, leading to a kind of free-for-allwith little
enforcement. In many cases, corruption occurs because healthy
policy changesare implementedthrough sick institutions, leading
not to fair competition but to insider deals, political trafficking,
and cities on the take.
It is also possible that the extent of corruption has not
changed as much as our awarenessand tolerance of it. We may
more acutely perceivecorruption's costs now that the Cold War
has abated and economic policies and multiparty politics are
roughly "gotten right." Or perhaps becausepolitical liberalization
has granted new freedomsto document and complain about corruption, we are made more aware of it. Many countries enjoy a
freer press and more international transfers of information than
in the past; and both of these welcome conditions make it easier
to report on corruption, even of the kinds that may also have
existedin the past.
Another possibilityis that people blame corruption for the fact
that neither freermarketsnor democraticreformshaveyet livedup
to expectations,in order to avoid admitting that those reformsmay
not work equallywell under all settings.Corruption is the excuse
of apologistsfor capitalismin the wake of capitalism'sfailuresin the

10
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formerly Communist countries, some people have argued. They
point to the seeminglysudden embraceof corruption as an issueby
the formerlyrecalcitrantWorld Bank and International Monetary
Fund. It is easierto criticizeother people'scorrupt implementation
of one's strategiesthan to question the validityof those strategies
themselves.
It is difficult to measurewhether corruption is increasing or
decreasing. Information about corruption is scarce and can be
misleading.As John T Noonan pointed out in his magisterialhistory of bribery, one country may have prosecuted more cases of
corruption than another, yet actually have a much lower incidence of corruption, simply because the first country's will and
capabilitiesto fight corruption are stronger.6
What about corruption in cities?Has it been growingworse?
It has been argued that the substance and style of city management is changing in ways that promise better governancebut also
offer new temptations for corruption. A recent report from the
Audit Commission of Great Britain summarizes these changes.
"Many of the recent changes in local government," the Audit
Commission asserts, "have been away from centralised controls
and tight financial regimes and have increased the risks of fraud
and corruption occurring."7
Administrative decentralizationand municipal democratization are powerful trends. Over the past fifteen years, municipal
governmentshave been asked to increase their responsibilities.At
the same time, especiallyin developing countries, many municipalitieshave sufferedan erosion in the real wagesof officials.For
all these reasons, concern with municipal corruption has grown.
The Chilean policy analyst Claudio Orrego points out, "All the
objectivesthat have been establishedfor the reform of the municipal sector (increasing their legitimacy and democratization,
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increasing the efficiencyand effectivenessof their services,and
increasingcitizenparticipation) can be summarizedas part of this
8
broader goal: strengtheningaccountability."
Noonan has mooted the hypothesis, without fully endorsing
it, that a society tends to become lesspermissiveof corruption as
it becomes more permissive of sexual behavior.9 Noonan notes
that the unprecedented prosecution of corruption in the United
States beginning in the 1970s took place after an unprecedented
liberalizationof sexualattitudes and behavior.'"
As Noonan's notion illustrates,the question "why is corruption such a big issue now?" may lead down paths far removed
from practical remedies.Whatever the reasons for today's greater
concern over corruption, it is a change we should welcome.
Simply put, corruption threatens economic and political development. We need to supplement today's concern about
corruption with a deeper analysis of corrupt phenomena and
more creative and practical thinking about how we can work
together to deal with them.
FAIL?
TOCOMBAT
CORRUPTION
WHYDOMANYEFFORTS
Unfortunately, the history of anti-corruption campaigns around
the world is not propitious.At the nationaland local levels,in ministries and in agenciessuch as the police, even highly publicized
efforts to reduce corruption have tended to lurch, lapse, and, ultimately,disappoint.
A typicalpattern looks something like this. A scandal occurs.
For example,a municipalcouncilor may be found guilty of bribetaking. Or the police may be found to be systematicallyinvolved
in collusion with criminals.Publicworks programs may be found
to contain inflated costs as the result of fraud and kickbacks.
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Bidders on municipal projects may be discoveredto have formed
a collusivering to restrict competition and inflate prices.
As the scandalerupts, the public is outraged.The pressfulminates. Politiciansexpressdismay and call for decisive action. An
inquiry commissionis formed. Six months later, the commission's
recommendations emerge. They tend to include more layers of
oversight,biggerbudgets for investigationand enforcement,and a
new code of conduct. But in the six months that have passed,the
public'soutrage has subsided, and so the pressand politicianspay
little attention to the recommendations.In fairness,this is partly
becausethe recommendationstend to be expensiveand to promise
little real prevention.
It may be the case that, in the short run, heightened concern
leads to reduced corruption in the agency concerned. But concern proves difficult to sustain and institutionalize. As a result,
there are cyclesof reform. After the crisis, there may be improvement. But in a while the corruption reemerges.'
In most countries, as sociologistAmitai Etzioni once pointed
out,12 there is no lobby to combat corruption. Unlike the cir-

cumstances associated with, say, sugar or soybeans or shoes,
where a particular interest group is affected specificallyby a
change in policy,the costs of corruption are usuallyspread over a
large number of people, usuallytaxpayers.Becausethe benefitsof
preventing corruption are also widespread,the logic of collective
action predicts that an effectiveinterest group will be hard to
mobilize and sustain.
The recent formation of TransparencyInternational (TI)I3 is
an encouraging sign that this prediction may not hold forever.TI
was founded in Berlin in 1993 and now has chapters in forty
countries. It hopes to do for corruption what Amnesty International did for human rights. As we shall see, a key strategic
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concern for anti-corruption campaigns is how to mobilize and
sustain popular participation in the fight against corruption.
Many anti-corruption efforts fail because they take an exclusivelylegalisticapproachor rely on appealsto morality.Sometimes
anti-corruptioneffortsarepursuedonly halfheartedly,becauseof the
"sevenexcuses"of Box 2. Sometimesanti-corruptionefforts themselvesbecome corrupt efforts to viify or imprison the opposition.
Fortunately, there are successful anti-corruption initiatives
from which we can learn. They teach us that a key to successis to
have a strategyfor preventing corruption.

BOX 2: SEVEN INVALID EXCUSES FOR NOT

FIGHTING CORRUPTION

Excuse 1. "Corruption is everywhere.Japan has it, Holland has it,
the United States has it. There's nothing you can do about something endemic." But consider health. Illness is everywhere, too. And
yet no one concludes that efforts to prevent and treat illness should
therefore be curtailed. Like illness, the levels and types of corruption vary greatly, and preventive and curative measures make a
difference.
Excuse 2. "Corruption has always existed. Like sin, it's part of
human nature. You can't do anything about it." Again, the observation is correct, the conclusion invalid. Because sin exists does not
mean each of us sins to the same degree, and the same holds for corruption. We can constrain opportunities for corruption, even if the
tendency is perennial.
Excuse 3. "The concept of corruption is vague and culturally
determined. In some cultures the behavior that bothers you is not
considered corrupt. Fighting corruption smacks of cultural imperialism." In fact, as John T. Noonan's monumental history shows, no
culture condones bribery. Anthropological studies indicate that
local people are perfectly capable of distinguishing a gift and a
bribe, and they condemn bribery. The forms of corruption that this
book considers are against the law in every city in the world.
Excuse 4. "Cleansing our society of corruption would require a
wholesale change of attitudes and values. This can only take place
after ... [the polemicist's choice: a hundred years of education, a
true revolution of the proletariat, a Christian or Muslim or other
religious revival or state, and so forth]. Anything less will be futile."
The record of moralization campaigns is not encouraging. More
germane to city managers are two other points. First, engineering
such massive social changes exceeds their scope of work. Second, in
the meantime there are ways to close loopholes, create incentives
and deterrents, augment accountability and competition, and
improve the rules of the game.

Excuse 5. "In many countriescorruption is not harmful at all. It is
the greasefor the wheelsof the economy,and the glueof the politicalsystem."True, corrupt equilibrantsdo exist. But both theoretical
modelsand empiricalstudies show that they are inferiorto equilibrants with less corruption. Arguing that corrupt paymentshave a
function in a given systemdoes not at all argue for their aggregate
desirability.
Excuse 6. "There'snothing that can be done if the man or woman
at the top is corrupt, or if corruption is systematic."It is more propitious for anti-corruption efforts if leaders are clean and if
corruption is episodicrather than routine. But successstoriesshow
that improved systems lead to fewer opportunities for everyone,
even the politicalpowers,to reap corrupt rents. Systematiccorruption can be reduced.
Excuse 7. "Worrying about corruption is superfluous.With free
marketsand multipartydemocracies,corruptionwill graduallydisappear." Democracy and markets enhance competition and
accountability,therebyreducingcorruption. But during transitions,
corruption may increase. In stable democracies,corruption is a
chronic threat to the provisionof many public goods and services,
which are inherentlythe monopolyof the state (such as justice).

CHAPTE

ASTRATEGY
FIORMULATING

STRATEGY
OFA PREVENTIVE
EXAMPLE
Hong Kong's anti-corruption effort illustratesa major argument
of this book: Fighting corruption should not be considered an
end in itself but an orienting principle for reforming urban
administration. In Hong Kong, a remarkable initiative to root
out corruption, particularly in the police department, became a
vehiclefor the modernization of servicedeliveryand the empowerment of citizensin local government.
The case also illustrates two other points. First, a sustainable
strategy should address corrupt systems.Second, what might be
calleda culture of cynicism and impunity can be broken.
In the early 1970s Hong Kong police were deeply involved
with drug traffickers, gambling dens, and prostitution rings,
which paid the police to look the other way.The police department evolvedits own syndicatesto process corrupt receipts. For
example, in the western district of Kowloon, one syndicate collected money from drug dens and vendors through middlemen
and then on to middle-level officers. Higher-ranking officers
would receiveregular payments for keeping their eyes closed;and
the syndicate worked out an elaborate scheme to distribute and
I7
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manage its corrupt receipts, including accountants, payments to
six banks, and in some cases the foreign remission of funds.
Lower-ranking officers also participated in "fixing" traffic violations for immediate bribes. Police officers also extorted money
from tea shops and street vendors. Corruption plagued the internal merit systems, and the police force's internal Anti-Corruption
Office was itself corrupted.
The new governor commissioned a major review, which
uncovered shocking evidence of such institutional sickness. The
commission's description is worth quoting at length, because it
exemplifies an often-overlooked phenomenon of broader relevance: systematic corruption.

The worstformsare wht are desribed .. as '"yndicated"corruptio ta is to sa a
l grou officers
involved in the colln

and

iribution of mone4 . . .

Frequentl te `colletio" isfr more thancoriution in the
true sense.It is ptain extortion accomnied by the veiled
threatsof violenceat the hnd
.
Manypolieofficrs. soitis aa,havei
y lostheart
in theirendavor to deal with a number f social"oenses
and havejoined the ran f thses wh "squeeze"the operatorsrathertn take themnto court . . .
It is said that Policecorruption is, fir the mostpart,
'syndicated"
and that corrutton on an individual basisis
frownedupon by the organizersof these 'synates'indeedayone operatig on his own is iableto be
hied."
The organizers are gvod psyhologists.

arrivals in the

Forceare testedto seehowstrongis their sene o
testing may tke

their dek

The

various forms-sums
of money placed on
etc. Ifan oicerfai to report thefirst
overture
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'for the restof his service,
of this sorthe is really"hooked
and is afraidto reportany corruptactivitieswhich may
thereaftercometo his notice....
[Tihereis a sayingin HongKong:
1. "Geton thebus," i.e., ifyou wishto acceptcorruption,
join us;

2. "Run alongsidethe bus,' i.e., if you do not wish to

it mattersnot,butdo notinterfere;
acceptcorruption,
standinfrontofthebus,"i.e.,ifyoutrytoreport
3. "Never
the "bus"will knockyou downandyou
corruption,
will be
will be injuredor evenkilledoryourbusiness
ruined.Wewillgetyousomehow.
officershearingthis
The reactionof honestyoungpolice
kind of talk may well be imagined.Theyeitherjoin the
I
"bus"or mind theirown business.

Policecorruptionwas creatinga climateof distrustin the entire
government,at a time when Hong Kongwas experiencingpressures from a "new class" of young professionalsfor a more
democraticand participatorygovernment.Moreover,a corrupted
policeforcefacilitatedthe spreadof corruptionin other government agencies. Hong Kong's international reputation was
suffering.One study showedthat 70 percent of news stories
about Hong Kongin the Britishpresshad to do with corrupt
2 With corruptionburgeoning,it was fearedthat investpractices.
ment and trade might increasinglyturn elsewhere.
Corruptionwas growing,but it was certainlynot new.Nor
wasit novelto be concernedaboutit. There had been manypreviousattemptsto dealwith policecorruption,eachof whichhad
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emphasizedwhat might be called "the usual solutions"-stronger
laws, more resources and power to the Anti-Corruption Office
within the police department, and an emphasison investigation.
For example,over time authoritieswere permitted to examinethe
bank accounts of government employees, first when a specific
corrupt act was investigated,later when an official's"standard of
living" and "control of pecuniary resources"were deemed excessive. The next step was to allowsuch officialsto be dismissedon
the basis of "unexplainedenrichment." When this did not work,
the next step shifted the burden of proof for such cases:Those
accusedwould have to demonstrate their innocence. The police's
Anti-Corruption Office gained new powers to gather information and long-term intelligence, to investigate alleged acts of
corruption, and to delve into the lifestylesof officials.
Despite it all, corruption continued. When corruption is systematic, often the usual solutions won't work. Indeed, the usual
reflex toward more rules and further layers of oversightmay be
counterproductive evenin the cities of the richest countries of the
world, as Frank Anechiarico and James B. Jacobs have argued
about New York.3
Fortunately, Hong Kong's new governor,Murray MacLehose,
did not follow the usual lines of attack. Instead, he adopted a
bold new strategy. He set up a new Independent Commission
against Corruption (ICAC), which reported directly to him, and
abolished the police Anti-Corruption Office.The ICAC did have
powerful investigatory capabilities, but from the beginning it
emphasizedpreventionand citizenparticipation.
The ICAC had three components:
1. OperationsDepartment,which was in chargeof investigations
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2. Corruption Prevention Department (CPD), which
evaluated where various agencieswere vulnerable to corruption and helped the agencies take remedial measures
3. Community Relations Department (CRD), which
involved the people of Hong Kong in the fight against
corruption
The ICAC's strategy recognized the need to rupture the
culture of corruption. As other success stories also teach, an
important step in fighting systematic corruption is to "fry big
fish," that is, to prosecute and punish high-level perpetrators.
Hong Kong successfully extradited a former chief superintendent, who had escaped to England and was enjoying there an
ill-gotten fortune. The extradition signaled that the rules of the
game had changed, and that all the good words about preventing
corruption would be backed by action.
The Corruption Prevention Department recruited sixty-five
specialists, including management experts, systems analysts, computer experts, accountants, lawyers, engineers, and architects. In
the words of one CPD official, it was

responsible
for taking a good, hard look at practicesand
procedureswithin the Governmentand public utilities. We
do this through careful examination and analysis of systems, methods, work approach}and policies. The object is
to eliminate, and simplif whereverpossible or desirable,
unenforceablelaws, cumbersomeprocedures,[and] vague
and ineffectualpracticesconduciveto corruption.
The CPD established two divisions. A "people" division dealt
with services and personnel functions; and a "property" division
worked with contracts, buildings, and land. The ICAC kept a low
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profile and established a "you-take-the-credit"relationship with
the various government agencies. If agencies were unwilling to
analyzetheir situationswith the ICAC'shelp or if after such analysis needed changes were not made, the implicit threat was the
governor'swrath, publicity, and strong action. But the threat did
not need to be carried out. Together, the CPD and government
agencies identified areas of excessiveor unregulated discretion,
poor control systems, and unenforceable rules and regulations.
The ICAC's 1975 annual report called the CPD "an entirely new
concept in public administration,"and a measureof pride is understandable. The results went beyond the control of corruption.
The government now had a new tool to reform the delivery of
public services.
The ICAC was also a strategic device to mobilize citizen participation and support. This was accomplishedin two ways.
First, five citizen advisory committees were set up to guide
and monitor the ICAC. They induded government critics, and
their scope ranged from overall policy through the functions of
the ICAC to a "complaints committee." The idea of a citizen
oversight board has, we believe,wide relevancefor ensuring the
transparency of government agencies, especially those with
powers as great as the ICAC's.
Second, the ICAC's Community Relations Department was
another strategic innovation. The CRD set up local offices to
gather information about corruption from civil society as well as
to engage in grassroots educational activities about corruption's
evils. The CRD also created school programs, publicity campaigns, filmstrips, TV dramas, a radio call-in show, special
pamphlets, and exhibitions.
The results were remarkable. Systematic corruption in the
police forcewas broken. Moreover,corruption throughout Hong

BOX3: KEY FEATURESOP THE HONG

KONG STRATEGY

1. When confronted with systematic corruption, understand that
the usual law enforcement approaches are insufficient. Even
Draconian powers of investigation fail when the investigatory
mechanism is corrupted.
2. Create a new, independent anti-corruption agency with carefully
selected, talented staff with intrepid leadership and powerful
internal controls. Create five citizen oversight boards to guide and
monitor the agency. Both steps provide credibility.
3. Break the culture of cynicism and compliance by "frying big
fish."
4. Then emphasize prevention. Systematically analyze government
functions. Move to reduce monopoly power, clarify and streamline discretion, and promote accountability. Work with
government agencies, not against them. At the same time as this
fights corruption, it enables radical changes in the delivery of
public services.
5. Mobilize citizens in the fight against corruption by creating many
new avenues to receive information from them about corruption
and to educate them about its harms. At the same time as this
battles corruption, it enables radical changes in citizens' participation and support.
6. In sum, understand that systematic corruption requires a systematic approach and radical changes. Also, fighting corruption can
be a lever for a general reform of local government.
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Kong was reduced. The ICAC prosecuted officials from the
departments of Fire, Housing, Immigration, Labor, Marine,
Medical and Health, New Territories Administration, Post
Office, Prisons, Public Works, Transport, and Urban Services.
The ICAC also investigated and prosecuted corruption within
the private sector.The ICAC worked proactivelywith the leaders
and managers of many government departments. Within seven
years, the Corruption Prevention Department had carried out
almost 500 studies on various policies and practices in government agencies. It followed up many of these with full-scale
monitoring reports on how well the recommendations were
being implemented. In those first sevenyears, its seminarson corruption prevention were attended by more than 10,000 officials.
Perhaps the ICAC's most important benefits underscore a
theme of this book: Preventing corruption can be the point of
leveragefor reinventingcity government. In Hong Kong, thanks
to initiatives spearheaded by the ICAC, city services became
more efficient, and the people of Hong Kong had new ways to
participate in and influencetheir government.
Box 3 summarizessome of the key features of Hong Kong's
successfulstrategy against corruption.4
HOWTOFORMULATE
A STRATEGY
The need for a strategymay sound obvious, but anti-corruption
campaigns often lack just that. Corruption should not be conceived as a mere irregularityor the act of a scoundrel.The secret
of successfulreform is changing policiesand systems,rather than
hunting for isolated culprits, adding new laws and regulations,or
callingfor a moral renovation.Where there is the combination of
monopoly plus officialdiscretion minus accountability,we will
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tend to find corruption. When public officials are paid meager
salariesand offered no rewards or incentivesfor exceptionalperformance, and when penalties against the corrupt are rare and
mild, we can expect corruption to flourish. Successfulreforms
address these systemic problems.
To some people, however, there is no reason even to talk
about a campaign against corruption or a new strategy.The only
thing needed is for the government to do what it should be
doing. A vice president of a major international agency recently
wrote the senior author to this effect.The problem with African
governments, he said, wasn't figuring out what to do about corruption. It was for governmentsto do what they alreadypromised
to be doing but weren't.
This reaction contains an element of truth, and this element
has parallels in many areas of life. A company would be more
profitable if only everyonein the company more fullylived up to
her or his responsibilities.We would all be better people if only
we reminded ourselves of our deepest precepts and did a better
job of living up to them.
But in another sensethe vicepresident'sreactionbegs the interestingquestions.Why don'twe liveup to our best?Are there practical strategiesof self-controlthat might help us do better?Shelvesof
self-helpbooks try to providetips. Regardingcompanies,a vast literaturedealswith how businessleaderscan induceemployeesto live
up to their responsibilities.The fact that so many books exist
impliesthat the answersare not obvious.
So it is for a campaignagainst corruption. If one could simply
say "don't bribe and don't take bribes" and be heeded, that would
be the end of bribery. But it's not that simple. It is costlyto monitor and costly to punish, so that finding out whether one is
heeded and punishing those who don't heed isn't free and easy.
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One must create a climate, an information structure, and a set of
incentives so that government employees and private citizens
engage in the optimal amounts of corruption of various kinds.
This requires understanding what induces various kinds of corruption and how they cause social harm (and occasionally some
social benefits) and what the benefits and the costs are of various
anti-corruption

measures. Then it requires an implementation

plan for moving from where we are to where we hope to be,
taking account of the costs of doing so.
What is a strategy against corruption? The beginning of the
answer is that a strategy focuses on corrupt systems, not (just)
corrupt individuals. In other words, instead of thinking about
corruption in terms of an immoral individual breaking the law
and violating a trust (which are true), one thinks about systems
that are more and less susceptible to various illicit activities.
Much can be said about the kinds of governments, and more
generally the kinds of institutions be they public, private, or nonprofit, that are susceptible to corruption. C(orruption tends to be
reduced by the separation of powers; checks and balances; transparency; a good system of justice; and clearly defined roles,
responsibilities, rules, and limits. Corruption tends not to thrive
where there is a democratic culture, competition, and good systems of control, and where people (employees, clients, overseers)
have rights to information and rights of redress. Corruption loves
multiple and complex regulations with ample and uncheckable
official discretion.
Notice that most of these ideas apply to businesses as well as
governments. So does a metaphorical formula we find useful:

C = M + D -

A

Corruption (C) equals monopoly power (M) plus discretion by
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officials(D) minus accountability (A).5 If someone has monopoly
power over a good or service and has the discretion to decide
whether someone gets that good or serviceor how much a person
receives,and there is no accountability whereby others can see
what that person is deciding, then we will tend to find corruption. This is true whether we are in the public sector or the
private, whether we are in a poor country or a rich one, whether
we are in Beira or Berlin or Beirut.
A strategy against corruption, therefore, should not begin or
end with fulmination about ethicsor the need for a new set of attitudes. Instead, it should cold-bloodedlylook for ways to reduce
monopoly power, limit and clarify discretion, and increasetransparency,all the while taking account of the costs,both direct and
indirect, of theseways.
There is another crucial point in designing an anti-corruption strategy:Corruption is a crime of calculation,not of passion.
People will tend to engagein corruption when the risks are low,
the penalties mild, and the rewards great. This insight overlaps
the formula just mentioned, because the rewards will be the
greater as monopoly power increases.But it adds the idea that
incentives at the margin are what determine the calculations of
corrupt and potentially corrupt officials and citizens. Change
information and incentives,and you change corruption.
Having a strategy also means that we should usually not
attack all forms of corruption at once. We must distinguish various types of corruption and recognizethat they are not all equally
harmful, even if we do not say so in public. For example, systematic corruption in the police is usuallymore pernicious than
corruption in the Driver's License Department. In general,
inspectors of all varieties must be cleaner than serviceproviders
must be. Having a strategy means developinga clear idea of ends
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and means in the short, medium, and long terms. To be credible,
an anti-corruption campaign needs an early success.But it also
requiresa five-yearplan with phased, realistic goals.
We can usefullyseparatewhat might be called economicissues
from the implementationissuesin preventing corruption. As we
will see below, economic models prove useful in addressing such
questions as:
1. What are the costs (and the possiblebenefits)of various
formsof illicit behavior?
2. For each kind or area of corruption,what kinds of preventive measuresmight reducecorruption?
3. What are the benefitsin termsof reducedcorruption and
perhapsenhancedefficiencyof the preventivemeasures?
What are the costs of thesemeasures?
4. What are the interactionsamong variousanti-corruption
measures,both positiveand negative?
5. Given the answersto the above,what sequenceof measures
should be adopted at what levels?
What might be called the implementation issuesgo further.
For example, how can allies be mobilized and potential enemies
neutralized or coopted? How will the choice of measures in this
domain help or hinder the policy maker's (or government's)ability to move in other important domains? How can the officials
implementing the policies gain ownership over what is done?
How can the officials' incentives be altered to improve the
chances that what is designed gets implemented?
Of course, economic issues and implementation overlap.
Fighting corruption should not be viewed as an end in itself,
for two reasons. At some point the economic costs of reducing
corruption outweigh the benefits of further reductions. But a
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strategicpointfor municipalreformerscuts in the oppositedirection. Done correctly,a strategyfor preventingcorruptioncan be
the leverfor a city'sfinancialrecovery,the reformof servicedelivery, and the involvementof citizens.Beyondthe reductionin
malfeasanceliesthe prospectof reinventinglocalgovernment.

CHAPTER

CORRUPTION
ASASYSTEM

AN ECONOMIC
APPROACH
TOCORRUPTION
How might one developa strategyfor preventing corruption in a
specificsetting? In this book we stressseveralsteps:
1. understandingcorrupt systems,which requiresanalytical
tools (this chapter);
2. diagnosinghow specificcorrupt systemsnowwork in a
particularcontext (Chapter 4);
3. overcomingpolitical and bureaucraticresistance,and
garneringsupport (Chapters4 and 5); and
4. craftinga sequencedplan of action to heal corrupted
systems,rupture a culture of cynicism,build political
momentum, and transformcity government(Chapter 5).
The present section emphasizes an economic approach to
corruption. Corruption is a crime of economic calculation. If
the probability of being caught is small and the penalty is mild
and the pay-off is large relative to the positive incentives facing
the government official, then we will tend to find corruption.
Fortunately, economic analysis suggests that it is possible to
locate areas within an organization where corruption is most
31
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likely.As mentioned in the previous chapter, a heuristic formula
holds: Corruption equals monopoly plus discretion of officials
minus accountability.
When we think of prevention, we should think of changesin
the incentives facing officials, including increasing penalties,
raising the probability of being caught, and linking pay to performance.We should seek to reduce monopoly,clarifydiscretion,
and enhance accountability.
This section elaborates on these principles and derives a
frameworkfor policy analysis.But first, to demonstrate the relevance of what may appear to be theoretical abstractions, Mayor
MacLean-Abaroadescribeshow he used them to guide his reformation of La Paz'smunicipal administration.
WhereverI found problems in servicedelivery or the
prompt completion of public works or the collectionof
revenues,they happenednotjust to be associatedwith inefficient organization but almost always with corruption.
The more I learned about municipal performance, the
moreI tripped over suspectbehavior.So I turned around
and started usingtheformula ofcorruption C = M + D A as the organizingprinciple for my attempt to reinvent
city government in La Paz. (In Spanish there is no word
for

'accountability,

"so we use "transparency"
and the for-

mula is C-M+ D-T. T)
I came to realize that the introduction of competition,
the reductionof bureaucraticdiscretionand leeway,and
the increaseof accountabilitywere the keys to solving my
institutional bottlenecksand roadblocks.In fact, I have
come to believethat in La Paz, asperhapsin other municipalities,yearsand decadesof'predatorybehaviorbypublic
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institutions have developedsystematicor intrinsic corrup-

tion. In a Darwinian way,thesesick institutionsseemto
have evolved into complex and sophisticatedcorruption
machines,with a shape,size, and modus operandi and
alsothe statutorylegitimacyfit"for corruption.
Let mejust describeone.
I couldgive manyexamples.
permitswerea greatsourceof corruption
Construction
and frustration.Accordingto existingcity legislation,am
new constructionwork in the city had to be approvedby
the UrbanDevelopmentDepartmentof the municipality.
Not only that, any modificationin existingconstruction,
suchas remodelingorjustputting in a newdooroutsideor
inside any building,alsohad to be authorized.Needless
to say, waiting to receiveall theseauthorizationscould
amounttoyears-unlessyoupaid a bribe.
I learnedof the corruptionand appliedtheformula.
of whichpermitswere
This led,first, to a reconsideration
of theprocessesforgrantingperand to a redesign
necessary
mits. We deregulated.For the regulationsthat stayed,we
andpublicizedthem,so that citsimplifiedtheprocedures
izenscouldnot be trickedinto thinkingthat a regulation
saidsomethingit didn'tor involvedstepsit didn't.
We alsobeganto breakthe monopolyof grantingperIn
mits,whichin turn ledme tosolvea structuralproblem.
antihad notexisted,theformula's
fact, evenif corruption
corruption 'medicine"turned out in many areas of city
and
governmentto beperfectforavoidingcostlyinefficiency
burdenon municipalresources.
delaysaswellasan expensive
with a surplusofsupplyin
Therearecertainprofessions
Bolivia,and one of them is architecture.So I decidedto
of architectsmake
association
proposethat theprofessional
it possiblefor membersto becomecertifiedby the city,so
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they couldgrant the constructionpermits on behalf of the
city,complyingwith city normsand regulations,andfor afee
which the market would set. The architectsin turn would
have to pass an exam demonstratingknowledgeof the citys
regulatorynorms,called USPA,and deposita bond that the
city would collectif theyfailed to performtheir duty professionallyand honestly.The architects'association
had to agree
to help implement, monitor,and if need be sanction.
Wedid not get this step implementeduntil 1996, after
I was reelected.We added more than a hundred private
architectsto copewith the huge demandfor permits, cutting waiting time dramatically. Certified architectsjust
filled in a form with all the necessaryinformation and
issueda signed,sealed,and numberedconstructionpermit.
Then a few, well-paidofficialsof the Urban Development
Department would conduct a sample test of some of the
permits and go through a completecheckup.If irregularities surfaced, the city could take action along with the
architects'association,which couldalsoadvocateon behalf
of its membersshould officialsextort them with improper
allegations.The illegalmarketfor corruption,wheredelays
and monopolyraisedtheprice, was therebysubverted.
This is one exampleofa broadprinciple.I used theformula C = M + D - A as the marcoordenador[guiding
principle] of my termsas mayor.
CORRUPTION
ASA CRIMEOFCALCULATION

The formula to which MacLean-Abaroarefers begins with an
observationin the spirit of economics.It is true that differentindividualsreact differentlyto the temptationsof corruption,and many
public and private officialsrefrain from corruption even when the
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temptations are great. But it is crucial for fighting corruption to
recognizethat as temptationsrise so do levelsof corruption.
What induces temptation? The Nicaraguan accountant
FranciscoRamfrezTorres discussesat length such factorsas family,
school, attitudestoward work, the businessor ministry,the nation,
and the international situation. At the level of the individual,he
cites as causes of corruption excessiveconsumption of alcohol,
extramaritalactivities,speculativelosses,gambling, "causesrelated
to vanity," administrative disorganization, "the thirst for illicit
enrichment," and eight others.' Let us oversimplifythe complex
realityRamirezTorresdescribes.
As a first approximation, officialswill be tempted to engage
in corruption when the size of their corrupt gain is greater than
the penalty if caught times the probability of being caught. The
penalty includes the wage and other incentivesthey must sacrifice
if they lose their jobs, as well as the severityof the punishment.
When will the sizeof the corrupt gain be large?Officialswill
have the opportunity to garner corrupt benefits as a function of
their degree of monopoly over a service or activity, their discretion in deciding who should get how much, and the degree to
which their activities are accountable.
How, then, shouldwe try to control corruption?One approach
is to lessen monopoly, darify and limit discretion, and enhance
accountability.
Of course reducing corruption is not our only concern. We
might spend so much money attacking corruption, or generateso
much red tape and bureaucracy, that the costs and lossesin efficiency would outweigh the benefits of lower corruption.
It may be worthwhile at this point to use an economic
metaphor. Supposeyou are the principal and we are your agents.
The principalmaybe the mayorof a city,the head of a department,
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or the manager of a benefitsprogram. Let us supposethat you are
not corrupt and that your objectivescoincide with the public's
interest. But as your agents, we are tempted by corruption. You
wish to induce us to undertake productive activitiesand to deter
our corrupt activities.Therefore,you considerreducingour (or our
agency's)monopolypowers,clarifyingand sometimescircumscribing our discretion over who receiveshow much servicefor what
price, and enhancing accountability.You want to increase our
incentivesto undertake sociallyproductive activitiesand raisethe
effectivepenaltiesfor corruption.
But each of these possible initiatives may be cosdy, in several
dimensions.They may cost money.They may carry opportunity
costs. They may create externalities.Your economic problem is
therefore much more complicated than "fighting corruption."
Ideally,you would balance the benefits of your efforts (in terms
of improved productivity and reduced costs of corruption, which
you would need to estimate) and their costs.
A FRAMEWORK
FORPOLICYANALYSIS
From these considerations,one can derivea "frameworkfor policy
analysis"(see Box 4). It is not a recipe but a devicefor stimulating
the creativeand analyticalabilitiesof those interestedin controlling
corruption.

According to this framework, the principal may selectagents,
alter their incentives, collect information in order to raise the
probabilities of detecting and punishing corruption, change the
relationship between agentsand clients, and raisethe moral costs
of corruption. Working through this framework with top officials,businesses,and citizenshas proved useful in many countries
in helping them think through alternatives.

FORPoLICYANALYSIs
CORRUPrION:A FRAMEWORK
BOX4: PREVENTING

A. Select agents.
1. Screen out the dishonest (using past records, tests, and predictors of honesty).
2. Beef up recruitment by merit and circumvent nepotism.
3. Exploit outside "guarantees"of honesty (use networks for finding dependable agents and making sure they stay that way).
B. Set agents' rewards and penalties.
1. Change rewards.
a. Raise salaries to reduce the need for corrupt income.
b. Reward specific actions and agents that reduce corruption.
c. Improve career paths so that promotions depend on performance.
d. Use contingent contracts to reward agents on the basis of
eventual success (for example, forfeitable nonvested pensions or performance bonds).
e. Link nonmonetary rewards to performance (training,
transfers, perks, travel, publicity, or praise)
2. Penalize corrupt behavior.
a. Raise the severity of formal penalties.
b. Increase the principal's authority to punish.
c. Calibrate penalties in terms of deterrent effects and breaking the culture of corruption.
d. Use a range of penalties (training; transfers; publicity;
blackballing; and loss of professional standing, perks, and
travel privileges).
C. Obtain information about efforts and results.
1. Improve auditing and management information systems.
a. Gather evidence about possible corruption (using red
flags, statistical analysis, random samples of work, and
inspections).

b. Carry out "vulnerability assessments"-see Box 11.
2. Strengthen information agents.
a. Beef up specialized staff (auditors, computer specialists,
investigators, supervisors, and internal security).
b. Create a climate in which agents (for example, whistleblowers) will report improper activities.
c. Create new units (ombudsmen, special investigatory
committees, anti-corruption agencies, or inquiry commissions).
3. Collect information from third parties (media and banks).
4. Collect information from clients and the public (including
professional associations).
5. Change the burden of proof, so that the potentially corrupt
(for example, public servants with great wealth) have to
demonstrate their innocence.
D. Restructure the principal-agent-client relationship to weaken
monopoly power, circumscribe discretion, and enhance accountability.
1. Induce competition in the provision of the good or service
(through privatization, public-private competition, and
competition among public agents).
2. Limit agents' discretion.
a. Define objectives, rules, and procedures more clearly and
publicize them.
b. Have agents work in teams and subject them to hierarchical review.
c. Divide large decisions into separable tasks.
d. Clarify and circumscribe agents' influence over key decisions (change decision rules, change decision makers, and
alter incentives).
3. Rotate agents functionally and geographically.
4. Change the organization's mission, product, or technology
to render it less susceptible to corruption.

5. Organize client groups to render them less susceptibleto
some forms of corruption, to promote information flows,
and to createan anti-corruptionlobby.
E. Raisethe "moralcosts"of corruption.
1. Use training,educationalprograms,and personalexample.
2. Promulgatea code of ethics (for civilservice,profession,or
agency).
3. Change the corporateculture.
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The followingare a few notes for municipalleadersto consider
regardingseveralof the framework'smost important categories:
Selecting agents. The agents of course include municipal
officials,but notice that the agents that carryout municipal works
need not be municipal employees.Many cities have taken on too
many tasks and have become defacto monopolists. If instead
servicescan be contracted out to competitive markets and performance can be carefully assessed (including by citizens-see
"Enhance accountability and transparency"later in this chapter),
then efficiencywill be enhanced and corruption will be reduced.
As with all levels of government, one of the most important
anti-corruption measures can be the outsourcing of tasks and
functions to private agents.
Improve the positive incentives facing municipal officials.
In many cities, pay levelshave fallen so low that officialsliterally
cannot feedtheir familieswithout moonlighting or accepting side
payments. Even more important is to strengthen the linkages
between pay and performance, and promotion and performance,
which in many cities have badly eroded.
Increase the effective penalties for corruption. Becauseof
weak or corrupt investigatory,prosecutory,and judicial systems,
accusations of corruption seldom stick. If they do, the penalties
are often minimal in practice (for example, the official is fired).
As a result, the expected penalty for corruption (the chance of
being caught and convicted times penalty if convicted) has no
power to deter. A key step is to strengthen the capacity and
improve the incentivesof the police, prosecutors,and judges. But
of course city governmentsusually do not control these agencies.
Nonetheless, municipal leaders can be creative in devisingdisincentives, such as firing or suspending employees,using the press
to create publicity, inviting the denunciation of corrupt officials
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by professionalgroups, transferring people to less desirable jobs,
and so forth.
Limitmonopoly.Promote competition in the public and private sectors.Avoid monopoly-grantingregulationswhen possible.
Clarify official discretion.Simplify rules and regulations.
Create "bright lines" that circumscribe duties and discretion.
Help citizens learn how public systems are supposed to work
(through brochures and manuals, help desks, laws and rules in
ordinary language, publicity campaigns, using citizens as service
providers, and so on). Improvecitizens' oversightof what the city
government is doing.
Enhance accountabilityand transparency.Clear standards
of conduct and rules of the game make accountability easier.
So does openness in bidding, grant-giving, and aid projects.
Accountability depends on the capabilitiesof internal auditors,
accountants, ombudsmen, inspectors, specialized elements of
the police, and specialized prosecutors. But accountability also
should involve citizens, unions, nongovernment organizations
(NGOs), the media, and businessin a variety of ways, including
citizen oversightboards, hotlines, external audits, inquiry commissions,and so forth. City governmentscan help externalactors
by generating and disseminatingmore information about public
service effectiveness.Finally,cities should encourage the private
sector to police its own participation in corrupt schemesof procurement, contracting, regulating,and so forth.
TOHONGKONG
THEFRAMEWORK
APPLYING
Many of these headingsare useful in summarizing the strategy of
Hong Kong's Independent Commission against Corruption. It is
not of course that Jack Cater and his staff had Box 4 explicitlyin

Box 5:

THE FRAMEWORK FOR POLICY ANALYSIS APPLIED TO HONG

KONG

A. Select agents.
1. Screen out the dishonest (using past records, tests, and
predictors of honesty). Only some of the staff of the old
Anti-Corruption Office of the police were appointed to the
ICAC, after much screening.
2. Beef up recruitment by merit and circumvent nepotism.
Strong use of merit principle to recruit accountants, auditors, systems analysts, and other specialists.
3. Exploit outside "guarantees" of honesty. As a colony, Hong
Kong could "import" senior police officers.
B. Set agents' rewards and penalties.
1. Change rewards.
a. Raise salaries to reduce the need for corrupt income. A
special 10 percent pay allowance was added for ICAC
staff.
b. Reward specific actions and agents that reduce corruption.

c. Improve career paths so that promotions depend on performance. Civil service rules were not in force in the
ICAC, and promotion could be rapid.
d. Use contingent contracts to reward agents on the basis of
eventual success (for example, forfeitable nonvested pensions or performance bonds). Most ICAC staff were on
two-and-one-half-year contracts and were carefully evaluated before being renewed.
e. Link nonmonetary rewards to performance (training,
transfers, perks, travel, publicity, or praise)
2. Penalize corrupt behavior.
a. Raise the severity of formal penalties. The Hong Kong
government went after some "big fish" early, and their
apprehension and punishment were widely publicized.

b. Increase the principal's authority to punish. The ICAC
had the power to dismiss any employee at any time.
c. Calibrate penalties in terms of deterrent effects and breaking the culture of corruption.
d. Use a range of penalties (training; transfers; publicity;
blackballing; and loss of professional standing, perks, and
travel privileges).
C. Obtain information about efforts and results. This was perhaps
the greatest source of the ICAC's success.
1. Improve auditing and management information systems.
a. Gather evidence about possible corruption (using red
flags, statistical analysis, random samples of work, and
inspections). The ICAC used many of these techniques to
gauge the extent of corruption. Undercover agents were
also used.
b. Carry out "vulnerability assessments." The ICAC analyzed many public agencies, working in concert with
them rather than with a hostile attitude. Leaders of those
agencies were allowed to take credit for reforms that prevented corruption and enhanced efficiencies, with the
ICAC acting almost as management consultants.
2. Strengthen information agents.
a. Beef up specialized staff (auditors, computer specialists,
investigators, supervisors, and internal security). The
ICAC emphasized prevention and recruited a large
number of such specialists for the Corruption Prevention
Department.
b. Create a climate in which agents (for example, whistleblowers) will report improper activities. Many opportunities were open, ranging from anonymous complaints to
local offices where citizens could present their grievances.
The ICAC had a twenty-four-hour hotline for complaints.

c. Create new units (ombudsmen, special investigatory
committees, anti-corruption agencies,or inquiry commissions).The Community Relations Department was
designedin part to garner informationfrom the public.
The ICAC's citizens' oversight boards helped provide
informationas wellas credibleinsurancethat the ICAC's
many powerswould not be abused.
3. Collect informationfrom third parties (media and banks).
The ICAC appliedstrong lawsthat enabledit to investigate
the possiblyill-gottenwealth of public employees,including
bank accounts.
4. Collectinformationfrom clientsand the public (induding
professional associations). The Community Relations
Department obtained much information from citizens
about corruption and inefficiency.The oversight boards
includedprofessionalsin areasrelevantto the ICAC'swork.
5. Change the burden of proof, so that the potentiallycorrupt
(for example, public servants with great wealth) have to
demonstratetheir innocence.This is exactlywhat the ICAC
implemented.
D. Restructure the principal-agent-clientrelationship to weaken
monopolypower,circumscribediscretion,and enhanceaccountability.
1. Induce competition in the provisionof the good or service
(through privatization,public-privatecompetition,or competition among public agents).
2. Limit agents'discretion.
a. Define objectives,rules, and proceduresmore clearlyand
publicizethem.
b. Have agentswork in teams and subject them to hierarchicalreview.
c. Dividelargedecisionsinto separabletasks.

d. Clarifyand circumscribeagents'influenceover keydecisions (changedecisionrules, change decisionmakers, or
alter incentives).The ICAC establisheda strong systemof
internal controls,which among other things limited discretion and enhanced accountability.
3. Rotate agentsfunctionallyand geographically.
4. Change the organization'smission, product, or technology
to render it less susceptible to corruption. The ICAC
becamemuch more than an investigatoryagency.It emphasizedpreventionand communityrelationsas the keys to the
long-term strategy.
5. Organize client groups to render them less susceptibleto
some forms of corruption, to promote information flows,
and to create an anti-corruption lobby. The Community
Relations Department set up local community offices,
which helpedcitizens resistcorruption, report it, and lobby
againstit.
E. Raisethe "moralcosts"of corruption.
1. Use training, educationalprograms, and personalexample.
The Community RelationsDepartment engaged in many
programs of civic education, ranging from schools to the
media.
2. Promulgatea code of ethics (for civil service,profession,or
agency).The ICAC establisheda strong code of conduct.
3. Change the corporate culture. The ICAC credibly established a "cleaner than clean" ethic and, through the
transparencyprovidedby its citizenoversightboard, created
structuresto ensureit stayedthat way.
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mind, but rather that their own analysisof the problems of corruption also emphasized the importance of systematic reforms.
Consider, for example,Box 5. It shows how the headings of Box
4 capture many of the key initiativesof the ICAC.
THEEXAMPLE
OFPROCUREMENT
Procurementprovidesanother exampleof the usefulnessof Box 4.
This is probably the area of municipal government where the
greatest amount of corruption occurs, in terms of money values.
Procurementcorruption comes in a wide varietyof forms.Among
the principal types are:
1. collusionamongbidders,leadingto higherpricesfor the city
which mayor may not be sharedwith corrupt officials;
2. kickbacksby firms to city officialsin order to "fix"procurementcompetition;and
3. bribes to city officialswho regulatethe winning contractor's behavior.The existenceof this sort of corruption
may encourageabnormallylow bids, which beingbelow
estimatedcostswin the contractbut then are "rectified"
in the corrupt contractor'scalculationby the subsequent
cost overrunsand lucrativechangesin contract specifications that the bribe-takingregulatorpermits.
Box6 showshow the frameworkfor policy analysisleadsto useful
suggestionsfor each of these three problems.
The Appendix expounds this box in detail, exploring the
complications of and the opportunities for reducing corruption
through better and more efficient procurement systems.

Box 6:

THE FRAMEWORK FOR

PoLIcYANALYSISAPPLIED

TO DETERRING

COLLUSION IN PROCUREMENT

A. Select bidders.
1. Screen for honesty (surveillance showing no collusion; background checks on contractors; and performance on past
contracts).
2. Exploit outside guarantees of honest bids and faithful performance.
3. Allow only one firm to bid and negotiate ruthlessly.
B. Change the rewards and penalties facing bidders.
1. Shift rewards to favor honest bids (later payment depending
on costs and quality; incentive contracts).
2. Change penalties to make collusion less attractive (disqualify colluding firms; employ criminal sanctions; or use
publicity to damage company name).
C. Use informational strategies to raise the likelihood that collusion
is detected and punished.
1. Use systems for detecting collusion.
2. Strengthen agents for gathering information (undercover
work, surveillance, market prices, and cost estimation).
3. Involve third parties to obtain credible information (industry newsletters and consultants, independent cost estimates,
or auditors).
4. Use bidders as sources of information (disaffected employees, losing bidders, those who choose not to bid).
D. Restructure the procurer-bidder relationship.
1. Foment competition among bidders (new firms, wider
publicity, lower barrier to entry, risk-sharing contracts, and
requirements to share contract information).
2. Reduce the discretion of your own agents (rules about
change orders, follow-ons, "emergencies," sealed bids, decision rules for deciding among bidders, and hierarchical
review of decisions).

3. Rotate your own agents.
4. Redefine the organization's "product" (more standardized
goods with market prices; choosing inputs, outputs, and
modes of payment with an eye to corruptibility; and vertical
integration-make it rather than buy it).
E. Change attitudes about collusion.
1. Disassociatecollusion from acceptablepractices (such as export
cartels) and goals (such as maximizingforeign exchange earnings).
2. Educate contractors about how competitive bidding works
elsewhere.
3. Promote the bidders' identification with the social or public
purpose of the contract.
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conomicanalysiscan be helpfulin diagnosingwherecor-

ruption might tend to occur and how the tendency might
be attenuated. In a particular setting, how might one utilize the frameworkfor policy analysisthat we have just reviewed?

DIAGNOSIS
PARTICIPATORY
In our experience,the very people who work in systematically
corrupt institutions will help to analyzewhere and how that corruption occurs. This may be surprising, but it is often true-as
long as the focus is on corrupt systemsand not particular individuals. In workshops on corruption, which the senior author has
facilitatedin a dozen countries,after some time people turn out to
be remarkablyforthcoming about the corruption that exists,how
it works, and how it might be prevented-even when their analyses belie an intimate knowledgethat can only be incriminating.
In systematicallycorrupt settings, many politicians and officials hold complicated, mixed feelings about corruption. They
may sincerelyloathe it and wish to eradicate it, while at the same
time participating in it or allowingit to occur. Psychologistsand
police apparently encounter similar phenomena. How might
these mixed feelingsbe used to diagnosecorrupt systems?
49
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What ParticipatoryDiagnosis Is
The simple answeris to enable people to discusssuch systemsanalytically and without fear of reprisal. We sometimes use the
metaphor of a therapeuticapproachto a sickinstitution.Since corruption is a concept freighted with emotion and shame and
defensiveness,the first task is to demystify corruption. In our
workshopson corruption, we beginby havingparticipants analyze
a case study of a successfulanti-corruption campaign in another
country. Participantssee that the problems can be analyzedcoolly
and dealt with effectively.Eventhough the other country's setting
is inevitably different from their country's, the mere fact that
both successfulanalysisand successfulaction occurred stills their
skepticismand stimulates their creativity.
Then analytical frameworksare supplied that help participants realizethat corruption is not (just or primarily) a problem
of evil people but of corrupt systems.The corruption formulacorruption equals monopoly plus discretion minus accountability
-is presented.To members of corrupt organizations,this insight
often provestherapeutic.
As in good therapy, the participants then move to selfdiagnosis and self-prescription.The results can be remarkable.
Corrupt systems are diagnosed, and a useful start is made as to
how they might be rectified. Out of such participatory diagnoses
two things can emerge:a deeper,shared understanding of corrupt
systemsand a plan of action for reforming them.
How ParticipatoryDiagnosis Might Be CarriedOut
Such workshops can and perhaps should occur at many levels
of a municipality, but it is important that the first one involve
the highestlevels.Ideally,the mayor or president of the city council convenes the workshop. In some cases the exercise is kept
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internal to the municipal government;in some casesoutsiders are
included. Directors, managers, councilors, police officials,heads
of labor unions, heads of businessgroups, civic associations,and
even heads of religious organizationsmay participate. The ideal
number of participants is twenty to twenty-five.The ideal format
is one to two days, in the mode of a retreat. Another possibility
is two hours a day for five days.
The first sessionanalyzesa caseof a successfulanti-corruption
effort in another country.The caseis presented in two parts. First
are the problems,conveyedvia slides.Then participants split into
subgroups of about eight people. Each subgroup is asked to
describethe types of corruption in the case, discusswhich type is
most seriousand which least,list alternativeanti-corruption measures and their pros and cons, and make a tentative recommendation. The subgroupsthen presentsummariesof their deliberations
to a plenarysession.After discussion,the second part of the caseis
presented:what the country or city in question actuallydid, and
the results.Participantsthen discusswhat happened and why.Even
though the context inevitablydiffersfrom their own, they are stimulated by the careful analysisand by the fact that reformsworked.
Then after a break, there is a lecture on the economicsof corruption, focusingon motive and opportunity, and on the equation
C = M + D - A. Questions and discussionare encouraged.
The framework for policy analysis in Box 4 is presented and
reviewed.
Then the group analyzesa second casestudy,again of a success
story.This caserequiresthem to providenot only for what might be
calledan economicanalysisof corruption and how to fight it, but
for a politicaland bureaucraticstrategy.Three lessonsemergefrom
the case. First, in order to break the culture of corruption and
cynicism, "big fish" must be fried-major violators, induding
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violatorsfrom the rulingparty.Second,after big fish are fried,anticorruption effortsshould focuson prevention.This indudes selecting agents,changingincentives,enhancingaccountability,enacting
structural changesto mitigate monopolyand darify discretion,and
striving to increase the "moral costs" of corruption. Third, anticorruption efforts should involvethe people in many ways.They
know where corruption resides.Give them a chance to tell. Under
this rubric come such initiativesas hotlines for reporting corruption, citizen oversightboards,citizens'groups and NGOs to diagnose and monitor agency performance, village and barrio
organizationsto scrutinizepublic works, participationof accounting and lawyersgroups,and so forth.
After finishing the second case, the participants turn to their
own situation. The outside facilitator here asks them to go
through the same headings as before:What kinds of corruption
exist, which are more serious and which less, what are the alternatives and their pros and cons, and what tentative recommendations would they make. The subgroups go off and analyze,then
present their results to the full group. A vivid discussion ensues,
and the result is a tentative diagnostic of the types of corruption,
their extent, their costs, and their possibleremedies.
Before the workshop doses, the facilitator poses a final
challenge. "This has been a fascinating exercise, but we don't
want it to be just another workshop. What has to happen in the
next six months, what concrete steps by this group, to move
things forward?"
In our experience,the results have been remarkable.A fascinating and practical agenda usuallyemerges.What are sometimes
lacking are the resources,the expertise, and the leverageto carry
out that agenda. Here municipal leaders, perhaps with external
assistance, may propose a special project to follow such an

BOX7: PARTICIPATORYDIAGNOSIS IN LA PAZ, I985
Result of Diagnostic Meetings in Late 1985 with Officials of the Municipal
Government of La Paz, Bolivia
Causes

Cures

Type

Value

Who Is
Helped

Who Is
Hurt

Tax Evasion
(all kinds)

US$20
millionUS$30
million

Evaders

Recipients of city
services;
non-evaders;
future Pacefios

Hard to pay;
taxes too high;
low penalties;
no reviews
of cases

Make easier to
pay; lower rates;
raise penalties
and enforce
them; review
cases

Tax
"arrangements'
(all kinds)

US$5
millionUS$10
mrillion

Corrupt
taxpayers
and officials

Recipients of
city services;
non-evaders;
Future Pacedios

Lack of computerization; low
effective penalties;
no reviews;
pay through
municipality;
low pay

Computerize;
raise penalties;
review cases;
pay through
banks; raise pay;
raise incentives
to collect

Extortion

US$0.5
millionUS$1
million

Corrupt
officials

Direct victims

Difficult rules,
rates, and
procedures;
hard-to-report
extortion;
low penalties;
no reviews;
low pay

Simplify rules,
rates, and procedures; hodine for
public reports;
raise penalties;
review cases;
pay through
banks; raise pay

Some
taxpayers;
corrupt city
officials;
substitutes for
higher pay

Most taxpayers
via slowdowns;
reputation of city
govemment

Difficult
procedures;
lack of
computerization;
pay through
municipality;
low penalties;
no surveillance;
low pay

Simplify
procedures;
computerize; pay
through banks;
raise penalties;
surveillance
and "whistleblowing';
raise pay

Speed money

US$0.5
millionUS$1
million

Theft
(city property,
parts, cash)

US$0.5
millionUS$1
million

Thieves

Recipients of city
services

Lack of
inventories; poor
decentralization;
low penalties;
no reviews or
surveillance

Computerize
inventories;
decentralize
responsibility;
spot checks and
surveillance

Procurement

US$0.5
millionUS$3
million

Corrupt
officials and
winning
suppliers

Recipients of city
services

Lack of
information
on prices;
no reviews;
low penalties;
low pay

Verify prices;
review cases; raise
effective penalties;
raise pay of
decision-making
officials

"Faneasmar,"
late reporting
to work

US$0.1
millionUS$0.2
million

Malingerels

Morale and
reputation of city
government

No surveillance;
low penalties

Surveillance;
raise penalties
and enforce them
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event-or severalsuch events at different levelsof the public and
private sectors. The ensuing initiative should use some of the
workshop's recommendations, co-opt key participants as activists
and monitors, and via carrotsand sticks improve the chances that
the anti-corruption effort succeeds.
Box 7 summarizeswhat might be called a "first cut" analysis
of various kinds of corruption in La Paz in 1985. It is the result
of several workshops for officials and politicians. This process
helped generatefrank analysesof sensitivepolicy issues,and it led
to a number of suggestions for remedial measures that no outsider could have concocted.
TECHNICAL
STUDIES
ANDEXPERIMENTS
Participatory diagnosesshould involveworkshops at severallevels
of city government (and from several viewpoints, including
clients and stakeholders).Researchcan also be useful in galvanizing and guiding reform. Of particular interest are studies of
systemsof information and evaluation (extent, quality, how used
and misused), analysesof actual and experimental incentive systems, and studies of relatively uncorrupted institutions or
departments within the city, or perhaps elsewherein the country
in question.
Consultants can be useful in several ways (see Box 8).
Nonetheless, studies involving expensiveexperts are often overdone. Typically, studies of municipal administration seem to
proceed with three assumptions that diminish their effectiveness.
First, they often assume that any reform deserving the name
should involve massivechanges across the entire civil service.A
second assumption is that such reforms require comprehensive
studies and blueprints. Third, becausesuch studies are technically

Box 8:

SOME ADVANTAGESOF OUTSIDE CONSULTANTS

The benefits of using consultants include: signaling management's
dissatisfaction with "business as usual"; freeing management to perform other tasks; infusing new ideas; serving as a "lightning rod";
and giving the manager an outside confidant.
Three other advantages of consultants are germane for the
municipal leader interested in preventing corruption.
1. Expertise. The consultant can offer expertise that may not exist
in the city government. Examples include computer systems to
detect and prevent fraud, specialized investigatory techniques,
management systems, and procurement processes.
2. Facilitation. Participatory diagnosis is crucial. Its sensitivity usually means that an inside facilitator is inappropriate. Apart from
expertise in facilitation, the consultant is insulated from the
appearance of empire building.
3. Cooperation. In fighting corruption, many branches of the
municipality must collaborate. An outsider may be perceived to
be neutral enough, and should be chosen to be expert enough, to
facilitate such sharing and cooperation.
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complicated,municipal officialsassume they must be undertaken
by expensiveexperts,including foreigntechnical assistants.
We believethat a more usefulapproachallows"studies"carried
out by officialsand clients, followedby experiments.In our experience officialsand dients understand well how corrupt systems
work. They can be encouraged to share their knowledgewithout
fear of recriminations-for example,through anonymous surveys
or group work involvinganonymouswritten contributions that are
then discussed.We recommend that employeesbe involvedcentrally in the design (and, eventually,the evaluation)of experiments
with new systemsof information, incentives,and accountability.
This is in stark contrast to their usuallyperipheralinvolvementin
grand studies by outside experts.
As an example, consider incentive reforms designed to deal
with two key factorsbehind corruption, namely paltry wagesand
the failure to link rewards to performance. The municipality
might select a few key functions, such as revenue raising, auditing, and procurement. In each area, officialswould be asked to
work through the schematic outline in Box 9.
The resultswould then be reviewedin workshops.Depending
on the outcomes,the municipalitymight initiate experimentsbased
on the proposition(s)listed in Box 9. The incentivescould include
pay, but might also mean training, travel,professionalrecognition,
reassignment,promotion, better working conditions, more independence, and so forth. Some of the incentivescould be for individuals, but many would probably be for teams (offices,bureaus,
and departments).Such radicalexperimentswould be facilitatedby
technicalstudies,as describedin Box 10.
An example of a highly desirable study is what has become
known as a "vulnerability assessment." Here employees themselvesor outside experts, or both, take a systematiclook through

Box 9:

MODEL MEMORANDUMFOR EMPLOYEES,AS THE BAsIs POR
INCENTIVEEXPERIMENTS

1. Quantitative summary of the current unsatisfactory situation. Because of X, YKZ shortcomings (resources, incentives,
capabilities), we are currendy able to process onlyA% of the cases
we should; and of those, only B0/oare processed adequately. As a
result the city's government and its citizens forgo
costs.
benefits and incur
2. Examples. Here are three recent examplesof what we were unable
to do that clearly led to forgone benefits or additional social costs.
3. Measures of success. After considering our objectives and our
organization's key tasks, here are the measures of performance by
which we believeit is fair that we be assessed. For example:
* quantitative measures of (a) activities undertaken and (b)
results achieved;
* estimates of the quality of a sample of activities by peer group,
outsiders, or clients, on the proviso that ratings also include
"grades on a curve" so that not every person and activity is
deemed "excellent";
* statistical controls that "adjust" measures of performance to
take account of the relative difficulty of the target group one
is working with (for example, for tax collectors, which suburb,
type of economic activity, type of tax, and so on, all of which
affect the amount earned);
* performance-based contests among employees; and
* measures of staff morale and turnover.
4. Proposition. If we had x, y, z (additional resources, incentives,
capabilities), we will with K time period be able to achieve
the following measurable (even if qualitatively) benefits and
reductions in costs: 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. We are willing to make suchand-such of the incentives conditional on the attainment of
so-and-so performance targets, which will be monitored in the
following transparent ways: i, ii, iii, iv, etc.

Box IO: EXAMPLES

OF TECHNICAL

STUDIES TO HELP

PREPARE INCENTIVE

REFORMS

1. Summarize information about current pay scales and work conditions, especially for key technical jobs and top managerial
functions. Examples of data that would be relatively easy to collect: numbers of people leaving their jobs, of posts vacant, and of
underqualified people employed in higher skilled jobs; compare
pay and fringe benefits of recent hires in the private and public
sector for people with roughly equal levels of qualifications. Look
especially at key positions in revenue raising, auditing, accounting, management, procurement, and investigation. Compare
with other public sector and private sector employment.
2. Analyze the distortions occasioned by current "tricks" to take
advantage of per diems and other benefits accruing to travel,
training, board membership, task forces, and so forth. Suggest
remedies. Possible method: interviews with twenty-five top officials; review of detailed budgets to estimate amounts now spent
by unit and level of employee on per diems, travel, training,
allowances, and so forth.
3. Develop data about existing performance contracts in the city and
in the country's public enterprises, including amounts expended,
performance increments, how the moving goalposts were avoided,
and political backlash (including resentment of their high pay).
Derive lessonsfor experiments in the municipality.

Box II:

OUTLINE

FOR A "VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT"

A. Is the general control environment permissive of corruption?
1. To what degree is management committed to a strong
system of internal control?
2. Are appropriate reporting relationships in place among the
organizational units?
3. To what degree is the organization staffed by people of competence and integrity?
4. Is authority properly delegated-and limited?
5. Are policies and procedures clear to employees?
6. Are budgeting and reporting procedures well specified and
effectively implemented?
7. Are financial and management controls-including
of computers-well established and safeguarded?

the use

B. To what extent does the activity carry the inherent risk of corruption?
1. To what extent is the program vague or complex in its aims;
heavily involved with third-party beneficiaries; dealing in
cash; or in the business of applications, licenses, permits,
and certifications?
2. What is the size of the budget? (The bigger the budget, the
greater the possible loss.)
3. How large is the financial impact outside the agency? (The
greater the "rents," the greater the incentives for corruption.)
4. Is the program new? Is it working under a tight time constraint or immediate expiration date? (If so, corruption is
more likely.)
5. Is the level of centralization appropriate for the activity?
6. Has there been prior evidence of illicit activities here?
C. After preliminary evaluation, to what extent do existing safeguards and controls seem adequate to prevent corruption?
Source:Adaptedfrom Officeof Managementand Budget(OMB),Internal
ControlGuidelines(Washington,D.C.: OMB, December1982), Chap. 4.
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an organization, a process such as procurement or hiring consultants, or an activity such as city works. Box 11 provides an
outline for such a study.
INVOLVING
THEPRIVATE
SECTOR
ANDCITIZENS
The private sectorhas an important but often ignored role to play
in fighting corruption. After all, it usuallytakes two to tango: For
everygovernment officialreceivinga bribe, someonein the private
sector offersit. The private sector and citizenscan help by supplying informationabout transgressions,by diagnosinginefficientand
corrupt systems,and by helping police their own behavior.
Citizens' groups are becoming more active in the fight against
corruption. An example is TransparencyInternational, the nongovernment organization founded in Berlin in 1993 "to do for
corruption what Amnesty International does for human rights."
TI has designed a straightforward code of conduct (no bribery,
honest bids, and so forth), which builds on previous work by
the International Chamber of Commerce and the United
Nations. In Ecuador, TI and the government have applied this
code of conduct to both government officials and the private
firms that compete for public contracts. The firms promise not to
offer bribes, and government employeespromise not to solicit or
acceptthem. Notice that firms have an interest that others do not
pay bribes.Thus, firms that sign this code of conduct might band
together in their own interest to regulate themselves-if penalties
and a mechanism for investigationcan also be put in place.
This leadsto an interestingidea for city governments.Suppose
the city requires all firms doing business with the city to sign a
code of conduct. Then, if one businessbelievesthat another has
won a contract through bribery,the aggrievedbusinesscan call on

Box 12:

BANGALORE'sREPORT CARD ON MUNICIPAL SERVICES

A nongovernmental organization in Bangalore, India, recently completed an innovative "report card" on how well various municipal
agencies were doing, in the eyesof citizens. A variety of informationgathering devices was used, ranging from surveys to key informant
interviews to studies of objective measures of agency performance.
Among the topics dealt with was corruption. For example, in what
percentage of cases did a citizen have to pay a bribe to receive a
municipal service?Widespread corruption was documented; and the
annual costs of corruption, admittedly difficult to gauge, exceeded
the entire municipal budget by a factor of seven.
The results were controversial but had a galvanizing effect on
municipal leaders and the agencies involved. More important perhaps, the study serves as a baseline for further involvement of
citizens in telling municipal agencies how well they are progressing.a

Note:a. SamuelPaul, "EvaluatingPublic Services:A Case Study on Bangalore,
India," New Directionsfor Evaluation, AmericanEvaluationAssociation,no. 67,
Fall 1995.
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the other signersof the code of conduct and the city government
to investigate.At the same time that the alleged transgressionis
investigated,a broader study should be undertaken of the class of
actions of which the transgressionis an instance. For example,if
the alleged bribery takes place in procurement, the study interviewsan array of private firms on a confidentialbasisand develops
a description of how the system of procurement currently works,
and whether corruption exists.The study also makes recommendations for change. The results of both investigationswould be
published, although they would not have the force of law.
Adopting a simplecode of conduct-one that is readilyunderstandable by civil servants, the press, and the public-can be a
valuablepart of a campaignagainstcorruption. It can be especially
useful if there are mechanismsfor the private sector to create and
enforcebinding norms.
Finally,the citizenrycan help fight corruption in many ways.
The greatest enemy of corruption is the people. Citizens arewonderful sources of information about where corruption occurs.
The mechanisms include systematicclient surveys,focus groups,
hotlines, call-inshows,villageand borough councils,citizen oversight bodies for public agencies,the involvement of professional
organizations,educational programs, and so forth.
Box 12 provides an examplefrom Bangalore,India. There, a
nongovernment organizationused a variety of mechanismsof citizen feedback, ranging from client surveys to focus groups, to
create a "report card" on municipal services. The study and
follow-upsto it helped galvanizegreater municipal efficiencyand
locate particularly bad areas of corruption.
Ronald MacLean-Abaroadescribesone exampleof how popular participationled to improveddecisionsand reducedcorruption
in La Paz:
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Everyyear the mayormustpresent the city' operational
budgetto the city council.In the budget,prioritiesareset/or
thepublic worksoverthe comingyear.Ofcourse,eachurban
improvementhasan impactnot onlyon the well-beingofthe
citizensin theparticuar areawhereconstructiontakesplace,
but alsoaffectsand improvesthe realestatevalueofthepropertiesand knd in that neighborhood,
I soon learned that the finds available to the city
for infrastructurewere woefully insufficient to meet the
multiple needs of the neighborhoods.Therefore,I neededa
strategyfor setting priorities among the many competing
demands.During tbefirstyears of my administration,my
technicalstaff developedand presentedto me a selectionof
public worksand locations.That selection eft the majority
of the citizens unhappy,especiallythepooreroneswholived
far from the centerof town and lackedalmost everything.
Thesepeople were not preparedto waitpassivelyforpromised improvementsto materializeyearslater.
The first summer of my tenure, and every summer
thereafter, I recruited a group of advanced graduate
students, mostly from Harvard University and the
MassacbusettsInstitute of Technology(MIT) in the United
States,to cometo La Paz to work with me. Iposed theproblem to them, and togetherwe developeda decisionmodel
usingseveralweightedvariablesto assignprioritiesto the set
ofpublic works that gave the city the greatestvalue added.
For instance, the model assigned greater importance
(weighted more heavily in analytic terms) to projectsthat
benefitedlargernumbers ofpeople, poor people, and children. To my surprise,projectswhich werecomparativelylow
in the list of prioritiespresented to me by my technical
departmentjumped ahead dramaticallyin priority under
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the model'smultivariateevaluations.It seemedthat, without increasingoutlays, the city could reach many more
people,extend themgreaterbenefits,and increasetheir wellbeing.
Some months into my tenureas mayor,I had started to
conduct citywidepolls to determine our most urgent needs
asperceivedby the citizensthemselves.Somegeneralcorrelations werefound witb the Harvard-MIT model, but I
still believedI neededadditional information beforeestablishingfinalpriorities and releasingconstructionfunds. So,
we devised a questionnairethat listed the specificpublic
worksproposed by the municipality'stechnical officeand
distributed it to the "barrios,"-asking the neigbors to
assigntheir own priorities to thesepublic worksand make
any comments regardingthese or other prects theyfind
moreimportantfor their barrio.
To preserve anonymity, we distributed "suggestion
boxes"around the city. Although we did not have what I
regardedas a "satisfactory'number of responses,the many
we did have did not necessarilyresemblethe orderofpriorities suggestedby the technical staff or the cost-benefit
choicesof the model. Instead, many expensiveworkson the
staff's list which had in turn beenrelegatedto much lower
priority by the model werenot even mentioned or received
few marks in the anonymouscitizen responsesto the questionnaire.
As a consequence,I decidedto make a personalinspection of the sites of these suspiciousworks. TOmy surpri'se,
they werefor the mostpart located in sparselypopulated
areas,and seemeddesignedmore to expand the city than
provide servicesfor existing neighborhoods.Moreover,
during someof my surpriseinspections,Ifound municipal
machinery and employeesconstructing new streets and
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otherworksthat werenot includedin thelistof municipal
buildingprograms.Only then did it becomeclearto me
that medium-evelpersonnelof the municipalityusually
with directcontrolovermachineryand labor,had developedtheir own agendaand prioritiesto constructpublic
worksthat wereneitherpreferredby the citizensnorrated
highlyin the cost-benefit
model.
These works were accomplishedin exchangefor
Yfavors"-otberwise
knownas bribes-offeredeitherby a
groupof neighborsor by individualswhowerespeculating
on land and wouldcodludewith city employees
and technicianswhomtheypaid with land in thesameareawhere
In somecases,
theycompletedurbanimprovementprojects.
the neigbbors
in poorareashad topooltheir moneyto have
urgentlyneededurbanimprovements
madein their barrio,
in direct disregard
for the formally approvedoperating
budgetforpublicconstruction.
In manycases,middle-level
technicalbureaucrats
decidedwhereand whento do what
public worksin exchangefor favors, bribes,or in-kind
transfers(usuallyland).In the eyesof the municipalengineers and technicianswho engagedin these corrupt
activities,thisschemecompensated
them (andthen some!)
for their barelysubsistence
wages(US$15-30per month).
land
someof them intoprosperous
In fact, it transformed
baronsand realestatespeculators.
out
Thiscorruptsystemwaseliminatedby contracting
public works under a step-by-step,incentive-based
contracting process that links payments to satisfactory
completion
ofprojectmilestones.
It wastheparticipationof
and directcontactin
the peopl, throughquestionnaires
their own neighborhoods,
that madepossiblethe detection
of thecorruptexchangeofpublicworksfor propertyor side
payments.
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Thus, introducingreliableinformation,analysis,and
policyformulation on the suply side and encouragingand
ensuringtheparticipationof citizensfromthe demand side
to help calibrateand correctthe resultsof the supply-side
work led to a much-improvedsystemfor deliveringpublic
goodsand services.

IMPLEMENTING
REFORM

ORGANIZE
THEFIGHTAGAINSTCORRUPTION
After using the various assessmenttechniques in Chapter 4, let us
suppose we now have a good understanding of the types and
levels of corruption we are confronting. We would then work
through the framework of Chapter 3 (Boxes4 and 5) with our
staff to brainstorm the possible costs and benefits of different
actions. We would begin to locate areas where the costs of corruption seem high and the costs of the remedial actions seem
relativelylow-and that is where we would be tempted to begin.
But beforewe do, we must analyzeboth the problemsand the
alternativesfrom the perspectiveof implementation. We need to
work through the political, bureaucratic, and personal aspects of
an anti-corruption effort. One of the political dimensionsis how
to use the battle against corruption as the lever for transforming
city government, and not turn it into the generator of more red
tape and delays.
For good and bad reasons,issuesof who's in chargeloom large
in government.Preventingcorruption and deterring it require the
combined excellenceof many government agencies. Of course
every part of the city government has its own responsibilitiesof
67
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management, incentives,and control. But severalfunctions have
anti-corruption roles that cut acrossthe others. Many of these are
not inside the city government but outside (as in many countries
is the case of the police) or, so to speak, above the city government at the prefectural, county, provincial, and national levels.
Consider what functions would have to work well to prevent corruption. There would be accounting and auditing functions,
some of which in most Latin American countries fall under the
"Contralorfa." To this, one would add police (often local, sometimes national under the Ministry of the Interior), prosecutors,
courts at various levels, and the government ministry in charge
of administration. One would also include the city council and
perhaps the state or federallegislature.Revenue-raisingfunctions
are important, as are the bodies that carry out public works.
Regulatory functions come in many varieties.The list could go
on, and the lines are not clear acrossthese areas.What is evident,
however,is that investigating,prosecuting, and obtaining convictions will not succeed unless a number of government agencies
work together. Neither will many preventivemeasures.Let us call
this the problem of coordination.
Experiencesuggeststhat there is a second need in campaigns
against corruption: a focal point. Someone,or some officialbody,
has to be in chargeof a campaignagainstcorruption-has to have
the politicalauthority,be in the public eye,and possessthe personal
accountability.But at the sametime, becauseno singleagencycan
do everythingin the fight againstcorruption and thereforea coordinated effort is required, the officialbody has to be above all a
facilitatorof joint action, a mobilizerof the resourcesof many agenciesof government.It cannot be a boss, in other words.
A key political question concerning the implementation of an
anti-corruption strategy is what sort of coordinating authority
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this should be. Severalanswers are possible, and there is no one
right answer for all settings. Hong Kong's Independent Commission against Corruption, which we examined in Chapter 2, is
one prototype. It is a kind of super agencyagainst corruption.
It combines investigation (like a police force), prevention (like
a management consulting agency), and popular participation
(like a community relations office). Its powers are huge. So is its
budget and ability to hire excellent staff-not only investigators
and enforcers, but also accountants, economists, management
experts,systemsanalysts,lawyers,and others.
There are examples of municipal units with wide-ranging
powers,although not as grand as the ICAC's. Box 13 outlines an
interesting examplefrom New York.
A secondidea is an interagencycoordinating
body.Cities arenot
countries,of course,and municipal leaderswill not be able to control many of the agenciesthat matter. Still, it may be possibleto
prompt the important agenciestogether to improve the coordination of their work.'
In 1992 Robert Klitgaard spent some time in Venezuelawith
the many agenciesinvolved in the fight against corruption at the
national level: the police, the Contraloria, the prosecutors, the
Supreme Court (which administers all the courts), and finally
the cabinet. The various agencies guarded their autonomy and
did not want to meet in joint workshops-each wanted its own.
Each agency'sstaff told in its workshop the most extraordinary
stories about how its own good efforts had been thwarted by the
incompetence and, yes, the corruption of the other agencies.
They noted how caseswould disappear in the cracks along their
theoretical path from gathering information to investigation
to prosecution to judicial decision. The blame was differently
apportioned by these agencies, but two results were universally

Box 13: AN INDEPENDENT OFPICE TO FIGHT CORRUPTION IN NEW YoRK
CITYS SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

In 1989, New York City's newly created School Construction
Authority was faced with rampant corruption in the multibilliondollar school construction program (bid-rigging, price fixing, illegal
cartels, racketeering, bribery, extortion, and fraud) in the city's construction industry. Its response was to form an Inspector-General
Office (OIG). Through institutional reform of the business practices
of the authority, the OIG has "fried some big fish," including
employees of the Board of Education

and the authority

itself;

banned over 180 firms from competing for school construction contracts; saved millions of dollars for the authority; and even prompted
internal reforms in the supplier side of the industry.
Its key organizing principles include:
1. Responsibility for combating corruption does not lie with law
enforcement authorities alone. Managers and procuring officials
must become proactive and must integrate their work with law
enforcement agencies. Nonjudicial administrative sanctions short
of criminal charges are effective.
2. Many disciplines must collaborate if corruption is to be deterred
in the first instance, detected and prosecuted when deterrence
fails, and punished in a criminal trial to ensure credibility. These
disciplines include lawyers, investigators, accountants, analysts,
engineers, and experts in management theory and public administration.

3. The organization (in this case, the OIG) must be external to the
School Construction Authority to preserve independence and
autonomy. Communications with the authority would occur informally through day-to-day collaboration and formally through a
senior position within the authority. Importandy, vesting one
organization with the authority to combat corruption avoids the
trap to which so many anti-corruption efforts fall prey imposing
additional rules and regulations as well as multiple layers of

oversightthat in turn "contributeto organizationalparalysisand
dysfunctionalconflict, thereby ironically increasing incentives
[and opportunities]for corrupt payments...."
Deterrence (including financial recoveries)and opportunity
blocking were the primary methodologicalideas underpinning
the OIG's efforts.
1. Deterrence
Criminalprosecutions, using undercover agents, search warrants, wiretaps,and covert surveillance,with severefines and
incarcerationas predictableresults.
Civil prosecutions,with severefinancial penalties (forfeiture,
trebledamages,injunctiverelief).
Administrativesanctions,primarilybanning firms from competing for schoolconstructioncontracts,hitting the firmsthat have
a culture of corruptionwhere it hurts the most-in the pocketbook. (Happily and predictably,other public agenciesoften
followthese sanctionsand debar the same companies.)
2. Opportunityblocking
Debarments block a
Debarments,advisories,and certifications.
firm from bidding on construction contracts.Advisorieswarn
project managersabout improprietiessuspectedin a particular
vendor. Certificationsrequired of the principalsof some firms
set the stagefor rescindingcontractsand recoveringfull monetary restitution if subsequentevents show contract award was
based on fraudulentinducement.
Independentauditingfirm or private-sectorInspector-GeneraL
Funded by firmsin casesin which adequateevidenceexistsfor
criminal prosecution but the public good mandates contracts
not be suspendedor the company banned, these independent
bodies, selectedby the OIG, monitor a vendor'sperformance.
to idenOtherinitiatives.Theseinclude:vulnerabilityassessments
tifyweaknessesin the authority'sbusinesspracticesand contracting procedures;a Fairand EthicalBusinessPracticeprovisionfor

contracts;and privatizedlabor law enforcement,paid for by
offendingvendors,to monitorviolationsof prevailingwagelaws.
The primarytool that has led to the OIG's successis an elaborate bidder prequalification
process. Each vendor that wants to
bid on school construction contracts must complete a comprehensive (forty-page) questionnaire that looks at traditional
measuressuch as financialassetsand wherewithaland experience
as wellas at the key people associatedwith and running the company. Prequalificationhas given the OIG accessto information
not traditionally availableexcept through difficult and timeconsuminglaw enforcementprocedures.
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cited:widespreadcorruption,and terrificdemoralizationwithin
eachagency.
Beforeand afterthe workshops,Klitgaardmet with the heads
of theseagencies-the ministersand chiefjusticeand Contralor
General-and he also met with the Venezuelancabinet.They
agreedwith the diagnosisof their seniorcivilservants.They also
agreedto set up two interagencycoordinatingbodies.One wasat
the ministeriallevel;anotherwasat the director-general
or top civil
servantlevel.Amongthe missionsof thesecondcoordinatingbody
wasto trackimportantcasesthroughthe system.Bothcommittees
alsoworkedon systematic
issues:preventive
measures,for example,
and the closercoordinationof theiranti-corruptionefforts.2
Within a year,thesecoordinatingbodiesloggeddramaticsuccesses.Individualagencieslearnedthroughtheircooperationhow
to improvenot onlycoordinationbut theirindividualoperations.
Discussingtheirworktogetherforcedeachagencyto confrontthe
others'perceptionsof its work. Seeingourselvesthrough others'
eyescan be a shock,but it can alsobe whatfinallymotivatesus to
improve.Soon, many more anti-corruptioncaseswere moving
through the system.One of them was a very big fish indeed:
PresidentCarlosAndresPerez,who wasimpeached.
In 1995 Colombiaintroduced a versionof a coordination
model,whichhad someinterestingfeaturesin theory.There was
one coordinatingbodyin governmentand a secondthat involved
somethinglike the Hong Kongideaof a citizenoversightboard.
In the latter,sevencitizensof distinctionwereto serveas a kind
of interlocutorbetweenthe publicand the governmentalcoordinating body. They were to relay complaints and diagnostic
studiesfrom the privatesectorand civil societyto the governmentalcoordinatingbody,andtheywerethen supposedto follow
up to see what happenedto those complaints.They also were
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supposed to overseethe government's anti-corruption activities,
from the level of high strategy to that of particular actions. The
hoped-for result would be much greater efficiency,transparency,
and credibility in the fight against corruption.
As it happened, the coordinating body never lived up to
expectations.President Ernesto Samper was himself subjected to
chargesof corruption, and in the turmoil the coordinating body
proved virtually moribund. When President Andres Pastrana
took office in 1998, he promised to fight corruption. But the
coordinating body still did almost nothing.
In the summer of 1999, the Colombian government
announced a "presidentialprogram of fighting against corruption."3 Basedin the officeof the vice president, the program hopes
to coordinatethe activitiesof a number of Colombian government
agenciesand to obtain the cooperationof businessgroupsand civic
organizations.The program itselfincludes units for the formation
of ethical values, for the strengthening of citizen participation in
socialcontrol, for efficiencyand transparency,and for investigation
and sanction. No citizen oversightboard is mentioned.
The first problem, then, is to organize a government's fight
against corruption. The principles seemingly conflict: coordination and a focal point. Someone has to be in charge of the
anti-corruption drive, but the drivewill only succeedif the efforts
of many agenciescan be coordinated.
The next question is how to get started. Where should the
effort begin?
PICKLOW-HANGING
FRUIT
In addressingthis question, let us suppose that municipal leaders
have followed the steps of Chapters 3 and 4. They have applied
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the formula C = M + D - A and used the frameworkfor policy
analysis (Box 4) to stimulate reflection on the kinds of anticorruption measuresthat might be employed for various kinds of
corruption. They have assessedtheir organizationsand estimated
the extent and impact of different sorts of corruption. They have
recognizedthat not all kinds of corruption are equallyharmful or
equally easy to prevent. They have combined economic analysis
with politicalassessment.They haveasked,"What kinds of corruption hurt the most, and whom? What waysof fighting corruption
are most effective,and what are the direct and indirectcosts?"
Such analysesshould focus on the externalitiesand incentives
generated by corrupt activities of various kinds, not the amounts
of money that change hands. As they used to say of government
officials in Mexico, "They waste a million to steal a thousand."
Of particular importance is corruption that undercuts financial
and banking systemsor systems of justice. The indirect negative
effects of corruption can be huge here. The same is true for corrupt activities that lead to policy distortions. The importance of
basic servicesmakes them candidates for special examination,
particularly as they are affected by systemsof procurement, eligibility for benefits, and distribution.
After all the analysis,there is a simple rule for where to begin:
"Pick low-hanging fruit." That is, select a type of corruption
where visible progressmight be made soon, without too great a
cost. This advice runs counter to some reformers' instincts to do
everything at once, or to tackle the kind of corruption with the
most seriouscosts (which may also be the most difficult and protracted battle and therefore not the place to begin).
Sometimes the rule will be slightly different. For reasons of
politics or simplyto generatesupport, we may wish first to attack
the kinds of corruption that are most obviousto citizensor most
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hated by them, or that seem to them the most urgent. For political reasons, it is good to begin an anti-corruption campaign
where citizensperceiveit to be most evident and most annoying,
or where the political leadership has given a field particular
salience,or where it is believed that corruption is undercutting
economicreform.
Mayor MacLean-Abaroa describes an example of "lowhanging fruit" in La Paz in 1985.

Perhapsthe most evidentand generalizedform of corruption occurredin the corridorsand the main hl of the
municipality. Hundreds of ciOtgizs wanderedl through

tryingto completesomepaperworkor make a taxpaent.
Becauseof the total disorganizationand the lack of informationfor citizens thereemergeddozensof"tramitadores"
whoofferedtheirservicesto "arrange"acitizen' paperwork
orpermitproblems.
occurredwhen theydelivThe;firstextorti'onof
eredtheir documentsto thesetramitadores.Then, when the
paperworkwasfinished, veryoften llgay, the citizen was
requiredto pay a "recognition,"in addition to the official
cost of the transaction.Receiptsevenfor the officialsums
were infrequent,and it was clearl the casethat muchof
the moneywasstolenby corruptofficials.Wat citizens did
get was basicallya kind of temporary protectton"from
beingmolestedby inspectorsand the like.
Thefirst step we adoptedwas to isolatethosedoing the
paperworkfrom the public. W did not permit tramiadoresor anyone else to wander freely from desk to desk
"running signatures"and stamps. All transactions had to be

depositedin a singleplace and be given a controlnumber.
They had to be picked up a frw days laterfrom another
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place. Thefunctionarieswhoprocessedthesetransactions
werekeptpracticallysecludedon the secondfloor of the
with
municipality,wheretheyhad no wayof 'conversing"
the clients.
in thebankthisstep,weopenedaccounts
Tocomplement
ingsystemso that taxpaymentscouldbe madedirectlyand
in
a 7loat"tospeculate
couldn'tprofitfrom
municipalcashiers
the blackmarketwith dollars,whichwasthencommon.
didn'tcut thegrandcorruption,
Thesesimplemeasures
but theydid eliminatea majorsourceof abuseand discretion that affectedmany citizens.Within a few weeksone
of cityhallwithoutcollidingwith
couldwalkthe corridors
hundreds of anxious and confwsedcitizens, victims of
extortionand veiledthreats.Citizensfound it easierto
find out wheretheirtransactionwasin thesystem,through
centralregistryof transactions.They
a computer-based
that thesituationhad changedforthe better.
couldperceive

FORCES
ALIGNWITH FAVORABLE

It is importantfor city leadersto searchfor alliesand for waysto
alignthe anti-corruptioneffortswith broaderforcesin the society.Three examplesillustratethe point.
First, supposethe nationalgovernmentis pushing market
reformsandprivatization.It willthen be usefulto emphasizethese
elementsof one'santi-corruptionstrategy,in orderto get nationallevel support and financing.Or if the federalgovernmentis
currentlystressinga battleagainstorganizedcrime,the municipal
governmentmightgivespecialattentionto areasof municipalcorruptionwhereorganizedcrimeissuspectedofplayinga majorrole.
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Second, the private sector and civil society may already have
ready alliesfor an anti-corruption effort. Perhaps there is a chapter of Transparency International, whose support and expertise
can be requested. Perhaps the local organization of accountants
or lawyers or business executiveshas made corruption an issue.
Perhaps civic leaders, nongovernment organizations, student
groups, or labor unions have recently complained of fraud or
extortion or kickbacksand can instantly be brought into the campaign. We may choose where to begin depending in part on what
kinds of corruption these allieshave placed high on their agendas
and where they can be most helpful in reducing corruption.
Third, internationalorganizationsmay play an important role
in municipal works or in the move to decentralizedgovernment.
Many of them haveplaced the fight againstcorruption high among
their priorities, and it may be that special sourcesof support are
availableif municipal leadersseekthem out. For example,a foreign
aid agency may be interested in financial management. Our city
may volunteer to be a test case of reform.Aid agenciesalso may
have specificexpertisethat can be mobilized,such as procurement,
taxation, or systematicclient surveys.
RUPTURE
THECULTURE
OFIMPUNITY
Another aspect of implementation involvesbreakingout of a culture of impunity, where citizensbecome jaded and defeatist.Here
is an example from a newspaper column in Guatemala:

When in a society the shamelesstriumph; when the
abuseris admired; wthenprinciples end and only opportunism prevails; when the insolent rule and the people
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tolerateit; when everythingbecomescorrupt but the
majorityissient... [Thelamentsgoonfor theentirepiece,
Whenso many "whens"unite,perwhichthen concludes.]
hapsit is time to hide oneselftime to suspendthe battle;
time to stopbeinga Quixote;it is time to reviewouractiv4
ities,reevaluatethosearoundus, and returnto ourselves.
When corruptionhas becomesystematic,we must attackthe
perniciousperceptionthat impunityexists.Withoutdoingso, our
effortsto fight corruptionand improvegovernancemay not be
taken seriously.The public has growncynicalabout corruption.
Citizensand bureaucratshaveheardall the wordsbefore.They've
evenseena few minor prosecutions.But a cultureof corruption
may remain,especiallythe feelingof high-levelimpunity.
FryBig Fish
To breakthrough thiscultureof corruption,experienceindicates
thatfiying bigfishis essential.Big,corrupt actorsmust be named
and punished so that a cynicalcitizenrybelievesthat an anticorruptiondriveis more than words.It is alsoimportant that a
campaign against corruption is not confusedwith a political
campaign,or a campaignagainstthe opposition.Importantly,
therefore,one of the first big fish shouldpreferablycome from
the politicalparty in power.
Here are someexamples.In the caseof Hong Kong,credibility for the new IndependentCommissionagainst Corruption
camewhenthe ex-policechiefof Hong Kongwasextraditedfrom
retirementin Englandand punishedin Hong Kong.The ICAC
alsonailedthe ex-numbertwo and scoresof other high-ranking
policeofficials.To a skepticalpublicand a hardenedcivilservice,
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frying these big fish sent a crediblesignal: "The rules of the game
really have changed." As a former ICAC commissioner wrote:

An importantpoint we had to bear in mind (and still
have to) is the status of people we prosecute. The public
tends to measureeffectivenessby status! Will they all be
small, unimportant people, or will there be amongstthem
a proportionate number of high-statuspeople? Nothing
will killpublic confidencequicker than the belief that the
anti-corruptioneffort is directedonly at th belowa cer5
tain levelin society.

Italy's unprecedented success in attacking corruption has
attractedworldwideattention.A crucialstep was fryinga top Mafia
official,many top businessexecutives,and severalmajor politicians
from the ruling party.This told citizensthat if they came forward
and denouncedcrime and corruption, theycouldmake a difference.
In the caseof La Paz, Mayor MacLean-Abaroaquickly moved
against the corrupt cashier.

In city halUin 1985, the cashier was a mixture of
Robin Hood and the godfather.He would loan money to
employeesand perhapshelp them with illicit supplements
to their meagerpay. I was told that he even 'ldvanced"
finds to the mayor,whenfor examplean urgent trip came
up and the usual processesfor obtaining money were
thought too slow.As I mentioned earlier,the cashierhimself lived like a king. He wasthought to be an untouchable
becauseof:hisservicesin the municpality and his excellent
connectionsin the treasury f the nation.
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I realizedthat it was necessaryto give a very visible
signalthat the oldorderwaseverand that the newdemoelectedauthoritywasnotwiling togoalongwith
cratically
of the old
representative
corruption.The most conspicuous
whom we
cashier,
orderof corruptionwas the infamous
and the not-verysummarilydismissedto theastonishment
timid oppositionof manyfunctionarieswho assuredme
that the city couldn'twork without the almost '"magical'
powersof this cashier.
The cashiersdismissalwas the first of many other
measuresthat follwed, aimed at combatingcorruption.

stepin breakEventhough"fryingbigfish"is an indispensable
ingthe cultureof impunity,the emphasison pastoffenderscanbe
overdone.An analogywith health policyis germane.Individual
casesof graveillnessmust be treated.But in the longrun, prevention deservespriority.Therefore,after fryinga few big fish,city
officialsmust turn to preventionand the reform of institutions.
Makea Splash
An anti-corruptioneffortcan garnercredibilityand publicityin
many other ways.The mayormay call a "summitmeeting"on
preventingcorruption. With careful advancedpreparation,he
may then announcea systematicprogramincludingrevenuecollection, public works, benefits,licensesand permits, and the
police.He may invitethe public to denouncecorrupt acts and
offera varietyofwaysto do so.Then in the weeksand months to
follow,againwith carefulpriorpreparation,he mayannouncethe
arrestof "big fish."
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Here are other examples to illustrate making a splash to
garner credibility.Each is based on a real, national-levelexample,
here extrapolated to the municipal level:
1. The mayororganizesa high-levelworkshopfor top municipal
officialsand leadersof the privatesectorand civilsocietyto
addresscorruptionand what to do aboutit. Fromthis
eventideaswillemerge,induding a six-monthactionplan.
This workshopmight be followedby other seminarsin variouskey departments,publicworks,and the police.
2. The mayorannouncesthat all public officialswill sign a
standardof conduct that precludesthe acceptanceof
bribes.At the same time, he saysthat no one will be
allowedto bid on a public contract who has not signeda
similarstandardof conduct concerningthe offeringof
bribes.The privatesectorwill be enlisted to form an
independentmonitoringcapabilityto investigatecomplaints.Organizationssuch as TransparencyInternational
should be approachedfor their support.
3. The mayorannouncesan experimentalprogramwithin the
city'srevenuebureaus,wherebyofficialswillbe paid a proportion of additionaltax revenuesgeneratedwithin the
next two years.The bonuswillamount to about 25-50
percent of existingpay and willonlykick into playif revenues exceeda certaintargetincrease(perhaps25 percent).
At the sametime, officialswilldevelopa performanceevaluation system,whererevenuetargetsareconditionedby
regionand activityand wherenon-revenueindicatorsof
excellenceand lack of abuseare included.
4. The mayorannouncesthe creationof a Corruption
PreventionUnit. With the help of international
consultants,this officewillreviewall bureaucratic
procedureswith an eye to reducingopportunitiesfor

Box I4: SOME NEW LAWSTHAT WOULD HELP REDUCECORRUPTION

Better laws can make a difference. Here are four examples, which go
beyond the purview of a municipality's authority but would abet
local campaigns to reduce corruption.
1. Financing political parties and campaigns
In many countries campaign financing involvescoerced payments,
and sometimes straight graft. When such behavior becomes systematic, even an "honest" political party may feel compelled by
the corruption of its competitors to shake down businesseswith
implicit promises or threats. Parties may use their members in
municipalities to siphon off public funds for their political war
chests. In some countries, parties and local politicians set up local
"foundations" and nongovernment organizations into which
public funds for "local development" can be channeled, without
the usual government auditing procedures.
Pressuresfor these sorts of corruption can be reduced through
strict limits on campaign activitiesand party finances,both externally audited, coupled with public funding for campaigns and
mandatory balanced-time allocations on television and radio. All
foundations receiving public funds should be subject to audit.
2. Illicit enrichment
In some countries government officials can be prosecuted not
only for direct evidence of having received a bribe-evidence
which is always difficult to obtain-but also for possessing
wealth beyond what can be explained as the result of lawful
activities. Some countries have even reversed the burden of
proof: A government official may be required to demonstrate
that his wealth, and perhaps that of his immediate family, was
acquired legally.In some countries there is no need to prove the
individual is guilty of a crime.Note: a. A useful precedent internationally is the United Nations Convention
against Illicit Trafficin NarcoticDrugs and PsychotropicSubstances(The United
Nations, E/CONF.82/15 and Corr. 1 and 2. See especiallyArticle 5, Section 7.)

The principleof forfeitureof assetsapplies,with the onusof proof on the accused.
Becauseof possibleabuseswith regardto accusationsof corruption,this reversalof
the onus of proof probablyshould be restrictedto the evidenceand be made
rebuttable.

Illicit enrichment laws carry risks. The power to demand
proof can be misused.Excellentpotential candidatesfor public
officemay be deterredby the possibilityof having to open up
their finances and the finances of their families to public
scrutiny.In very corrupt situationssuch a lawmay simplydrive
corrupt officialsto hide their wealthin secureplacesbeyond the
country's borders. Nonetheless, in Hong Kong the leverage
obtained by a change in the law concerningillicit enrichment
helped turn around the battle against corruption, as part of a
wider-ranging package that included prevention and public
participation.
3. Disdosure
Sanctionsby administrativeauthorities may not merely reinforce the threat of criminalprosecutionbut may constitute an
even more credible threat. For example,if bribery reporting
is made mandatory to regulatory and tax authorities, the
prospectschange.Comparedwith police,these agenciesusually
haveaccessto better informationand havemore expertise.It is
relativelyeasier for them to impose sanctions.Such agencies
may also play on a divergenceof interests within corporate
structures(for example,auditors and board memberswho may
be reform-mindedor merelyself-protective).
4. Structuringanti-corruptionefforts
Some municipalities and departments have set up anticorruption units; such units at the national level can abet a
city'sown efforts. On a less grand (and less expensive)scale,
anti-corruptionstatutes may simultaneously(1) createan anticorruption coordinator from among existing units, and (2)
enableand require various kinds of coordinating mechanisms
and oversightfunctions,to ensure that the differentaspectsof
the effort are articulatedand that the public has the ability to
monitor what the anti-corruptioneffort entails.
There are many other examplesof better lawsthat can help
controlcorruption,such as whena flat tax or a simplifiedlicensing law reducesthe scope for illicit activities.
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corruption and abuse:what the Hong Kong Independent
CommissionagainstCorruption calls"vulnerability
assessment."The first agenciesto be reviewedwillbe
oneswhere the public perceivesthat corruption is
systematic-for example,permit and licensingagencies,
tax bureaus,procurementunits, and so forth.
5. The mayorseekswaysto involvethe public in the fight for
good government,in the waysmentionedabove.
6. The mayordesignatesteamsof honest, senior civilservants
and young, excellentuniversitygraduatesto investigate
reported instancesof corruption and alsoto evaluate
random samplesof important casesof tax paymentsand
exceptions,public procurement,and so forth.
7. The providersof city servicesarechallengedto develop
measuresof successagainstwhich performancemay be
peggedand then to designan experimentlinking
increasedcompensationto such performance.The
incentiveswould be paid on a group basisand again
would be in the area of 25-50 percent of salariesfor
excellentperformance.The sustainabilityof the experiment would depend on the prospectof usercharges.
8. The mayorannouncespubliclythat the city will conduct
some number of procurement"sting"operationsduring
the next year.Evenif only a fewsuch operationsare
carried out, as part of a packageof initiativesthis step
could deter potentialbribe-takers.
CHANGE
SYSTEMS
Corruption is inherently precarious. "To engage in corruption,"
Philip Heymann notes, "a governmentofficialand a private party
have to identify each other as potential corrupt partners, and find
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a way to reachan agreement,and then deliverwhat each has promised without being detected.Each of thesesteps can be extremely
difficult,for in each there are vulnerabiitiesto detection."6
Corruptionrequires
1.finding corruptpartners
2. makingpayments
3. deliveringwhat is corruptlypurchased
all done inconspicuously
When corruption has becomesystematic,it meansthat opportunities have been identified and relationships established, that
mechanisms for payment exist, and that deliveriesare routinely
made. These routines are difficult to establish. Collusion also
requiresformidablepreconditions,as an analysisof auctionsnotes:

H dow
o membersknow what oets to bid on at the
ii won
main action? How hh shouldthey bi
by a memberofthe oaltion, dty
own it, o00y need
to transe moneysto membersof the coalition?If an item
ition, how is ultimate
won by a memberbeloV to the
colie gin
ownershp determined?How is the red
shAredamong ring membew What incenitivesar hr fo
cheatingon th col4uiveareement?How can the coaln
7
to der chi
dissuadeand/r monitor membrmi
One anti-corruption tactic is to analyze these corrupt routines and disrupt them. Corruption prefers a stable, secretive
environment. Bycreating enough discontinuity,uncertainty,and
distrust, we hope to reduce corruption.
What does such disruption require? To some the automatic
answeris "newlaws."In fact, systematiccorruption often coexists
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with highly developed legal codes. Sometimes more rules and
regulations not only strangle efficiency but actually create
opportunities for corruption. New laws and rules are most welcome when they change incentives, reduce monopoly power,
clarify or reduce discretion, and enhance information and
accountability. Some examples of welcome new laws appear in
Box 14, but in general we believethat new laws are not the automatic answer.
A more promising approach is to prevent corruption by
changing the underlying conditions of competition, discretion,
accountability,and incentives.This means the careful consideration of, for example:
1. Privatizingworks or contractingthem out, and focusing
scarcemunicipalresourceson inspectionand monitoring
of agreed-upon,measurableresults.
2 Adopting "second-best"rulesand regulationswhich,
though not optimalin some theoreticalworld, serveto
delineatediscretionand make the rules of the game easy
to understand. Disseminatingthe rules of the game to
citizenscan be a key step (see Box 15).
3. New sourcesof informationabout results,includingpeer
reviews,citizens'evaluations,objectiveindicators,and
the carefulevaluationof samplesof performance.The
culture of nonperformanceleadsto low,unvarying
wages,which breed corruption and inefficiency.
4. Innovativeusesof computersto track possiblebeneficiary
fraud, bid-rigging,underpaymentof propertytaxes,and
suspiciouscost overrunsor delaysin public works.
5. Useof self-policingmechanismsby the private sector,as
describedearlier.
6. Radicalexperimentswith incentives,also describedearlier.

Box I5: A CITIZENS MANUALHELPS PREVENTCORRUPTION

La Paz's municipal government was riddled with routine corruption
in part because municipal rules and regulations were both extremely

complex and not transparent to the public. Trying to figure out how
to get a certain permit, for example, was virtually impossible. Routine
purchases under $2,000 required twenty-six steps within the municipality. Municipal

employees could use both the delays and the

obscurity to request speed money or in some cases to extort citizens

by pretending that the regulations were something they were not.
Municipal employees were asked to describe exactly what every
procedure entailed. They resisted mightily, and the effort to document all the municipality's methods took over a year. Then two
responses made a dramatic difference. First, the procedures were
simplified. The twenty-six steps were cut to six. What had been supposed oversight and review of each and every case (necessarily
cursory or nonexistent) became the careful review of a random
sample of cases.
Second, the city published a citizens' manual describing all the
procedures. For many citizens it was their first chance to get straightforward, objective information on municipal procedures and
regulations.
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La Paz used private banks instead of city cashiersfor the payment of taxes and fees. It made radical cuts in the numbers of
public employeesin exchange for huge salary increasesfor those
who remained. In a radicaleffort to cut collusionin the estimates
of property taxes, a simple model was developed based on real
estate market prices. Citizens were then asked to "auto-evaluate"
their own property's value, with the veiled threat that houses
might be purchased by the state if the value declaredwas too low.
Citizens were provided with guidelinesdepending on the characteristics of their house and its location. Citizens cooperated: La
Paz's property tax revenuessoared even as corrupt arrangements
were virtually eliminated.
Another exampleis the Bolivian national government'suse of
private agenciesto evaluate bidders for public contracts. In fact,
this process also fell afoul of chargesof corruption. But the argument is that international firms with a reputation to uphold
probably have a greater incentive to police potentially corrupt
principal-agent relationships than do underdeveloped government agencies.
WORKWITH BUREAUCRACY
NOTAGAINSTIT
For systematicchange to occur, municipal bureaucraciesmust be
enlisted, mobilized, and monitored.
Begin with Something Positive
Experienceteaches that it is unwisefor municipal leadersto begin
by seemingto attack their own officialsand agencies,evenif these
are known to be vitiated. In the words ofJustice Efren Plana, who
successfullyovercamesystematiccorruption in his wide-ranging
reforms of the Philippines' Bureau of Internal Revenue: "You
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cannot go into an organization like the white knight, saying that
everyone is evil and I'm going to wring their necks." He took
positive steps to help his employeesfirst-not incidentallydeveloping new measuresof performance.

To the extent they wouldn'tput their heart into their
work, or wouldpocketsomeof the moneythat shouldgo to
thegovernment,thenyou don'tget efficiency.So, we needed
a system to reward efficiency.. . . So, I installed a new
systemfor evaluati'ngperformance.
Igot thepeopleinvolved
in designingthe system,thosewho did the actual tax assessment and collectionand somesupervisingexamine
Before,therewasa personalevaluationby the supervisor, especiallyby the person who actually decided on the
promotion. Now, instead of this, I introduced a system
basedon the amount ofassessmentsan examinerhad made,
how many of his assessmentswere upheld, the amounts
actuallycollected-all dependingon the extent and type of
the examinerjsurisdiction.8

EmphasizeInformation and Incentives
Crucial ingredientsfor galvanizingbureaucraciesare new infusions
of information about performance and new incentiveslinked to
that information. Too many managers focus on administrative
reform in terms of (a) reorganizationor (b) adding competencies.
Our contention is that when systematiccorruption exists,neither
step is likely to make much difference-unless what might be
calledthe informationalenvironmentis radicallyalteredand incentives (positiveand negative)are transformed.In our judgment, as
mentioned earlier,the best way to achievethese ends is with an
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experimentalapproach, one that involvesthe employeesaffected
and that usesfeedbackfrom the city'sdients and citizens.
Building better governments simply by trying to strengthen
Western-stylebureaucracieshas failed in many developing countries. The contextin many developingcountries is not conducive
to successfulgovernment institutions. For example:
1. Informationand evaluationare scarceand expensive,
which inhibits internaland externalcontrols.
2. Information-processingskillsare weak at both the individual and institutional levels,due for exampleto low levels
of educationand fewcomputers,as wellas to relatively
few specialistssuch as accountants,auditors,statisticians,
and so forth.
3. Incentivesareweak, in the sensethat good performance
goesrelativelyunrewardedand bad performancerelativelyunpunished. Box 16 providessome practicaladvice
for reformingincentivesystems.
4. Politicalmonopoliesdominate,sometimescoupledwith
violenceand intimidation.
5. Countervailinginstitutions are weak,in part becauseof
informationand incentivesproblemsbut also becauseof
hostileactions by the state.
6. Consequently,good economicreasonsexplainthe failure
of governmentinstitutionsto perform.One neednot
cite culturalor politicalfactors,and one need not immediatelyturn there for solutions.
Correspondingly,the principles of reforming corrupt bureaucracies will include:
1. Enhance informationand evaluation.Put it in the hands
of clients, legislators,and those with officialoversight
(regulators,auditors,judges, and so on).
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2. Improve incentives. Link incentives to information about
the attainment of agreed-upon objectives.
3. Promote competition and countervailing forces-including
civil society, the media, the legislature and the courts,
and political parties-and procedures that allow these
different interests and voices to make a difference in
policy and management.
This approach contrasts with approaches based on more:
more training, more resources, more buildings, more coordination, more central planning, and more technical assistance. The
argument is that without systematic reforms, more won't solve the
problem of inefficient, corrupt public administration in contexts
like those found in many developing countries. In these senses,
the fight against corruption can become the vanguard of a revolution in city governance.

Box i6: SOME

PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR INCENTIVE REFORMS

The first question is: Where do we get the money to increase pay?
Mayor MacLean-Abaroa undertook radical cuts in personnel; many
mayors will not have a crisis to defend such a step. Experiments that
begin with the revenue-raising and cost-saving parts of the municipality can pay for themselves, and even generate revenues that can
be used to fund a second round of incentive experiments elsewhere
in city government. User charges can be shared with employees.
Foreign aid money can sometimes be used for "topping up" the
salaries of key personnel.
Incentive reforms require the participation of employees themselves
in the specification of each agency'sobjectives, the definition of performance measures, and the structure of incentives.
Quantitative and qualitative outcome measures can be used. So can
peer ratings, as long as ratings are forced to be "on a curve" (that is,
not everyone can be rated "excellent").
Team incentives are often more feasible and desirable than individual incentives.
In designing performance measures, it is helpful to define "key
tasks"-in other words, to analyze the organization's "production
function" better.
Include information from clients.
Empower dients. Seek analogies to market power or joint management. In pursuing such reforms, continually think "information and
incentives.'
Experiment with user charges and analogies to them such as in-kind
contributions, part of the revenues from which can be used to augment employees' salaries and benefits.
Remember the principle of the sample: Incentives can be based on
samples of performance. Especially in an experiment, there is no
need for the comprehensive measurement of each and every outcome of each and every action.

Avoid incentive master plans for all agencies and all time. Learn by
doing. Make sure affected parties take part in the evaluation of the
incentive experiments.
Begin with the easiest cases. In particular, try reforms in areas where
performance is relativelyeasy to measure objectively and where the
revenues raised or costs savedcan make the experiment self-financing.
Incentives include money but also other rewards: promotions, training, travel, special assignments, transfers, awards, favorable
recognition, and simple praise. Even information about how well
one is doing turns out to function as an incentive.
Cultivate political support, particularly from unions and foreign
donors. The idea of an experiment reduces their worries and
involves them in design and evaluation.
Challenge technical assistance (TA) by foreigners. For example, use
TA funds to finance experiments where local experts and even government officials carry out the required "studies" based on the
participatory diagnosis of what is already known about problems
and possible solutions.
Privatize creatively. This can mean experimenting with hybrids of
public and private sectors working together to provide services.

REMARKS
CONCLUSIONS
AND
EXTENDED

In

this finalchapterwe reviewthe main themesof the book

and provide an overview of the steps municipal leaders
might consider to reduce corruption. We then return to the
case of La Paz, updating it to 1996. Corruption, severely pruned
in the mid-1980s, has grown back. What does this suggest about
the sustainability of anti-corruption initiatives?

AN EXAMINATION
OFCORRUPTION
Corruption is the misuse of office for unofficial ends. The catalog
of corrupt acts includes bribery, extortion, influence peddling,
nepotism,

fraud,

speed money, embezzlement,

and more.

Although we tend to think of corruption as a sin of government,
of course it also exists in the private sector. Indeed, the private
sector is involved in most government corruption. We are all in this
together, and together we must find a way out.
Different varieties of corruption are not equally harmful.
Corruption that undercuts the rules of the game-for example, the
justice system or property rights or banking and credit-devastates
economic and political development. Corruption that lets polluters
foul rivers or hospitals extort patients can be environmentally and
95
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sociallycorrosive.In comparison, some speed money for public
services and mild corruption in campaign financing are less
damaging.
Of course, the extent of corruption matters too. Most systems
can withstand some corruption, and it is possiblethat some truly
awful systems can be improved by it. But when corruption
becomes the norm, its effectsare crippling.
So, although every municipality and every country experience corruption, the varieties and extent differ. The killer is
systematiccorruption that afflicts the rules of the game. It is one
of the reasons why the most underdevelopedparts of our planet
stay that way.
What to do about systematic corruption? Both multiparty
democracyand free-marketreformswill help. Both enhance competition and accountability, and these in turn tend to reduce
corruption. But democracyand freer marketsare certainlynot sufficient. Corruption tends to follow a formula: C = M + D - A
or corruption equalsmonopolyplus discretionminus accountability.Whether the activityis public, private,or nonprofit,whetherwe
are in La Paz, Lilongwe,or Los Angeles,we will tend to find corruption when someonehas monopolypowerovera good or service,
has the discretionto decidewhether or not someonereceivesit and
how much the personwill get, and lacksaccountability.
Corruption is a crime of calculation,not passion. True, there
are saints who resist all temptation, and honest officialswho resist
most. But when the size of the bribe is large, the chance of being
caught small, and the penalty if caught meager, many officials
will succumb.
Solutions, therefore,begin with systems.Monopoliesmust be
weakenedor removed.Discretionmust be clarified.Accountability
must be strengthened. The probability of being caught must
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increase,and the penaltiesfor corruption(both giversand takers)
must rise.Incentivesmust be linkedto performance.
Eachof theseheadingsintroducesa vasttopic,of course,but
noticethat none immediatelyrefersto what most of us think of
firstwhen corruptionis mentioned-new laws,morecontrols,a
changein mentality,or an ethicalrevolution.Lawsand controls
proveinsufficientwhen systemsarenot thereto implementthem.
Moral awakeningsdo occur,but seldom by the designof our
public leaders.
If we cannotengineerincorruptibleofficialsand citizens,we
can nonethelessfoster competition, change incentives, and
enhanceaccountability:
In short,we canfix the systemsthat breed
corruption.
We arenot sayingthis iseasy.But threepointsdeserveemphasis.First,successful
examplesdo existof reducingcorruption,at the
level of firms, cities,projects,ministries,and entire countries.
Second,many of thesesuccessstoriescontaincommon themes,
whichwe shallreviewshortly.Third, the fight againstcorruption
can be the leadingedge of much broaderand deeperreformsof
municipalgovernment.In addition,we suggestat the end of this
chapter, if the fight againstcorruptiondoes not lead to those
broaderand deeperreforms,corruptionwilltend to reemerge.
One successfulexampleoccurredin La Paz,Bolivia,beginning in 1985.
THEFIRSTBATTLE
OFLA PAZ

Mostobserverswill agreethat the situationin LaPazin 1985was
grave.The city had just experiencedthe firstdemocraticelection
as the new mayor.
in forty years,with Ronald MacLean-Abaroa
Bolivia'shyperinflationhad been stanched by a remarkable
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austerity program, but these welcome changes coincided with a
city in crisis. As Mayor MacLean-Abaroatook office, the city's
payroll was 120 percent of its revenuesdespite miserablewages
eroded by the inflation: A city engineer might earn only US$30
per month, and the mayor's salary was a meager US$45 per
month. Previous mayors had added more and more employees
for political reasons. In 1985 the city employed about 5,700
people, 4,000 of whom were workers.
The municipal government was a cornucopia of corruption.
Public works, carried out for the most part by the city, featured
everything from theft of parts and fuel to fraudulent fulfillment
of quality standards, in addition to great inefficiency.Tax collection was rife with "fixes"(a lower assessmenton your house in
exchange for a bribe) to speed money (the city collected taxes
itself, and paying sometimes involved standing in long lines).
Applications for permits and licenseswere often delayed unless
speed moneywas paid, and finallyobtaining the permit or license
often entailed another bribe. Procurement involved many arcane
steps and little transparency,resulting in bribes and extortion to
obtain a contract and then, after one performedthe work, bribesin
order to be paid. Personnel systemsoften worked on the basis of
friendshipor politicalinfluence;there was little tradition of professionalism. Auditing and investigationswere lax and themselves
subjectto corruption. Finally,some senior executivesand some city
council membersused their positions to movefavoredapplications
and vendors through the system, in exchange for monetary and
other illicit considerations.
Needlessto say,under thesecircumstancesthe city was failing
in all its missions. Facedwith such systematiccorruption, many
people would simply giveup. Or they would call for institutional
strengthening of what we call a "supply-sidestrategy"-in other
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words, for more: more training, more foreign experts, more
computers, more regulations-and of course for a code of ethics
and a recasting of attitudes.
RonaldMacLean-Abaroa's
strategywasdifferent,eventhough it
alsoincluded supply-sideelements.He understood that at the heart
of institutional rot are broken-down systems of information and
incentives.He took to heart the formulaC = M + D - A.
Diagnosis
His first step was to undertake a number of diagnostic activities.
Where was the corruption, how bad was it, what were its causes
and possible cures?Workshops with senior officials,which we
earlier called "participatory diagnosis," not only gathered useful
information (Box 12) but also motivated these officialsto devise
their own strategies for reform. Specialstudies also helped, ranging from the highly informal (interviews with secretaries-a
repositoryof institutional knowledgeabout transgressions)to systems analysesof procurement.
Strategy
After sizing up his daunting problems, Mayor MacLean-Abaroa
applied an earlyversion of the frameworkfor policy analysis(Box
4) to each of the city'smajor activities(for example,works, revenue
collection,permitsand licenses,procurement,auditing, and evaluation). The city government undertook a number of impressive
steps toward improvement.
Public works.The mayor used the city's financial crisis to
defendthe firingof largenumbers of employees,particularlylaborers in the public works area. He took this opportunity to redefine
the city'smission as carrying out emergencyrepairsbut not major
projects.In the latter case,it would supervisebut not undertake the
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works. Mayor MacLean-Abaroaobtained foreignaid for municipal
works, most of which he applied directlyto public works projects.
(He used the remainderto help reformcity administration, as the
subsequentsection on personneldiscusses.)
Which city works projects should be built? Mayor MacLean-

Abaroa useda varietyof techniquesto estimatethe value of various
kinds of public works projects to neighborhoods and to the city
more generally.These techniques ranged from surveys of local
groups to benefit-coststudies using high-poweredoutside advisers.
Revenuecollection. Revenuecollectionwas assignedto banks
rather than city employees, reducing the scope for bribery and
extortion by city officials.The complicatedsystem for evaluating
the value of property was replaced with an "auto-evaluation,"
wherein citizenswould declarethe value of their propertiesunder
the veiledthreat that the city might purchasetheir propertiesat the
value the citizensdeclared.The resultwas a remarkableincreasein
city revenues.

Permitsand licenses. The mayor deregulatedsome activities,
so that no permits were required and no bribes could be extorted.
He abolished the officeof price control.
He developed a single register of all applications for permits
and licenses.Applicantswould come to a desk staffed by registry
employees,not by those actually evaluating and granting permits
and licenses. Each application was entered into a system that
enabled its progress to be monitored. The scope for bribe-taking
was reduced, and the information gathered through the system
could be used to help evaluate the performance of offices and
individual employees.The system was never fully implemented,
but it did make a difference.
He undertook a great effort to simplify and streamline the
granting of permits and licenses.Then he published a "Manual
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for Pacefios,"which described each process in detail so citizens
knew what to expect and were less easilyextorted based on their
ignorance.

For building permits,he createda plan to involveprivatesector
architectsunder the aegisof the Collegeof Architects.They would
take some responsibilityfor reviewingand warranting the quality
and legalityof the construction plans. Adding more than 100 private sector architectswould speed up approvalsand improve the
quality of the reviews.
Procurement. Systems that formerly took many steps, very
difficult to monitor, were simplified to fewer steps, with more
effort at monitoring carefullyeach step.
Personnel.Efforts were made to increasethe professionalism
of the city's staff through meritocratic recruiting and promotion.
Young people were brought in under a plan called "Bolivia
J6ven." Thanks to personnel cuts, enhanced revenues,and foreign aid, salarieswere raised, to the point that within two years
they were competitive with the private sector. By "topping up"
the salariesof key officials,the city was able to attract real talent
to the important jobs of planning and supervising municipal
projects, especiallyin the area of public works. Training was radicallyincreased,and a specialprogram funded by the World Bank
had as a central objectivethe upgrading of city personnel. A new
Institute for Municipal Training was set up.
Auditing. A project was undertaken with a major consulting
firm to design and implement an integrated financial management system, running from requests for materials and public
works through their procurement, warehousing, and supervision.
Unfortunately, this system was not completed before MacLeanAbaroa left office.
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Implementation
Mayor MacLean-Abaroa followed a sensible implementation
strategy as well. He aligned with favorable national and international forces. He "fried some big fish" early on, and used their
example to send a message that the old corrupt systems had
changed. He did not attack his bureaucracy but helped it first,
then went after corruption through a preventive strategy involving the reform of systems of information,

incentives, and

competition. He recovered the city's memory. For example, he
resuscitated a major study of the city's long-term needs for
infrastructure. This plan, massively funded by the French government, had languished for eight years. It included large-scale
studies that helped organize thinking about needed public works
and services.
The results were remarkable. 'Within three years, investment in
the city's infrastructure rose by a factor of ten. Revenues soared.
Within two years, salaries in the city government were competitive
with the private sector. By all reports, corruption was reduced.
Subsequently, Mayor MacLean-Abaroa was reelected twice.

SUMMARY
OFSTEPS
FORFIGHTINGCORRUPTION
Box 17 summarizes the steps to follow in an effort to prevent corruption. There is no rigid recipe here, rather a set of suggestions
designed to stimulate new thinking by municipal leaders.

SUSTAINING
REFORMS
After finishing the first draft of this book in August 1995, Ronald
MacLean-Abaroa decided to run again for mayor of La Paz-in

Box I7 RECOMMENDED STEPS IN PREVENTING CORRUPTION

1. Diagnose the types of corruption and their extent.
a. Participatory diagnosis: workshops for those involved in corrupt systems.
b. Systematic anonymous surveys of employees and dients.
c. Special studies, induding "vulnerability assessments."
2. Design a strategy focusing on systems. Use the framework for
policy analysis (Box 4) to brainstorm possible options, their
impact, and their direct and indirect costs.The broad headings are:
a. Selecting agents.
b. Setting rewards and penalties.
c. Obtaining information about results.
d. Restructuring the principal-agent-client relationship:
Reduce monopoly, clarify and limit discretion, and enhance
accountability.
e. Raise the "moral costs" of corruption.
3. Develop an implementation strategy.
a. Organize the government's efforts: coordination and a focal
point.
b. "Pick low-hanging fruit": Choose a relatively easy-to-fix
problem first.
c. Align with favorable forces (national, international, private
sector, NGO).
d. Break the culture of impunity by "frying big fish."
e. Raise the profile of the anti-corruption effort through publicity.
f. Do something good for government officialsbefore seeming
to attack them.
g. Strengthen institutional capacity not only through "supplyside measures" (more training, more experts, or more
computers) but especiallythrough changing systems of information and incentives.

h. Consider how an anti-corruptioncampaign can galvanize
broader and deeperchangesin municipalgovernment(such
as client consultation,pay-for-performance,or privatization
with high quality regulation).
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this case as so often, however,chronologydoes not imply causality. In the November election, no candidate won a majority vote.
MacLean-Abaroadefeated the incumbent mayor in a subsequent
vote among the eleven elected city councilors. Upon assuming
office in 1996, he invited Robert Klitgaard to La Paz for an
assessmentof the city'sfinancial situation and a look at the overall municipal strategy.(LindseyParriswas unable to come.) It had
been four-and-one-half years since MacLean-Abaroa left the
mayor's office, and two mayors had served in the interim. It was
amazing how corruption had once again emerged.
A senior member of the mayor'sstaffsaid:"I knowyou all faced
tremendousproblemsbackin 1985 and thingswere quite bad then,
but I think we haveto begin from zero all over again.The situation
is that bad.
"Just to giveyou an example,I would guessthat 95 percent of
the vehiclesof the Alcaldiahave the odometersand the speedometers and the startersbroken. Why? So they can claim for gasoline.
We spend a fortune on gasoline.Some of it is in ridiculouslylarge
allowances.My job, for instance,used to grant 600 litersof fuelper
month. We've cut that down to 200 liters, and that's plenty.The
city vehiclesall want to look as though they'vebeen running all the
time. And everyoneis claiming for overtime,and breakfastsand
lunches becausethey'reworking."
There were worse examplesof institutional decay.
Works.The Chamber of Construction, a group of private
firms, had made public complaints in the previous administration concerning extortion. None had been heeded. Accordingto
some people inside the municipality,winning contracts requires
a bribe of 10-15 percent. When public works are completed and
payment is to be made, a bribe of 10 percent is often sought "for
the [political] party." The threat of nonpayment is real, as the
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citys short-term debt including nonpayment had risen sharply in
the previous two years. By 1996 the city was $20 million in
arrears.
Taxcollection. The "auto-evaluation"system eroded when it
became clear that the city had no effectivepenalty for understating the value of one's property. (The threat to buy the property
for a multiple of its declared value turned out to be illegal, and
after a fewyears its credibilitywaned.) In 1995 a new systemwas
installedthat provided "automatic"valuations depending on selfdeclaredhousing characteristics.The result was a large number of
much higher tax assessmentsfor the poor and lower-middleclass.
Large protests followed,and thousands of individual complaints
had to be addressed, usually by simply adjusting the assessment
downward. Public anger continued, and one member of the previous administration believesthat the bad taste of this episodeled
to the incumbent mayor's defeat. In any case, a form of tax evasion through under-declaration led to an estimated shortfall of at
least 100 percent in property tax revenues.
Permitsand licenses. The single registryfor applicationsfor
permits and licenses and other transactions had broken down
completely.The officialin charge described, in a memorandum
in February 1996, an "almost infinite" list of reasons, which
revolvedaround the rapid rotation of officialsseeking their own
and their partys interest in obtaining bribes. It is now routine"all the time, every day"-to pay speed money of B.200 (about
US$40) for the "revisionof paperwork."
The system of the architects' evaluating building plans was
finally implemented, after being ready for four years. The architects still took a slice of the fee paid by all those seekingbuilding
permits, but apparently they simply checked that the square
meters declared were correct (and that the correct fee was paid).
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When asked to live up to the original agreement to confirm the
quality and legality of the plans, the College of Architects now
complained that it did not want corruption moved from the city
government to the college.(However,the collegedid wish to continue receivingits allotment of funds.)
Procurement. Collusion had become common. Outsiders
who submitted lower bids were rejected by corrupt municipal
personnel according to vague standards of quality. As mentioned
above, bid-padding coexistedwith bribes at both the award and
payment stages.
Personnel. Salaries remained relatively high, but pay and
promotion were not linked with performance. Instead, political
appointments were so common that an estimated 40 percent of
managerial and technical employees had been replaced by the
previous administration, and an estimated 70 percent turned
over in the administration before that. Secretarieswere told that
they would not receivepay raises unless they joined the mayor's
political party. Why was this not the source of outraged public
complaint?The simple reason is that any idea of career paths had
broken down. As one secretaryput it: "For four years we've lived
with controlled minds and closedmouths. If anyone would make
a complaint [about illicit activities], he would lose his job. But
everyonewould comment to each other privatelyabout what was
going on."
Moreover, the internal systems for investigating complaints
and for auditing had become victims of influence and incompetence. The accounts and records were now virtually useless,
according to a team of expertsworking on the integrated system
of financial management-which, by the way, still had not been
put into place after four years. Though the design had not been
completed entirely,another reason for the delay in implementing
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the new system was (in the words of the program's managers)
"resistanceby city employeeswho do not for their own reasons
wish to be part of a system of financial management."
There wasalsocentralizedcorruption. "The previousmayorset
up an officecalledOPCC, the Officeof Planning, Coordination,
and Control," relatedthe new director of this office."OPCC centralized everything, every decision.At the end every permit and
every license and every contract had to be approved there. This
became the source of much abuse. We'venicknamed it the Office
of Planning and Collectionof Coimas[bribes]."
In some waysthe situation was better than in 1985. Some of
the reformsundertaken then had stuck. The deregulationof some
areas of the city economy permanently removed the corruption
that formerly attended the enforcement of those regulations.
Cutting back the role of the city government in other ways also
helped. For example,the city had not returned to being a major
construction company,although its stock of equipment had been
enlarged through a foreign aid project. But unfortunately the
processof selectingand supervisingpublic worksprojectshad deteriorated, and major forms of corruption had emerged again.
In a poll of Pacefiosin February 1996, 50 percent of the population agreedthat "the levelof corruption with respectto the past
is worse."Another 43 percent said it was the same.No one said it
was better-the other 7 percent said "don't know." (The poll was
referring to all levelsof government, not just the city.) Some 74
percent of the respondents said that Bolivian politicians are less
honest than those in other parts of Latin America. When asked
whether the primary motive of politicianswas public service,"economic ambition," or "ambition for power," 84 percent of male
respondentsand 52 percent of femalessaid "economic ambition."
Only 9 percent of the combined sample said "publicservice."'
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Not surprisingly,the mismanagement and corruption in La
Paz were accompanied by an alarming trend in city finances.
Mayor MacLean-Abaroa'slast full year in officewas 1990 (under
Bolivian law he had to resign about halfway through 1991, in
order to become a candidate for reelectionat the end of that year).
From 1990 to 1995, the deficit of expenditures over current
income (excluding capital transfers and foreign aid) rose from
approximately US$1.2 million (4 percent of current income) to
about US$40.7 million (87 percent of current income). Over the
same period and again using current dollars, total investment
moved from US$10.4 million to US$14.6 million, whereas current expenditures grew much faster, from US$8.5 million to
US$32.0 million in 1995.
What had gone wrong?And what could be done now to deal
with the problems?
ANDINCENTIVES
INFORMATION
The La Paz casedemonstrates two lessons.First, a significantdent
can be made in systematic corruption. Second, over time and
under new leadership, some of the anti-corruption measuresmay
become distorted and actuallyturn into sourcesof other forms of
corruption. This raises a host of questions. Why is there backsliding?What are the implications for designing anti-corruption
policies?
The first point to notice is that La Paz is not alone. Other
cities, and other countries, have had difficultyin sustaining anticorruption initiatives. Hong Kong's example is instructive. The
anticipation of 1997 had a big impact. In the words of one
report, "Uncertainty about Hong Kong's future after China takes
over next July is fueling an urge to get rich quick."2 Hong Kong's
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Independent Commission against Corruption said that reports of
corruption in the public and private sectors rose 58 percent from
1992 to 1994. (Reports of corruption then declined 10 percent
in 1995.) Agents at Kroll Associates (Asia), a leading international consultancy, say that its caseloadof white-collarcrime has
doubled from January 1995 to June 1996. Kroll's managing
director, Stephen Vickers, complains that neither the police nor
the ICAC has brought high-profile corporate investigations to
trial in the past two years.
The problem is that China is widely perceivedto be the most
corrupt country in Asia.It garnered this dubious honor in a ranking published by TransparencyInternational in May 1996, based
on a number of commercial rating services. Hong Kong then
ranked closeto the other end of the scale.Peopleare worried that
well-connected Chinese companies operating in Hong Kong are
bringing in corrupt habits, and that the rules of the game will
change in this and other ways.
Sustainingpolicies acrossadministrations is difficult in many
areas of city government, not only in anti-corruption efforts.
According to one recent, pessimistic review,very few cities in
developing countries seem able to maintain short-term success
along any dimension. Successstories such as "Curitiba, the Indian
city of Bangalore,and a few other examplesmay indicate that the
real problem facing poorer cities is not so much population
growth or their resource base but a lack of competent leadership
and sound regulations and policies that last beyond one administration."3 Beyond a lack of leadership, Linden blames the
problems for being, in general, too difficult for cities in developing countries-migration, poverty, ecological setbacks, highly
mobile international investment, stagnant food production, and
rising crime and civil strife.
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Is this also true of corruption? Is it simply too hard to overcome in a sustainable way?
The first point is that city governmentswill remain relatively
lucrative, relatively vulnerable targets for the unscrupulous.
Compared with national governments, municipal administrative
systemsare usuallyweaker. Pay scalesfor professionalsare lower,
leading to lower-qualitypersonnel on average. Because of scale
effects,the possibilitiesfor co-optation by local elites or localpopulists seemhigher.For better or worse,citiesin many countriesare
the most accessibleform of state power and wealth. In the hands of
unscrupulous opportunists or idealists unable to manage, city
governmentscan easilybecome the sites of petty tyrannies or systematic corruption or both. The threats are endemic.
An economic approach to corruption asks that we focus on
activitieswhere the unscrupulous can create monopoly rents, use
official discretion for personal gain, and avoid accountability.
Getting the government out of (monopoly) businessesin which
(competitive) firms can provide the service is one useful idea.
Taking into account the possible corruption of any regulation
may well lead to deregulating,to an extent greater than would be
optimal in a perfectly functioning state. On the other hand, privatizing and deregulating carry their own risks of corruption,
inefficiency,and injustice.The very act of privatizationcan itself
be corrupted, as recent experiencein many countries sadly shows.
Deregulationis fine if the regulationshave no socialbenefits;but
in environments characterized by thin markets, cartels, poor
information, and high uncertainty, a deregulated market may
itself be subject to massiveinefficienciesand injustice.
We have seen that inspired city leaders can create effective
strategies against systematic corruption that work in the short
term. For example, they can change information and incentives
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in such a way that monopoly rents are reduced. But in the longer
term, when leadership changes, it is always possible that anticorruption efforts can be disassembled.The single registry of all
transactionswas dismantled in La Paz, and plans for an integrated
financialmanagement system have still not borne fruit. Taxpayers
undermined the "auto-evaluation" of their properties, and the
lack of systematic record keeping made it impossible for the
authorities to check records over time. (Tax officials may well
have preferred to keep things disorganized, so they could extort
bribes from individuals in exchange for lower tax payments.)
Meritocratic hiring and promotion practices were subverted by
mayors who wanted to use top city jobs as patronage.
Not only can anti-corruption measures be dismantled, they
can also themselvesbecome corrupted. In La Paz, increasing the
salaries of officials in key technical positions was an important
step in turning the city around. But by 1991 it had become the
source of political controversyand a campaign issue (as in many
cases when people make a decent living in government). Then,
after the change of mayors, it became the vehicle for installing
friends and members of the political party in power in top jobs
for which they were technicallyunqualified.The idea of combining privatizationwith strict regulation can be corrupted first by
subvertingthe bidding and awardingprocessesand then by invalidating the supervision and quality control functions of
government. A centralizedsystem for managing all procurement
can, of course, become its own corrupt monopoly.
The forcesof democratic electionsand economiccompetition
do provide some checks on corruption. Local tyrannies are constrained by the democraticprocess,evenwhen populist and redistribution issuestake center stage.A competitiveeconomywilltend
to overthrowcartelsand collusivearrangements,at leastif minimal
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effortsare made at providingtransparencyin government-business
relationships.And yet, as ancient and modern philosophershave
described,democracyis no guaranteeagainstcorruption.4
The long-term solutions to retrogressionwould seem to lie in
creating structures of self-interestthat build on democratic and
free-marketprinciples.To the extent that citizenswho are victims
of corruption can gain more accessto, control over,and feedback
to corrupted systems,then the existenceof illicit activitiesshould
become more evident and the prospects for sustainable reform
more promising. The business community in the broadest sense
has an interest both in efficient city servicesand in competitive
provision of goods and servicesin general.Naturally, the temptation will arisefor free riders to profit by providing a lessvaluable
service or evading taxes or securing a monopoly through a bribe.
But if collectiveaction by businesspeoplecan be encouraged, perhaps sometimes with help from the public sector as through the
enforcement of advertisinglaws or quality standards or competitive behavior,then in the long run their collectiveinterest should
tend to control corruption.
Incentive structures within the city government are also crucial. One may anticipate that leadersof corrupt city governments,
and more generallycorrupt companies, nongovernment organizations, and universities,will have a greater interest in cleaning
up corruption in the revenue area than elsewhere.This, indeed,
seems to have been the case in La Paz. City revenueshave risen,
nowhere more than in the revenuesraised by the city itself (as
opposed to transfers from the federal government of a share of
taxesraised in La Paz and nationally), such as (since 1993) property taxesand taxeson vehicles.Here even an otherwiseslackand
corrupt administration may install a high-quality director and
provide him or her with resourcesand support.
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The incentives facing bureaucrats are also important determinants of corruption. Mayor MacLean-Abaroadid undertake
some pay-for-performance experiments, but these efforts were
not institutionalized.The city did not institute more general systems of performance-based pay and promotion within the
municipal government. The merit system proved easy for the
subsequent administrations to undermine. This suggests that a
sustainablestrategy will involveperformance-basedpay in which
the public has much greater knowledge of and interest in maintaining performance and avoiding corruption. Fees for services
and voucher-styleideas are interesting options, as is the greater
decentralizationof city services.In general, the more the public
is involvedin measuring the performance of city government and
the more its evaluations are listened to and transformed into
financial incentives, the more resistant a city government should
be to corruption and abuse. This participation requiresreformsin
both information and incentives.
1. The informationthat is needed concernsthe resultsof city
activitiesand employees'efforts,both in terms of positive
outcomesand negativeones such as corruption.
2. The incentivesare an employee'sand an office'srewards
and punishmentsand how theseare linked with information about results.
In La Paz there was almost no credible information about
public works, tax collection, the granting of permits and licenses,
the efficiencyof procurement, and the abuse of office. Incentive
systems have therefore easily been subverted by favoritism. A
remedial strategy must address these systematic shortcomings.
How might such feedback and performance indicators be
facilitated? Many of the important factors will go beyond the
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confines of municipal government. There are analogies to transactions costs and information costs, which may be reduced by
better education systems,freer press, better legal systems,better
communications infrastructure, and the like. Other things being
equal, we should expect more client feedback the more advanced
are these facilitatingmechanisms.5
It is thereforepossibleto adopt an economicperspectiveon corruption and explainthe retrogressionin termsof monopolypowers,
weak information systems,and incentive systems that are easily
undermined by the unscrupulous. For reasons economists can
understand,the avariciousside of human nature finds a particularly
hospitable environment,noble exceptionsaside,in settingscharacterized by poverty,instability,and socialdisintegration.
The story is of course not exclusivelyeconomic. Good leadership and competent employees make a difference. To put it
another way, even good systemscan be subverted.Many citizens
in Hong Kong are worried that the remarkable powers of the
Independent Commission against Corruption may be misused
after the transition to Chinesesovereignty.As experiencein many
countries shows, the best of legal systemsand organization charts
may fail if employeesare incompetent and unmotivated.
Leaderschange, for worse as well as better; and political and
other forcescan lead to the replacementof competent employees
by those who, even if willing, are unable to manage systems of
information, control, and incentives.There is no once-and-for-all
cure for corruption. But we can make our anti-corruption efforts
more sustainable:
* the morecompetitivewe can make the supply of goodsand
services;

* the simplerand lessencumberingwe can make regulations
and permits;
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* the more efficientis citizens'feedbackabout the good and
bad things governmentdoes;
* the more dosely we can link this feedbackto the monetary
and nonmonetary rewardsof city officials;and
* the more transparentare municipalaffairs.
It should be no surprise by this point in the book to notice
that these are also good guidelines for a more efficient and just
city administration.

APPENDIX:

CORRUPTION
INPROCUREMENT

W

hen a municipalityneeds a good or service,the city

governmenthas the two broad alternativesof making
it or buying it: that is, the city can provide the good
or serviceitself, or procure it from the private sector. Corruption
is one of the dimensions of this choice. Much of this book concerns corruption that occurs when a city providesa service.This
appendix concentrates on situations in which a municipality
has decided to procurefrom the private sector,examinesthe kinds
of corruption that may arise, and discusses potential countermeasures. It is probably the area of municipal corruption where
the most money is involved. Because contracting is "where the
money is"-to

quote Willie Sutton on why he robbed banks-

procurement is an area in which corruption is alwaysa threat.
Among the principal types are collusion in bidding (leading
to higher costs/prices for the city, payments for which may or
may not be shared with corrupt officials);kickbacksby firms to
"fix"procurement competition; and bribes to officialswho regulate the winning contractor's behavior (which may permit lowball
bids with subsequent cost overruns and unnecessarychanges in
contract specifications).
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Procurement contracting often entails large monetary sums
and involveswidelyknown or powerful people inside and outside
government. Thus, this kind of corruption can be especially
damaging to a municipality in terms of distorted incentives,
undermined public trust, and inequitable distribution of wealth
and power.
The C = M + D - A formula offers a sound baseline for
understanding the propensity toward corruption during each
phase of a procurement. The ideal of "low" M, "low" D, and
"high" A helps illuminate each step, along with the realization
that under some circumstancesthe costs of achievingthis ideal in
terms of delays,quality,administrativeoverhead, and lost opportunities may simply be too high. For example,a central choice in
everyprocurement is whether a custom product is required or an
off-the-shelf product is adequate, with the efficiency gains of
procuring the custom-designed product being balanced against
likely increasesin price and avoiding the hidden costs of corruption (which may be large) associated with procuring the
"standard" item.
Recent work in economics and public policy suggests new
twists to the analysisof procurement efficiencyand corruption.
For example,as we shall see, some important work calls for more
rather than less discretion by procurement officials.In other circumstances studied by theorists, some collusion may be good,
because it can help firms overcome tremendous uncertainty
about the true costs of a project, thereby helping them avoid suicidallylow bids. One qualitativelesson is that there are inevitable
trade-offsin procurement, and here as elsewherein public management, fighting corruption is not the sole aim.

Box Al:

PROCUREMENTAND CORRUPTION: A FRAMEWORKFORGOVERNMENTOFFICIALS

STYLIZED
PROCUREMENT
PROCESS

STEP I
Government
establishesand
publicizes need for
a good or service.

STEP 2
Vendors submit
proposalsto meet
the need.

STEP3
Government
evaluatesvendors'
proposalsand
selects winner,

STEP4
Vendor performs
contract.

A. TYPES
OF CORRUPTION
AND PROBLEMS

Al
Overspecification
Lock-out specifications

B. CONDITIONS
MOST CONDUCIVE
TO CORRUPTION

C. INDICATORS
OF POTENTIAL
CORRUPTION

B1

C1

Government cannot
specifyneeds well
high-tech/leadingedge projects
mediocrepublic
servants
Poor career system,
pay, compensation

Vague or nonexistent
specifications
Particular brand or
function for equipment mandated
"Emergency'
need/contract
Vendor helped establish specifications

A2

B2

C2

Collusion/bid-rigging
cover bidding
bid suppression
bid rotation
market division
(e.g., along regional
lines)

Price- or qualityonly competition
Inelastic government
demand
Bids and identities of
vendors announced
publicly
Firms homogeneous,
have opportunities
for frequent communication
Government procurement agent
has wide discretion

Number of firms
smallor market
share constant over
time
Patterns develop
over time
Information that bids
are greater than
market-clearing
prices
Consistent vendor
"fingerprints' on all
bids

A3

B3

C3

Bureaucratic corruption
bribes
kickbacks
politicalconsiderations (pork barrel)
Principal-agent mismatch
cost or quality focus
firm-specific
favoritism
mismatch in agents
incentivesand risks

Large contracts (relative to markets)
Overregulatedand
by-the-numbers
procurement
environment
Quality (or cost) is
the single measure
of merit for awarding the contract

Contract awarded to
other than low
bidder
Contract awarded
to vendor with no
track record
Sole-source(no bid)
Contract is rebid
Government statement of work modifiedafter initial
need promulgated
Overinvoicing

A4
Ex-postcorruption
(excessiverents)
fraudulent (inflated) cost reporting
faulty overhead
(cross-subsidization)

B4
Sole-sourcesituation
Vendor in many markets, public and
private sector

C4
Cost overruns
Sole-sourceextensions
Awardcancellation
Poor quality
Multiple change
orders
Protracted production or delivery
schedule

D. CONVENTIONAL
POLICY
REMEDIES TO
STEM OR PREVENT
CORRUPTION

Dl
Elevateprocurement
authority to high
level (presumably
to a talented person
of high integrity)
Useoutside consultants to help establish requirements
and explore the
possibility frontier

D2
Promote additional
competition
Selectbidders
Change the rewards
and penalties
facing bidders
Use information
to raise likelihood
of detecting and
punishing collusion
Restructure procurerbidder relationship
Change attitudes/culture

D3
Elevateprocurement
authority to high
level
Increasepenalties
Increasetransparency
of proposal evaluation and vendor
selection (written
justifications,bid
openings in public,
outside reviews)
Announce random
"sting" operations

D4
Rotate agents
Require periodic
competition for
routine procurements
Dedicate additional
resources(e.g.,
agents)to oversight
activities
Use market/cost
surveys
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A STYLIZED
FOUR-STEP
PROCUREMENT
PROCESS
Procurement begins when the government establishesa need for
a good or service and solicits vendors to perform the work or
deliverthe services.This statement of need step of a procurement
is known also as the "Request for Proposals" or "Invitation for
Bids" stage. In the second step, interested vendors submit bids.
The government agency evaluatesthe vendors' proposals, selects
a winner, and negotiatesa contract in step three. In step four, the
vendor performs the contract. Box Al depicts these stages, with
an italicizedletter and number combination identifyingeach cell
(from Al through D4).
Let us work our way column by column through this somewhat daunting table. In the paragraphsthat follow,labelsin bold
italics (for example,[Cell C2]) refer to the corresponding cellsin
the table. Our objective is to understand the kinds of corruption
that may emerge at each step and to consider countermeasures
and their costs.
TYPES
OFCORRUPTION
THATCHARACTERIZE
EACHSTEP
[Cel AI] Early on, it is in a vendor's interest to influence the
statement of need to emphasize the vendor's strengths and deemphasize its weaknesses, thus biasing the competition.
Opportunities for this may occur during routine exchanges of
information with the government before the statement of need is
published, especially in situations involving highly technical
specificationsthat are better understood by the contractor than
by the government. Also,city officialsmay corruptly share inside
information that gives certain bidders an unfair advantage.
Another possibility is "overspecification,"where-possibly in
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exchange for a bribe-the procurement officialexcludesvendors
by virtue of overlydifferentiatedproducts or by the sheer weight
and breadth of the requirements. A "lock-out" specification is
one that excludesall but one bidder.
[CeIIA2JDuring step two, a cartel of vendors can collude, or
rig bids, to ensure that one of its number wins the contract.
Canada's Bureau of Competition Policy distinguishesfour categories of bid-rigging.
1. Coverbidding:Firmssubmit token bids, usuallytoo high,
cartel
designedto ensure that a previously-selected
memberwins the contract.
2. Bid suppression:Firms refrainfrom biddingor eliminate
themselvesfrom the competitionto leavea clearpath for
the preselectedsupplier.
3. Bid rotation:Firmsrotate winning bids among themselves
and, through side payments,ensure each receivesa "fair"
share of businessovertime.
4. Marketdivision:Firms dividethe market along regional,
product-unique,or other lines and refrainfrom competing beyond the designatedboundaries.
Collusion may not involve bribing a government official.It
can be a form of cartel behavior or anti-competitiveactivity that
is illegalbut not, strictly speaking, corrupt. On the other hand,
bid-rigging rings often do have the resourcesand sometimes the
force to bribe or threaten government officialswho would expose
them.
[CeflA31 The evaluationprocess,the third step, may give rise
to bribes and kickbacks,in return for favorable consicterationof
a vendor's bid, and to "pork-barrel"politics, in which politicians
support bids that favor their constituenciesor contributors. What
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might be called "mismatches"in the principal-agentrelationship'
maylead to inefficiencyas wellas collusion.Many of the indicators
may be the same, and at times it may be difficultto differentiate
the merely inefficient from the venal. Municipal leaders must be
attuned to both.
[CelA4] Corruption here can involve fraudulent (inflated)
cost reporting, specificationschanges, or faulty overhead claims.
It may be easier for the larger companies, with many divisions
and opportunities for cross-subsidizingwork, to effect corrupt
activitiesat this stage.Note that possibilitiesfor corruption at this
stage affect the propensity to corrupt behavior during steps one
and two. For example, corrupt vendors can "lowball" the initial
bid to win the contract if inflated costs during contract performance are easy to claim or have been rigged in advance. Another
form of corruption involveslower-than-promisedquality, where
inspectors or regulators are bribed not to notice.

CONDITIONS
MOST
CONDUCIVE
TOCORRUPTION
[Cell Bi] Municipalities are sometimes ill-equipped to specify
their needs. Especiallyin areas of leading-edge technology, it is
not unusual to find that vendors rather than civil servants have
better knowledgeof and insight into government needs. Nor will
mediocre government procurement officialsbe capable of articulating needs knowledgeably.In either case, the door is left open
to corruption that preordains the winning contractor.
Should specificationsbe exactor flexible?There is no absolute
answer,and problems can arise in either case. On the one hand,
excessivelyvague specificationsmay prompt bids from vendors
who are incapable of performing the work; on the other hand,
more detailed and narrowly drawn specifications reduce the
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number of contractors who will be capable of submitting realistic bids. In the former case, administrative costs soar in the
evaluation process and perhaps in the event that the product or
servicedoes not perform as required. In the latter, competition is
limited. In either case, there are opportunities for corruption.
Tight specifications limit discretion but may also enhance
monopoly power among vendors. The net effects on efficiency
and corruption will vary from case to case.
[CeUlB2] At step two, the C = M + D - A formula offersa
sound guideline.Anything that confers monopolistic advantages
makescorruption more likely.Similarly,the likelihoodfor corruption willincreasewhen officialdiscretionis high and accountability
is low,such as in a procurementbased only on subjectivemeasures
of quality.In some cases,a monopolisticarrangementand high discretion are warranted, as we shall see. But the risksof inefficiency
and corruption must be borne in mind.
[Cell B3] In the evaluation step, large (monetary) contracts
relative to the market size offer corrupt actors additional wiggle
room in which to hide illicit amounts. Discretion is obviously a
problem. But there is a trade-off here between offering procurement agentsadditional discretion to make judgment callsto settle
vague or hard-to-define specification evaluations on the one
hand-which opens the possibility for corruption-and overly
constraining the discretion of the procuring agent with rules and
regulations to govern every decision on the other. (We shall
return to this trade-off, which depends on the commodity or
service in question and on the environment of corruption in
which the procurement process is embedded, later.)
[Cell B4] In sole-sourcesituations, competition suffers and
one-on-one relationships develop over time. Cost-plus contracts
may offer tempting opportunities for vendors to "goldplate"
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products, adding luxuriesand qualitiesbeyond the originalunderstanding.In addition,when vendorsare largeand in many different
businesslines,corrupt managerscan mask cross-subsidizationand
fraudulent overheadchargesmore easily.In general,regulatorswill
be moresusceptibleto bribesthe vaguerare the criteriafor cost overruns and the lessclear is their own accountability.
INDICATORS
OFPOTENTIALLY
CORRUPT
ACTIVITY
Detecting corrupt procurement operations is frequently complicated because inefficiency and corruption are difficult to
differentiate.None of the indicators that follow is by itself a sure
sign of corruption in a particular case.As a consequence, these
indicators are only guidelinesfor suggestingwhere detailedinvestigation may be warranted.
[Cell Cl] In the need establishment step, any action that
deviates from the standard pace and practice of procurements
may indicate illicit activities.Possibleindicators include:vague or
nonexistent specifications;requests for specific brands or equipment that must perform in a narrowly defined area (overly
restrictive specifications); "eleventh-hour" emergencies; or evidence that vendors have been unusually active in defining the
municipality's needs.
[Cell C2] Severalindicators have proven useful in signaling
collusion in the bid submissionstep. Inexplicablepatterns in bidding can emerge. For example, the number of firms bidding on
contracts of a particular type or in a particular region remains
small or constant over time, despite many potential competitors;
public sectormarket sharesheld by singlefirms or groups of firms
among a larger number of competitors stay constant; information
from auditors and investigators reveals bids using prices that
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differ substantially from imputed or real market prices; the
handwriting or writing style of a specific vendor appears on all
submitted bids. Any of these could indicate the presenceof bidrigging. Severalof them occurring at the same time may warrant
a detailed investigation.
[Cell C3] Many eventscan signalthe possibilityof corruption
during the vendor selectionstep of the procurement process. For
example,a contractis awardedto a vendor who did not submit the
lowest bid or to one who has no prior experiencein the contract's
substantivearea.The contract is awardedthrough a rebid.A bid or
contract is designatedas sole-source.Modificationsare made to the
government statement of work that trigger a reopening of the
entire procurement process.Again, none of these is a sure sign. A
consistent pattern of such events, though, is a sign of a procurement processthat is not as efficientas it could be.
[Cell C4] In the delivery stage of a contract, a number of
indicators are correlatedwith corruption and inefficiency,though
none is a necessaryor sufficient condition. The contract experiences unexpected cost overruns-for example, beyond those
explained in terms of inflation or an altered specification.The
contract experiences important or numerous change orders.
Extensionsof the contract are granted on a sole-sourcebasis.An
award is cancelled. The products or servicesdo not perform as
specified.The schedulesof production or delivery are protracted.
Costs that are significantlyhigher than national or international
benchmarks may also indicate illicit activities.
POLICYREMEDIES
Remedies to systematic corruption in procurement are many.
Succeedingin the fight to prevent corruption requires leadersto
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make an unequivocal commitment to break from the "business
as usual" and "go along to get along" mindsets and to dedicate
government resources to fighting corruption. That said, leaders
must alwaysbe aware of the costs entailed in any anti-corruption
measure.
Beforeconsidering specificsteps, two important conditions
that help battle corruption in the procurement arena should be
mentioned. First, a well-delineated civil service career system is
fundamental. Municipal leaders must ensure that government
officialsare paid decent wages, are promoted on merit, and have
clearly defined career paths. Second, mayors must work closely
with investigative and law enforcement agencies outside the
municipality. Crucial mistakes can be avoided if information is
shared from the beginning of a suspected case of fraud or collusion. Obviously, the chances of succeeding in the fight against
corruption are enhanced if these agenciesare talented and honest.
Other general conditions favor the fight against corruption,
such as the presenceof democratic institutions, a free and aggressivepress, and societalnorms promoting honesty.Statisticalwork
across countries shows that when investors rate a country's level
of corruption high, the country also tends to havepoor economic
and political rights, high levels of regulation and state involvement in the economy,political and economicinstability,and low
levels of economic growth.2

Most of these conditions are of course beyond the control of
municipal leaders. They may nonetheless reduce the scope for
corruption in procurement by following the logic of the C = M
+ D - A formula. For example:
Promote competitive conditions wherefeasible. Encouraging
competitive environments in areaswhere monopolies (other than
"natural" monopolies) might otherwise emerge will eliminate

MODEL BREAKsDowN
Box A2: WHEN THE COMPETITIVE

The competitivemodel posits a situation in which largenumbers of qualified vendors will answerthe call for proposalsto satisfygovernment(or
privatesector) needs,and a discriminatingand value-maximizingauthority selectsthe vendorwho can provide the goodsand servicesat the lowest
price possible,thus maximizingthe public good. At the limit in the classical economic model, prices for goods are set at the marginal cost of
producing them. Unfortunately, reality deviatessubstantially from the
ideal; and the purely competitivemodel that guaranteesequity, honesty,
and efficiencycan break down in severalpossibleways, including:
1. Uncertainty in information availableto procurement officialsrenders
the competitive model ineffectivein ensuring against corruption in
some cases(and it may be inefficient to boot).
2. The governmentat times does not know well what it needs, especially
on highly technicalprojects in which the benefits of specializationare
significant(for example, informationsystemsareas).
3. Procurements requiring highly differentiated products with unique
design features or that may press the technology frontier may not
bring forth more than a handful of, and in many cases only one or
two, bidders.

4. The public's opportunity cost lossesfrom "competition by fiat" may
be large, because vendors may not make certain optional contractspecific investments which they would make were past experience
more acceptable as a criterion for winning future contracts and
because vendors have no incentive to share wisdom and expertisein
developing needs. (Kelmanstates these points elegantly.a)
5. Contractors may be risk averse, especiallyon very large projects,
prompting government to share in the risks and introducing moral
hazards into the procurement process.
6. Defining the "public good" and translating it into contractually
enforceable terms are difficult to accomplish. In addition, the procurement officialscharged with procuring goods at sociallyefficient
prices sometimesdo not share the public's preferencesand trade-offs
(the principal-agent problem).

Some observershave seizedon these and other inadequaciesof the
"fairand open"competition model and proposedalternatives.They
seekways to capture the benefitsattendant to longer-termrelationships, to move beyond "by-the-book"procurements,and to create
incentives for rewarding past performance. Kelman recommends
amongother thingsthat more discretionbe accordedprocuringofficials and that past performancenot be excludedfrom the vendor
selection process.b

Notes:a. Kelman,Procurement
and PublicManagement.
b. Kelman,Procurement
and PublicManagement.
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some opportunitiesfor corrupt behavior.The operativetheory is
that manyqualifiedvendorseagerforworkwillcompetefor business,whichwillbe won by the most efficientsupplier,thus driving the cost of the procurementdown and securingthe greatest
value (surplus)for the public.The purchaser(the city government) may alsoeasilythreatento usean alternativesupplier.Both
theoryand someempiricalevidenceshowthat competitive,nonintegratedindustriestend to favorarms-lengthprocurementand
3
carefullyspecifiedcontracts.
One method of promotingcompetitionmight be to divide
largeprojectsinto smalleronesto expandthe numberof potential competitorsbeyondvendorsthat are largeor that haveexcess
capacity.This tacticisespeciallyusefulon purchasesthat arelarge
in volumeor that dealwith productsfor whichcostsand quality
arewell understood.
As we shallsee below,the competitivemodelbreaksdown in
somewell-knownways,due to informationasymmetries,highly
differentiatedor technicallysophisticatedneeds,principal-agent
mismatches,and others(describedin BoxA2). But as a starting
point for any municipaleffort to enhance efficiencyand fight
corruption, it is good to prefer and if possibleengendermore
rather than lesscompetition.
SimpliJj'and clarif/irulesand regulations.
When corruption
becomesan issue,it is almosta reflexto think of new rulesand
lawsas the solution.The ideais to reducearbitrarydiscretion,
promotecompetition,and protectfairnessand efficiencyby standardizingproceduresso they are transparentand so deviations
from the norm are easyto detect.
This strategyoften backfires.True, the immediatecosts of
issuingnew rules may seemsmall. Politiciansmay believethat
this sort of "gettingtough"generatespoliticalbenefits,and pro-
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moting new rules and layersof oversightmay seem to politicians
to be a good form of insurance in case further corruption scandals erupt. But in many cases,the new rules and oversightcreate
large costs. The attendant administrative load can be heavy.
Moreover,imposing new rules without careful analysismay actually restrict competition and give officialsnew monopoly powers
with which to exact bribes.
A regulation can create or reduce opportunities for corruption. A good rule of thumb is this. If a regulation creates a new
monopoly power, such as a new regulator; if it creates new discretion in determining its applicability,timing, or effects; and if
it makes it more difficult for citizens,bidders, and other parts of
government to know what is happening, then the regulation will
tend to augment corruption rather than reduce it.
But if a regulation makes it easier for suppliers or parts of
government to compete; if it paints "brighter lines" with less
room for subjectivejudgments; and if it enhances accountability
by making possible new indicators of performance and malfeasance, then corruption will tend to diminish. And-we quickly
add-the efficiencyof city operations will tend to improve.
Strengthenaccountabilityand transparencythrough the three
oversightmechanisms of auditing, inspecting, and investigating.
Modern auditing and financial systems,self-policingby the private sector, inspection and investigative techniques, and
computer-assistedanalysis(perhaps confidential diagnostics)can
create institutional change by assigning responsibilities accurately, detecting patterns of illicit behaviorearly,and introducing
transparency.In addition, these initiatives deter corruption.
Finding the appropriatebalancebetweenrules and regulations
on the one hand and discretion on the other is a considerationin
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situationswhere corruption existsbut not in epidemicproportions.
The former confer predictabilityand legitimacyon the procurement system;the latter offers opportunities for honest, entrepreneurial-minded public servants to achieve excellence.Changing
the underlying systemic structure-which often means transforming the principal-agent relationship with results-driven
incentive systems-is at the heart of this guideline and is discussed at length later, in the section on recent initiatives.
Severalpiecesof specificadviceare relevantat each stageof the
procurementprocess.The municipalleader can use the cellsin Box
Al to developa firstcut at policyanalysisand remedies.After assessing the types, conditions, and indicators of potential corruption
in the city, a leader can look to Column D for a menu of policy
initiatives that may be appropriate for detailed consideration.
[CellDI] To guard againstcorruption in step one, the government should ensure that top-quality people serve in procurement
positions. One approach is to elevateprocurement authority to a
sufficientlyhigh level in the management hierarchy that experienced and honest officialscontrol procurement.But the nuts and
bolts of everydayprocurementactivitieswill requireablepublic servants at the lower levels,freeinghigher-levelmanagersto focuson
the overallsystem and removingthem from the grinding details of
procurement contracts.In the United States,procurementreforms
institutedby the Department of Defensesincethe mid-1980s have
included strict education and experiencestandards for all officials
who serve in procurement-designatedpositions. But in many
municipalities around the world, procurement officials are
untrained and poorly paid. Sometimes they are appointed for
political reasons,in order to reap the benefits of kickbacksfor the
political party in power. Whether through faulty structures and
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incentives or through active design by municipal politicians,
unprofessionaland poorly motivated procurement officialsare at
the heart of many corrupt cities.
A second approach is to bring in experts outside the procuring agency to help establish need requirements and fill gaps in
technical knowledge that might otherwise permit an unethical
vendor to exploit the agency.This approach might employ specialized procurement boards across municipal agencies or could
entail privatizing the management and evaluation of procurement. Specializedagencies such as the SwissSociete Generale de
Surveillanceor British Crown Agents have experience in designing and implementing complicated procurement operations.
Using such external agenciesdoes not eliminate collusive temptations totally,but their extranational scope and the value to the
parent company of a reputation for probity mean that the internal incentivesare more likely to favor honesty.
[CeUD2] Combating collusivebidding is much studied, yet
it remains a difficult problem to detect and deter. Box 6 refines
this important cell in the procurement table in some detail.
Methods of selecting bidders include screening for past performance,4 determining honesty and financialwherewithal;using
outside guarantees of honest bids and faithful performance; and
in cases where the competitive model breaks down, selecting a
single firm and negotiating "ruthlessly" with it.5 Note that, in
general, the earlier in the procurement process a municipality
takes steps to deal with likely corrupt vendors, the less exacting
are the standards of proof required to disqualifyfirms. Litigation
after the fact is expensivein time and money due to exactingrules
of discoveryand burden of proof requirements imposed on government. Ex ante, the government can in principle be nimbler,
but there is always the trade-off with the possibility of arbitrary
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and even corrupt behavior.When discretion increases,it may be
possible to move faster, but it also may be possible to use that
power illicitly-see the following discussion on the possibility
that prequalificationmay itself be corruptly misused.
Changing rewardsand penalties facingbidders will alter their
calculations. For example, incentive contracts can favor ethical
(and efficient) bidders by tying monetary rewardsor future contracts to costs and quality. Strengthening the severity and
certainty of penalties, disbarment, criminal sanctions, and publicity will damage a transgressingcompany's reputation, and will
therefore help deter a would-be bid-rigger.
Information strategiesraisethe likelihoodof detectingcollusion
and thereby offer, in conjunction with strengthened penalties,a
powerfuldeterrent. Fourspecificapproachesinclude:Usecomputer
systems to detect collusion by identifying patterns in bidding;
increasethe number of agentstrained to do undercoverwork, surveillance, cost estimation, and market surveys; gain "inside"
information from third parties (for example,industry newsletters,
consultants, and auditors); and seek information from bidders
themselves(disaffectedemployees,losing bidders,and nonbidders).
Restructuring the procurer-bidder relationship can increase
competition by aggressivelyencouraging new firms to enter the
bidding through publicity, risk-sharing, and wider publicity;
reducing the discretionary authority of the procurement official
through rules about change orders, sole-sourcefollow-ons, and
"emergency"-qualifyingsituations; rotating procurement officials
to preclude cozyfamiliaritywith contractors; redefiningthe organization's needs to make possible purchasing standardized goods
with established market prices; integrating vertically to produce
and provide the good publicly; and making "corruptibility" a
criterion when establishing input specificationsand measures of
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merit for performance. The core notion is to structure the relationship between municipality and vendors to replace the
temptations for corruption with a set of rewards that penalize
poor performance but reward both the procuring officialand the
contractor who create value (surplus) for the municipality.
Finally,the procuring authority can promote changein cultural
attitudes about collusionby disassociatingcollusionfrom practices
and goals deemed acceptable,educatingcontractors regardingthe
competitivebidding process,and promoting the bidders' identification with the socialor public purpose of the contract.
[CELL D3] Combating corruption in step three of the procurement process can take many forms. Decision authority can
be raisedto a high level, presumablygaining the benefitsof hierarchicalreviewsand the wisdom of a senior, and therefore visible,
procurement officialwho may have more to lose than gain by
engaging in favoritism. Increasing the severity and certainty of
penalties to public officials(and their private sector counterparts)
caught in illicit contracting schemesdeters repeatedoffenses.The
transparency of the evaluation can be enhanced in severalways:
(1) requiring written justificationsand top-levelreviewsfor contract awards to other than the lowest bidder or in procurements
with unusual actions like rebids, sole-source contracts, and
altered statements of work; (2) opening bids in public; and (3)
requiring an outside reviewof procurement decisions,as either a
regular feature of each procurement or at random.
For deterrence purposes, municipal leaders could announce
publicly a fixed number of random "sting" operations to be conducted over some fixed time period, say during a year.Although
contract participants arewell awarethat such surveillancegoeson
regularly behind the scenes, announcing the certainty of some
small number of resource-intensivestings gives the idea topical
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relevance and visibility.This would serve to give the unethical
vendor or procurement officialsecond thoughts about colluding,
or at least raise the costs of doing so without detection.
[CELL D4] In step four, two standard techniques-rotating
agents and allocating additional resources to investigationsand
surveillance-help deter as well as reduce opportunities for corruption. For routine procurements of standardized goods,
contracts can be recommitted at regular time intervals. Market
and cost surveys are useful when extending sole-sourcesupplier
contracts on a regular (perhaps annual) basis.
RECENT
WORKON PROCUREMENT
Elected officials,government policy makers, and academicscontinue to focus on ways to make the procurement process both
more efficientand lessvulnerableto corruption. For example,the
policy and academic literature regarding the principal-agent
problem and its emphasis on incentive-intensivecontracts continues to expand. Modern developmentsrange acrossall steps in
the procurement process and are generally more applicable in
municipalities that have talented civil servants, enjoy some of the
advantages of democracy (especially a coherent legal system
backed up by courts of law), and have made progressin breaking
the "culture of impunity" in which corruption flourishes.
At the heart of these advancesis recognitionthat the model of
pure competition, however appropriate to delineate the boundaries of the environment in which procurement takes place and
howeverdesirableas an ideal, is sometimes inadequate in the real
world. Asymmetriesin information,unforeseentechnologybreakthroughs, unique innovations, and uncertain or hard-to-measure
quality features make it difficult to argue that competitive
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bidding, unshared information, and perfectly specified contacts
are either feasible or desirable.
One well-known example is "winner's ruin," where the winning firm loses money because it underestimates costs-and
subsequently may underperform or default on the contract.6
Under some circumstances,allowingbidders to share proprietary
information about costs may lead to sociallymore optimal bids,
but doing so obviously also facilitates collusion. Indeed, some
economists have argued that, under some admittedly extreme
circumstances,collusion may be preferable to independent bids.7
A second exampleconcerns the so-called "hold-up problem."
After winning the contract, the supplier develops considerable
proprietary information that givesit an advantagein further contract bids. With this private information, the provider can use
what is effectivelymonopoly power (now that it has won the
contract) to increase charges. Dual-sourcing or cost-sharing
arrangementsmay be effectiveresponses;on the other hand, they
can sacrificeeconomies of scaleand specialization.
Let us now consider other examples where new insights
enrich the discussion of efficiency and corruption in procurement. One mechanism that has broad applicability,especiallyat
steps one and three of the procurement process, is a "protest"
mechanism. Firms can file protests based on their belief that the
statement of need unfairly excludes them or that the evaluation
process was biased or otherwise inappropriate. This initiative
vests a quasi-judicial board with authority to subpoena documents, discipline government officials, and reevaluate
procurement decisions. The protests entail potentially lengthy
delaysand the administrativecosts of filing, defending, and adjudicating. As such they can be costly to the procurement official,
to the competing firms, and to the public. On the other hand,
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incentives for scrupulous behavior on the parts of government
and vendors are therefore reinforced. Moreover, government can
harness the self-interestof losing bidders and non-colluders who
protest to detect and police corruption. A protest process is one
of the central provisions of the Competition in Contracting Act
passed by the U.S. Congress in 1984 to cover procurements of
automated data processingand telecommunicationsequipment.8
A secondvaluableinitiativeis motivatingprocurement officials
with incentivestied to contract performance.Though this idea is
not new, tying pay to performance fell into benign disuse during
the era of the entitlement mentality.The idea is undergoinga renaissance as public and private sector managers streamline and
downsizewith an emphasison competition, meritocracy,and performance accountability-all of which require more extensiveand
better information gathering.9 The "incentiveintensity" principle
of the principal-agentrelationshipcan help municipal leadersand
their procurement teams motivate procurement "agents" of the
government and diminish the temptations for corrupt behaviorat
all stepsof the procurementprocess,especiallystepsone, three, and
four. The incentive intensity principle tells us that agents' incentives should be an increasingfunction of the marginal returns to
the task, the accuracywith which performance can be measured,
the responsivenessof the effort to incentives,and the agents' risk
tolerance.10 Taken against a backdrop of institutional reform that
indudes better information and worker participation, incentivebased pay is a potentiallypowerful tool for the municipal leader."l
The idea of prequalifyingbidders on procurement contracts
has undergone further development in recent years.This initiative
extends the common idea of prescreeningor preselectingbidders
one step further by formalizingand publicizingthe process,often
through use of a questionnaire.To uncoverpotential irregularities,
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detailed reviewsare conducted of a vendor's key people (reputations and affiliationswith other companies within and externalto
the involved industry), company affiliations (for example, interlocking boards of directors), financial assets and liabilities, and
prior experience.
Prequalificationis the centerpiece of a set of administrative
tools-used in conjunction with but outside the legal and law
enforcement systems-in New YorkCity's attack on corruption
in school construction contracts. To help rein in the widespread
corruption plaguing school construction, the New York City
School Construction Authority's Office of the Inspector General
now prequalifies-using a forty-page questionnaire-every firm
that hopes to be consideredfor school construction contracts. Its
efficacyis reflected in the comment: "A number of firms have
made clear that they fear the administrativesanction of a disbarment far more than a criminal prosecution." Over fiveyears, the
process coupled with other administrative sanctions has worked
well in breaking the back of corruption.12
The extensive procurement activity of government at all
levels,coupled with the costs of oversight,makes it impossibleto
conduct detailed investigations of possible corrupt behavior in
everyproject. But extraordinarytechnical advancesin computers
now make possibleautomated auditing and econometric analysis
on a scale and at levelsheretofore impossible.With decision rules
based on information gleaned from investigations into corruption over time, models are quite accurate in "red-flagging"cases
for possible irregularities. Bid-rigging in highway construction,
for example,is indicated by an econometric model that compares
bidding patterns of cartel and noncartel members.13
Applicable primarily in the evaluation and selection stage
of the procurement process are the aforementioned protest
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mechanism,life-cyclecriteria, independentevaluations(which
build on the conventionalidea),"revolvingdoor"legislation,and
the incentiveintensity of the principal-agentrelationship.To
eliminatelow buy-insand the propensityfor subsequentinflated
costs,some procurementsmay use criteriabasedon a product's
entirelifecycle,from cradleto grave.Evaluationpanels,in which
consensusrules,can help precludetemptationsfor individualsto
succumb to bribes, or render the bribes less effectiveif they occur.

Outside consultantsof impeccableintegritycan conduct proposal reviewsand select winners, removingthe possibilityof
corruptionon the part of the agent(thoughopeningup obvious
channelsfor the samekinds of corruption in differentplaces).
Some internationalorganizationssuch as the aforementioned
SwissSocieteGeneralede Surveillanceand the British Crown
Agentshave managedprocurementoperationsfor,governments
and companiesaround the world. "Revolvingdoor" legislation
makes it more difficult for governmentemployeesto secure
employmentwith companieswith whichthey haveestablisheda
relationshipduringseveralprocurementengagementsovertime.
Finally,the incentiveintensityof the principal-agent
relationship
can both improveefficiencyand reducethe propensityfor needdriven corruption.

Severalnewapproachesshowpromiseto improveprocurement
duringthe deliverystageof the procurementprocess.In high-tech
areas,such ascomputers,technologyadvancesand learningcurve
improvementscan drivecostsdownquickly,and the government
can capture some of the benefitsof these advancesthrough
"refreshmentclauses."These clausesmust be craftedto protect
againsttechnologyobsolescence
and exploitationby vendorswho
would otherwiseextractthe rents associatedwith the technology
advanceor learning curve effect. In effect,the clausespermit
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vendors to offer later-generationequipment that meets or exceeds
the specifications of the originally-bid equipment at prices no
higher than the original bid.
Dual-sourcing, sometimes used by the U.S. Department of
Defense in high-tech weapons systems buys, is designed to prevent monopoly or sole-source rents ex post through an initial
"educational" or "learning" buy of technology, which later may
be transferred to a second vendor in a competitive bid. If solesource contracts are used, market surveysfor cost and quality as
well as detailed accounts of a firm'sactual costs can help establish
prices and compensation for follow-ons.The U.S. Navy and Air
Force have used this latter technique effectivelyin procuring jet
engines for high performance aircraft from two suppliers,
General Electric and Pratt and Whitney. Municipal leaders
should consider dual-sourcingwhen goods are relativelyresistant
to obsolescing,when the products are within the known technology frontier, and when procurement contracts can be awardedfor
multiple years.14

Another idea-really building on and updating an older idea
for modern times-with particular relevanceto all steps of the
procurement processis using externalaudit/oversight authorities.
Simply put, in many situations internal auditors are not as credible or aggressiveas external ones. Using external oversightwas a
key recommendation of the committee that recently examined
corruption in the New York City Police Department, and is
applicable to procurement policies at subnational levels.Already
practiced at the national level in some countries (the United
Statesand Great Britain, for example,have long used independent investigative and oversight bodies), the idea is built on
keeping oversightindependent by maintaining accountability in
the functional area.'5
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As discussedin the text, citizens'groups and the private sector
can help provide a kind of external oversight, recognizing the
value in promoting fair competition and conducting business
under conditions of probity. (TransparencyInternational is one
such example). Mayors should consider the many ways that bidders themselvesmight be induced to reveal corrupt practicesand
monitor themselves.
SECOND-ORDER
EFFECTS
Many of these corruption-preventing countermeasures not only
entail direct costs but "second-order" effects:changes prompted
by the countermeasures themselvesor dynamic consequencesof
unscrupulous players in the contracting process looking for
workarounds to the newly imposed mode of conducting business.Some of the effectsinclude opening the door to other kinds
of corruption, and some merely make the procurement process
inefficientand more costlyto the public. Even the most straightforward tool, promulgating rules and regulations, can trigger
corruption and costs.
First, rules may create opportunities for other types of corruption. For example, Gyawali notes that a typical pattern of
corruption within Nepal's irrigation, sewage,and road construction public works projects "occurswithin a structure of rules and
regulations often so thick that it providesan ideal coverfor profit
skimming. Corruption is effected by meticulouslyobserving the
very rules designedto prevent corruption."16
Next, the administrativecosts of new rules can be high, and
efficiencycan suffer. In addition, eliminating all but the most
trivial discretionary decisions from the hands of procurement
officialssimultaneouslyrestricts the opportunities for these same
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officials to achieveexcellence in procurement by applying their
expertise, common sense, and contract-specificknowledge.(This
is a main argument in StevenKelman'splea for discretion in procurement in computer systemsin the United States.17)
Promulgatingadditionalrulesand regulationsshouldnot therefore be an automatic responseto corruption. When do rules and
regulationshelp?The C = M + D - A formulaprovidesguidance.
Rules tend to reduce corruption when they decrease monopoly
power,clarifyand limit discretion,and make accountabilityeasier.
They stimulatecorruptionwhen they grant officialsnew monopoly
powers,with vaguediscretionand little transparency.
Many other anti-corruption initiatives exhibit the potential
for these second-ordereffects.Usingoutsideconsultants,for example, removespublic officialsfrom the suspicion of collusion on
contracts, but creates opportunities for collusion between the
consultant and an unscrupulousvendor, or even betweenthe consultant and the procurement official.Verticalintegration, while
perhaps unavoidablein some casesin which corruption is rifeand
the widelyaccepted cultural norm, puts the government in competition with the private sector for products the private sector can
produce. This is the antithesis of competition, and it entails the
standard "produce or buy" problem confronting many public
officials. If government conducts surveillance on otherwise
squeaky-cleanfirms, and is discovereddoing so, damaging publicity could result. Risk-sharing contracts increase the likelihood
of moral hazard-underinvestment by the contractor because
part of its risk is "insured."18 Rotating procurement agents
through agencies or among functional areas has opportunity
costs, especiallydenying the benefitsof experiencedevelopedover
time in specializedprocurement areas. Cost surveysto establish
the coming time period's payment schedule can encourage
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suppliers to inflate costs, or to use higher-cost methods, to ensure
higher returns.
Nor are the more recent anti-corruption remedies without
second-order problems. Here we consider the two examples of
dual-sourcing and contract protests, discussing the latter in some
depth.

Dual-Sourcing
Though dual-sourcing can work well in some cases, second-order
problems crop up. First, because expected profits are lower from
the beginning, some firms, perhaps even the most desirable ones,
may choose not to compete, permitting higher-cost producers to
bid and win the contract. Second, incentives for the winner of the
"learning buy" contract to invest in research, development, and
capital will be reduced, because expected future rents will be
smaller. Though these second-order effects concern economic
efficiency more than corruption per se, decreasing competition
may open the door to collusion in the early stages. The winner of
the first stage, to garner rents perhaps unavailable at a fullproduction second-stage buy, may be prompted to enter into
collusive arrangements with competing vendors.
Similarly, prequalifying bidders for procurements can eliminate many prospective

vendors

who might

otherwise

be

predisposed toward collusive activities. However, the prequalification process effectively shifts the possibilities for corruption
back one step in the contracting process, creating another
"chokepoint," entry to which must be regulated by some mechanism. As a consequence, the locus for corrupt activity may well
become the process of qualifying for inclusion on the prequalification list. As Heymann observes: ". . . [O]verloading at any point
in an administrative system requires a choice as to who can use it
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or in what order it shall be availableto people, and this always
creates discretion to decide who gets served at all and who gets
served first. This discretionarypower can be sold whether it is by
an inspectorwho has to approvea new building or by an appointments secretarywho controls accessto a high-levelofficial."19
Protest Mechanisms
Another exampleof a comparativelyrecent anti-corruption tool
that may spawn undesirable second-order effects is the protest
mechanism. In a system of well-recognizedand enforceablelaws
and an empoweredlegal system, the protest mechanismin theory
should enhance competition and help align procuring officials'
incentives with decisions that optimize social value added. The
mechanism deters corruption by giving its "victims"-highquality vendorswho lose bids for otherwiseinexplicablereasonsa meansto bring their legitimatecomplaintsbeforea quasi-judicial
body, and thereby help exposecorruption. In effect, encouraging
protests enhancestransparency.
However, protests themselves come at some expense to the
public good-directly, through the administrative and legal
expenses of filing, defending against, and adjudicating the
protest; and indirectly, through the opportunity costs associated
with delaying needed construction or acquisitions unnecessarily.
For contracts with very high value or with steep proposal preparation costs, especially those that will be performed over an
extended time horizon, even vendors who lose for legitimate and
appropriate reasons may be prompted to file protests as a matter
of course. Even if this does not help the vendor defraya portion
of the proposal costs through a protest settlement, it will signalto
the company's top brassthat the contract (and the work of those
involved) was winnable had it not been for improprieties in the
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selection process. Indeed, Kelman reports: "About one-third of
the most recently awarded major contracts that respondents discussed in the government Computer Managers Survey were
protested."20 A key contracting officialat the U.S. Department of
Agriculture notes, "Usually,when the low-price vendor doesn't
win, there's a protest."21
Marshall et al. have defined the unintended side effectsof the
22
protest process in three categories:
1. Overdeterrence.
The government,through the
procurementofficial,makesa non-optimaldecisionto
avoidincurring the costsof a likelyor threatenedprotest.
A vendor'srecordof filingprotestsmight conferlegitimacy on the procurementofficial'sdecision,whether or
not corruptionwas involved.
2. "Fedmail."
Though a procurementofficialand process
may have been beyond reproachin conducting a particular acquisition,the governmentmay offerprotesting
companiescash paymentsto avoidlegal expensesand
time delays.
3. Buy-offs.Firmsthat havefiled nonfrivolousprotestssettle
on the side for cash paymentsfrom winning firms.
Marshallet al. point out that the settlementprocess
"providescolludingbidderswith a marvelouslegal
forum in which to conduct their business-free communication is possiblein conjunctionwith cash or in-kind
2 3 In some
side paymentsbetweenseemingcompetitors."
cases,there may be little differenceto the government
betweenthe price it pays under the settlementprocess
and the price it would havepaid had there been
collusivebidding.24
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Vendorswill calculatethe costs and benefitsof filing a protest
and presumablyact rationallyover many procurements.Calibrating the way the costs of the protest process are allocated (for
example,using forfeitablebonds and assigningprotest expensesto
winning and losing protesters or government procurement agencies) may help bring the system into an equilibrium in which
transparencyand honesty are injectedinto the procurementsystem
while socialbenefitsare optimized.
Clearly, combating these effects is not straightforward. Of
course,other initiativesinstituted to deter corruption or to modify
the system to eliminate inducements to corrupt behavior in the
first place (that is, initiativesto decreasemonopoly,establishincentives tied to desirable outcomes, and increase transparency)will
serve to attenuate the incidence and severityof second-order corruption as well.Nonetheless,thesedynamic effectsare not entirely
avoidable.
The point for municipal leadersto bear in mind is that breaking the culture of impunity created by systemic corruption in
procurement requires strong medicine. Implementing a corruption-fightingstrategywill involveapplying a set of measuresthat,
through second-order effects (and third-order, and so on), will
createa new equilibrium in the procurement process.The hidden
costs of these second-order effectscan be large; and the municipal leader should at least be awareof their existence,if not guard
explicitlyagainst them, in tailoring a strategy of anti-corruption
initiatives to city-unique characteristics.
CONCLUDING
REMARKS
What, then, is a municipal leader interested in preventing corruption in procurement to do? The policy prescriptionscan seem
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conflicting. For example,vague specificationsmay increaseoverhead costs by prompting an excessivenumber of bids, but tight
specificationsmay elicit too few bids and make collusion easier.
Permitting or forcing bidders to share proprietary information
may improve efficiency, but excessivesharing may facilitate
collusion where it didn't exist before. Second-order effects can
reduce the efficacyof initiatives implemented to thwart corruption, and may evenlead to other kinds of corruption. In addition,
many of the new developmentsin combating corruption, which
may be more relevantfor cities in the developed world than for
cities in emerging nations, may seem appealing until real-world
constraints intervene.There is likewisethe endemic problem of
distinguishing between procurements that are corrupt and those
that are merely economicallyinefficient.
Threading the needle among seemingly conflicting prescriptions may be difficult, especiallyunder the conditions unique to
each municipality. Clearly, no one set of remedies will apply
across the board. However,mayors ready to tackle procurement
as part of a larger assault on systemic corruption arrive at procurement after having first taken the steps outlined in this book,
specificallythose presented in Box 17. By applying the framework for policy analysis (presented in Box 4) to the city-specific
situation, conducting a vulnerability assessment (as suggested
in Box 11), designing a systems-focusedstrategy, and beginning
to implement it-perhaps by "frying big fish" or picking "lowhanging fruit"-the municipal leader will have developed
important insights into appropriate initiatives for battling corruption in the procurement area, which may already include
some low-hangingfruit or harbor a big fish.
In addition, the mayor and other leaders will have begun
work streamlining the civil servicesystem-especially the rewards
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and incentives-to ensure qualified people with the right motivation are in the key procurement slots. In addition, as outlined
previously in the narrative, the municipal leaders will have
brought enforcement authorities, especiallythe police, into the
team that will tackle corruption in procurement,
Clearly, in extreme situations featuring rampant corruption,
weak democratic institutions, and a climate of benign neglect,a
municipalleaderwillnot havethe luxury to explorethe new decentralized discretion idea. More traditional procurement rules and
regulationswill first be required to bring the system into equilibrium; the costsof bureaucracyare small compared to the potential
costs of permitting additional discretion.In this extremesituation,
developing a fair, incentive-based,well-understood civil service
career system is crucial.Administrativetalent is thin, but experiments with developingperformanceindicators and the incentives
linked to them deservehigh priority.25
BoxAl provides a usefil roadmap to help the mayor identify
a menu of conventional options tailored to the city's unique situation. Some of the key variables/conditionsindude:
* Typeof product Is the deliverablea piece of hardware,a
softwarepackage,or a database,somethingtangiblethat
is handed over to governmentto completethe contract?
Or is the deliverablea servicethat the vendorperforms
in behalfof and perhaps under the supervisionof the
government?The qualityfeaturesof hardwareare usually
easierto assessthan are those of a service.With a tangible product, a competitivebiddingprocessis morelikely
to find an equilibratinglevel.
* Technologycontentof deliverable:
Is the product at the
leading edgeof the technologicalfrontier?Or is it an
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everyday,low-techproduct like expendables?The uncertainty attendant to technologiesthat push the envelope
of knowledgewillinherentlynudge companiestoward
risk aversion,especiallyon monetarilylarge contracts.
Contracts that preserveclearincentivesand avoidthe
problemsof moral hazardare more difficultto craft.
* Measurability
of procurementresults/success:
Can the
successor failureof the procurementbe ascertained
straightforwardly,or quantifiably?Or is it inherently
qualitativeand subjective?The more genericand well
understood the product, the better the expectedcost
and quality can be assessed,and the greaterthe incentive
leveragethat can be built into the contract agreement.
* Frequencyof procurement:
Does the municipalgovernment conduct procurementsfor this item or classof
items frequentlyor infrequently?Frequentprocurements
make it morepossiblefor conspiratorsto share information and rotate winning bids over time.
* Numberof potentialvendors:Many or few,perhaps one?
Monopolypoweris antithetic to the notion of
competition.
* Elasticityof governmentdemand:Are there substitutes
for this product or is it one of a kind?With inelastic
demand, providersmayhave opportunitiesto price
gauge.
* Civilservicecareersystem:Is the systemwell-developed,
with merit-basedupward mobility,and incentive-driven
pay and compensationadequateto meet familyneeds?
Or is it poorly specified,longevity-based,with pay and
compensationmarginalor belowthe subsistencelevel,
and horizontalequity paramount?A poorly articulated
careersystem,in which employeesare paid poorly and
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performancehas a weak linkageto pay, createstemptations for eventhe most dedicatedpublic servant;the
most talented peoplewilllook elsewherefor employment. Reformsin this area are fundamentalto
preventingcorruption, as suggestedelsewhereherein.
* Frameworkof governance:
Are democraticinstitutions
widespreadand effective?Or, are they nonexistentor
atrophied?Fair competition cannot flourishin anarchical
conditions.
* Prominenceof publicsectoras an economicactor:Does
the public sectorplay a relativelysmallproportionaterole
in the economicactivityof the municipalityand the surrounding region?Or, does the public sectordwarfprivate
sectoreconomicactivityand employment?Monopsony
buying power may breedcorruption in the absenceof
effectivecontrols.
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"In Latin America there is a new generation of mayors, among whom I
include myself, whose principal challenge is developing a new form of governing, one that is more transparent, efficient, and democratic. Corrupt
Cities introduces a new way to understand corruption. a way that is much
more practical, giving us a very useful tool in the great task that we face in
the future."
-Hector

Silva

Mayor ofSan Salvador, El Salvador

"Corrupt Cities shows not only why fighting corruption is a high stakes
game, but also how to win at that game-and

how to lose. Winning strate-

gies focus on institutional design, prevention, persistence, careful staff
recruitment, appropriate incentives, and two-way sharing of performance
and financial information throughout the community. Losers rely on ethical revival, spasmodic investigation, weak or inappropriate incentives, rules
and central administrative controls, secrecy, and bad information. Corrupt
Cities is a 'must read' for administrative reformers. The book shows step by
step how to implement a winning anti-corruption campaign."
-Fred Thompson
Grace and Elmer Goudy Professorof Public Management and Policy
Atkinson Graduate School of Management, Willamette University
and Editor, International Public Management Journal

"Corrupt Cities is a 'must read' for the incoming Chavez government, from
top to bottom. It outlines the practical steps that can clean out a government in a matter of months."
-Michael

Rowan

Editorial in VHeadline/VENews
Caracas, Venezuela

D

rawing on their decades of experience in battling corruption around the
world, the authors of Corrupt Cities offer a novel way to defeat corruption on
the local level."Preventing corruption," the authors contend, "can help raise
city revenues,improve servicedelivery,stimulate public confidenceand participation,
and win elections." Corrupt Cities shows how it has been done, even in the most
adversesettings, and how it can be done again.
Case studies from New York, Hong Kong, and La Paz, Bolivia,show how seemingly
hopelessproblems can become the catalystsof successfulreform. CorruptCitiesdetails
how to:
* diagnose municipal corruption
* involvecitizens and governmentemployeesin finding and implementing
workablesolutions
* attack corruption from an economicapproach-as a crime of calculationand
as a function of corrupt systems rather than (just) corrupt individuals
* cure and prevent corruption by adapting provenmethods and reforms to
your community
* avoid common pitfalls
"Corrupt Citiesis a most welcome contribution to the toolkit of everyone interested in
fighting corruption. Bob Klitgaardand his coauthorshave done it again."
-Peter Eigen
Chairman,Transparency
International
"The spread of democracy around the world is giving new vigor to the fight against
corruption. How timely, therefore, for these three superb analysts and experienced
corruption-busters to present their trenchant and tested approaches to fighting
corruption. This excellentbook lives up to its billing as a 'practicalguide' and will be
of great value to civic leaders around the world who are dedicated to honest, capable,
and democraticgovernance."
-Jeff Sachs
GalenL. StoneProfessorofInternationalTrade
Director,CenterforInternationalDevelopment,Harvard University
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